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YOUNG WILD WEST GUNNING fOR GOLD
OR,

OUTWITTING THE MINE PLOTTERS
By AN OLD SCOUT
you scoundrels want to whip this boy for, but I made up my
mind the instant I heard his shout for help and saw wh at was
going on here not to let yo u go ahead. Now, then, the fir~t
SAVING A BOY FR<nI A. FLOGGING.
man who offers to leave this spot or lay his hand upon a gmt
"When I count three you jest lay it on him good an' h ard, will drop dead. You hear what I say'."
"Oh, oh, thank you, thank you! " cried the helpless boy, joyPete. I reckon when he feels ther cut of ther rawhide a few
times he'll be glad enough to t ell what he knows about ther fully. ··r am so glad you got here in time. These men haYe
been trying to make me tell them something that I didn ·t
gold! •·
The speaker was a Yillainous-looking man of middle age, care to diYulge, and as a last reso1 t they got ready' to whip me
and his words were addressed to a muscular fellow who, whip with a rawhide. I suppopse they would haYe made me tell, for
in hand, stood behind a boy of probably eighteen years, who the mere thought of the ridges made on me with that '\\'hip
·
was naked to the waist and had his hands tied to a stout makes me shiver."
"That's all right, young fellow," the boy retorted, witl1 a
sapling. ,
Three other men, brawny and evil-faced, stood looking on, smile that was nothing if not reassuring. ·· .Just take it easy.
their faces lighted up in a way that t old how they exulted in I'll take care of these scoundrels, and don·t you forget it.
I can do it alone, if necessary, but It hap•iens that my partners
what was about lo happen .
The scene was close to the outskirts of a small mining camp are coming.. ,
Then the speaker stepped up <:loser to the five men, who had
in the northwestern part of New Mexico; the time some few
years ago, when a lawlessness t ha t was almost general pre- remained standing as they had been ordered, tl.eir faces the
picture of rage and amazement.
\·ailed in that section or the country.
"You will just oblige m e . by holding up your hands,., he
It was a sort of hollow among tbe roclrn that th e five men
ball gathered for the purpose of whipping the boy unt!l he said, just as though it was nothing more than a farce he wa~
rehearsing. ''Be quick about it, too, for I am not in the
made some sort of confession to them.
.. He knows jesl where the gold is hid in the old mine, " habit of '\\·ailing to have my orders obeyed.,.
The leader of the gang was the first to raise his hands, an1
went on the speaker, a gleam of savagery in his eyes. ·'He
says he'll die afore he tells anything, but I r eckon, as I jest as the others followed suit the dash'.ng boy who had intersaicl, a few cuts from tiler rawhide will fetch him to terms. fered in the nick of time nodded approvingly.
"I see that you know when you arc well off, .. he said, and
Now, then. One!"
The mau addressed as Pete raised the ugly looking whip and the smile that shone upon his hanrlsome face must have been
: maddening to them just then . ··1 re::-kon I'll wait for DF
the helpless boy quivered in expectancy.
partners, and then we'll find out what this is all about."
"Two!''
Footsteps were now heard from behind the rocks, and the
'·Help! ·· shouted the boy, despairingly. "Won't some one
next moment another boy appearPd, followed by a tall ma·1
sa, e me?"
There was a brntal laugh from the leader of the gang, and with long black hair and WParing a mustache. to ma tch.
Both were attired in a fa,:h'on 'ilI/,ilar to tlJe boy who
thPn he called out, sharply:
had appeared on the scene in time to save the naked barll. of
'·Three!"
The cruel lash was just about to descend when a sharp re- the boy frnm the rawhide.
"You have got 'em dead to rights, ~vild," the tall man said,
port sounded close at hand, and with a startled cry the man
as he gave a nod of approval and pointed a revolver cr,regripping it let it fall to the ground .
His companions were as much surprised as he was, and when lessly at the five yiiJains. "We didn't kno, · what started
they saw the blood trickling from the back. of his hand they yer to runnin' in slch a hurry. But we jest come along after
reaiized that some one had fired a shot from behind the r ocks yer, an' a little ways baclc tnere we seen what was goin' 011
here. This is what I cal! a mi;hty fine piece of business;. So
and grazed the hand with a bullet.
All eye,;. were, of course, turnec in the direction the shot they was goin' ter lick ther \icl, -vas they? Well, I re<:kon
h ad come fn,m and before any one could say ·a word, a dash- sich galoots as they are need hangin' mighty qnick. I"d
ing-looldng boy, attired iu a fancy hunting-suit of buckskin, better go an' git a conple of lariats so we kin go ahead an·
a mass of light-chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders, ap- do it.·•
"NeYer mit1ll the lariats now, Cbariie,' was rl).e reply. "Let
peared on the scene.
.. I reckon this little 'bit of punishment will be postponed," us find out why they were going to rawhide the boy. Then if
he said. coolly, as the still smolring revolver he held in hi s we think they are deserving of l.leing hangeu we'll go an!):1d
hand was pointed toward the five villains. "I don't know what and do it.''
CHAPTER I.
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The other boy said nothing, but looked on with .a r;,ile, but I'm sure I will find the gold, which he told me was mine
showing how w,aJl he approved of wh·it was said.
now ..,
''Now, thell," said the boy with the Jong ha:, as he nodded
Then one of the other scoundrels bega n talking.
to the man who hacl done tae counting while the villain
H e tried to verify everything the leader had said, but t h e
called Pete was waiting to strike the first tlow, ·'I take it that young champion of the boy's rights held up his hand for him
you are the l rade r of this crowd, so I'll ask you a question or to stop.
two. Please t ell us why you were going to use that ~awhide ; "I don't want to hear any more from you fellows,'' he said.
on the boy."
I "I believe the boy's story, so, of course that means that you
. "I don't know as that's anything to you, kid," was the have got to let him aJon.e. If I dicl the' right thing I suppose
growling 1etort, for tbe villain bad by this time partly r e- I would shoot you all, and you can bet I could do it in a hurry,
co:v~red his co;11posure. "That boy ~as been doin' :::_ lot of to?, for I have a way of handlfng a gun with conside,able
l ym to us, an I recJrnn we had a nght ter make b1m tell qmckn ess and accuracy. Now, then, suppose you fellows tur n
t her truth if we wanted ter."
' your back. Go ahead, do as I say!"
"That all deponds, my fri en d," was the cool rejoinder. "In I The five lost no time in doing this, for they plainly saw that
the fi rst place tt is not a nice way to force any one to tell if they tried to put up a fight they would stand little or no
t he truth. Tll~t rawhide is what I call a pretty nasty weapon, show, since the other boy and the taJI man were standing
and the fellow who was about to handle it Is powerful enough :·eady to let lead fly.
to cause the skin to smart at a single stroke. But, happily, I
·when they were all turned in the opposite direction the
was able to draw a bead on him just in time to prevent it. I long-haired boy who looked very dashing in his neat-fitting
could easily have s hot him through the heart, which, no bt.ckskin suit, called out sharply:
doubt, li e was deserving of. But I chose to sl;in the back of
··\Vb.en I say t he word, I want you to run straight for the
his bu~-i with a bullet, and I did it nicel y, I think He ccr- mining ramp, and if you don't hurry I'll hdp you along with
tainly dropped the whip in a hurry."
a bullet or two. Now, then, arr you ready? ''
The villaiu called Pete winced and lool,ed very uncz.sy at
Ona of them sta.rted off, and then the others followed with. this.
out. saying a word.
Blood was still triclding from his hand and was ru::ming
' Go on! ·· came the shout.
down the sleeve of the dirty yellow shirt he were.
I
The ruffians ran over the rough ground with a degree of
But those who had interfered did not s::!em to notice this, swiftnGss that they were not in the :iabit of 1'!lal:ing, and just
or if they did it amounted to not.Ling to tllem .
as the y were about a hundred feet from ~h:} spot a reYolver
'·Is that a!! the e?:pla'?ation you have to rnak ?" ca'~,e the crac1;eJ. a;id enc of them leaped high in the air.
qnest;on from the young fellow who had fired the shot, as he
"Ha! ha! ha!,. laughed the boy wllo bad fired the shct. ·'I
lool{ccl at the lender.
took off a piece of your lJcet-he,,l that tlme, didn't I? I-:ecn
"I reclw:1 that's enough, ain't it, kid?"
ri ght on . I'll try it again. "
·'Well, perh aps rn. But we'll see what the bo~, bas to my."
Crack!
Then he turned, and irnlling a !rnlfe from his belt, coolly
Anoth::>r shct rang out, and agaln ,f:e rnme man, who was
cut the rope ~hat held the boy's wrists together.
the fel:ow who had been about t.o use t.he rawhide, gave a 1,:,ap.
"I don't know how I can th:rnk you 1 • · exciaimed the victim. I Two seconds later they had di sa ppeared from view be bind
the tears showing in his eyes.
· :scrne rocks, '.!nu then the lad who had been saved of a r.ood
·'Well, never mind about thanJ;ing roe, young fellow. 1 fee! bc.~.tin~ timidlf touched" h_ls preserv_er 1;1~0:i th~ arm ~nd said:
just as rrood over it as you do. Nothing Sl: its me better th an
If ) ou don t m;,nd t ,l11ng me, Id llke to !,now who I am
to do a good turn for any one who is being iropcsed upon. , to thank for this.
You certa•n!y were being imposed upon if any one ever was, ; ''Tbat :ncans that you 1Yant lo know who I am, I suppose?''
i n my way of thinking. Now, then, Guppose you tell us what was the smiling repl y.
they were going to use the rawhide ,n you for?"
j
"Yes,. that's it. I see you c r :, a boy lilrn myself, bt, t the :·e's
"I can do that in a very few words,'· was the reply, as the sc-iv,thmg about you that makes you very much of a man, I
boy Eteppeu on:r to a reel, and picked up the shi rt that had think.··
•
been pulled from bis back l)y the villains. ·:There is an
'·Well, that may be true, and it may not. But I'll tell you
abandoned mine :t short distance from !Je;-c, and these men who I am . My nam3 is Young Wild West.··
have an idea th::i.t the~c is a :ot cf gold hicld"n in it. and that
"1 knew it! I knew it!·· and the bey clapped his h;µicls i11
I knew whe1 c it is. _'hey bave been following me about for a way that showed his delight. "I was sure of it tha moment
the last two days, and every chance th ey got one of them I first set eye,, on you, for I heard a lot about you a week ago,
would tllrenten n~e ,md advi1:e n'e to tell where the gold i!) wh en I f.rst cr:.;u (: to this wild pa rt of the country. You are/
hidden. I never yet admitted that I knew anything ab01:t any Young Wild West. t!le Cl!amplon Dead_shot, an? the two with
gold be!ng in the old mine, but _the,· seem to thi!!k it was o. yo,:1 51ie your parrn:-irs, ~heyenue Cl~ar,1_10 1and ~1m Dart,:•
sure thrng I dld. Aboi.t t.;n mmutes before ycu r::ime here
l ou have got L1at Jest rigl_lt, Juel , Lie ta,! man with the ,.
they caught ree at the mouth of foe mine ~haft and clragzf'd d_a:·k hair said, lan ghinglr. ..I happ_e~ t er b_e Chc:;~:1ne Chatme uown he~e among tbe rocks. -1.fter the·.- nad coaxed aild lie, what used te,· do a lot of scontm for tncr solmers. But
threo.te ned ;:1e without av~iil, I wt,s strippeJ REd ti,' d to the wben I met Young Wilu West, who's tber whitest an' best. boy
lit tle tree her!'! Then the ruwbide was trougbt in~o play a:nd that eve1· Jivca : I ;z,ive up that ldnd of a job an· haVfi been
r all lJat rece·Yed a good lashinr:. ·•
stic!;in' te:· him 0Yer since. rm mighty proud ter be call ed a
··1\h!" aud tl!c bo'y with tlle flow:,1 6 hair r..ou.de<l as though partner of bis, an· you kin lJet that I'll stick to him as iong as
he was sat:;,t1ed.
I'm able ter mo"e a little finger. It's ther r-an:e way with Jim,
But he suJclenly turned to the leader of the villains a~ain too. Yon co11lcl.:1' mo.ke him thinlc that Wild could do ar,yand exclaimed:
"'
thing bur hat's right, an' there ain't no wonder nLout it ..
'· You scoundrel, you! I ulame yon more than I tlo th ese either. You're a mighty lucky kid, you are, ·cause it Wild
other fellows, for they look as tboi:gh tht'y haven't lJrains hadn't been as near here as he wns ther c!Janr1c:s are rou won)d
enough to know Urn difi'erence betweea ri~lJt and wrong r..:ow ha.-c got a gco:l welt or h\O afore we could ha\· c s topped 1t.
t hen, I want to a3k you if what the bo:1' has told rn~ is th~ But yen kin bet your lif P we would have s top pcu. it, thot;gh,
truth...
'rause if I had J'.iannened ter have se0n i t I'd have sartinly
"I reckon that's about ther size of it," came the reply. ·'Ain't. shot t cr kill. I r eckon it wouldn't baYc took me more th~~
that encugh ter make us feel like givin' him a good Jickin'? ten seconds ter clean up ther wholo fiyc of them rneakm
'fher gold we'rn lookin' for belon gs tn us, an' if he knows coyotes."
where it is he's got a right ter tell us."
1 The rescu(> d bO:I' sbcok bands with all three and declared,
"The gold does not belong to them,'' retorted th eir victim, again and again, bow thankful he was.
bis ej·cs flashing. ..They have no rie-llt to it whuteYer. Jf
.. l\ly name is r!'om Welden, and tbou~ll I am not exactly a
there is any golrl hidden in the oid mine it bclongn to me, for stranger in the ,Vest, I !:nYe only beea in these parts about a
m:,- uncle was the one who put it there. and with his dying week. I c.n1 e here to lac:, up my uncle, William Welden.
breath he told ma to come and look for it."
and jm,t as I reached Black .Jaci;, which is the name of the
"That's a lie!" almost screamrd the villainous leader. mining camp the other side of the hill, my uncie came ste.g"Bill Welden stole ther gold from us an' hid it some,there. gering toward the hotel, tbe blood flowing from a wound in
Then when he got scared about it ho run away."
his bacl:. I had not seen him in over three years, but I recog''Yes, be ran away, and there was a bullet in his back when nized him right away, and he died in my arms shortly after I
be did. One of you shot him. But it happened that he lived told him who I was. He managed to tell me that he had quite
lon,g enough to get where I was and tell me about it. He died a pile of gold concealed in the abandoped mine, however, and
a li ttle too soon for me to get a full knowledge of it, h owever, be declared that it was all miue, s ince be wa s unmar r ied and
0
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had no one else to leave it to. It gave me a great sliock, of
course, but I made up my mind to stay here and try and find
the gold. But it seemed that the five men who brought me
here to this hollow a short time ago knew something about the
gold, too, and it must h ave been that one of them heard something of what my uncle told me as he died, for they have
been hounding me every since. I made up my mind that I
would di e before I would give them any information whatever,
even though they really knew as much about the case as I
did myself."
"You're a putty spunky boy, I r eckon," Cheyenne Charlie observed, with a grin. "You might jest as well have told 'em
all you lmowed."
''I really did, I suppose, but the way I ac1.ed made them
thinl, I knew more."
"Well, maybe you do know a little more."
"Yes, maybe I might. Uncle Dill said something about an
oak timber that was used to prop up the roof of the mine,
and that was all. I have been to the mine two or three times,
but there are several props there and they all look to be of
the same kind of wood. It's a sort of mystery, and I fear that
I may never be able to discover the gold. It might have been
that my poor uncle's mind was wandering at the time and
there really is no gold hidden in the mine."
"Well, I reckon it's worth looking into, Tom Welden,"
Young Wild West said, in the cool and easy way that had
h elped make him famous. "If you wish it, we will help you
in this matter, and if we happen to find the gold we won't
charge you a penny for our services .' It happens 1.hat we are
pretty well fixed, anyhow, and that gives us a chance to make
horseback. trips around through the wildest parts of the West
and hunt up what there is to be found in \he way of adventure and excitement. Now, then, if you don't mind, we'll
talte you with us to those we have in waiting the . other side
of the gully. Then we'll all go into the mining camp t ogether."
"Of course, I'll accept your kind assietance, and I will go
with you right away," was the quick reply.
CHAPTER II.
AT

nu.er,;:

JACK.

Young Wild West and his friends had been following the
trail that ran along through a gorge when they came to a point
where it seemed difficult to proceed with the horses.
The young deadshct had dismounted, then, and climbed
oYer the rocks to take a look around and see if there was another way to get past the rocks.
It seemed as though there had been a landslide not long
since, and this caused t!J.e obstruction.
His two partners, Ch eyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, bad
also clisruottnted when they saw the boy disappear over the
crest of a small rise.
It happened just t hen that ~he scream £or help rang ou t and
then it was tha t Young ·wnd ·west was able to reach the scene
in time to prevent the flogging.
The rest of our hero's party consisted of Arietta Murdock,
his golden-haired sweetheart; Ann::i. the wife of Cheyem:e
Charlie; Dloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweet!1eart, and two
typical Chinamen, who were brothers, named Hop Wah and
Wing Wah.
The latter always traveled with our friends , Hop in the
capacity of a man-of-all-work, and Wing as t.'h e coo:,, and a
good one, too.
The girls and the two Chinamen heard the scream and the
shot that followed, of course, but though they were surprised
not a little, they did not show any signs of real alarm and
waited patiently for Young '\Vild Wes~ and his partners to
appear.
They had not even dismounted, and just as they were thinking of doing so and climbing to the top of the rldfe the th!·ec
came in sight, and with them the boy Wild had rescued in such
timely fashion.
It was easy for them to guess that it was the boy who l:ad
given utterance to the cry for help, and as he hurr:ed along
with the rest they had a good look at him and decided that it
was a lucky thing that their friends had been able to save him
from the danger that must surely have tllreater:ed him.
"Well, girls, here we are,•· the young cleadshot said, with
a smile, as he leaped down the rocks and stood befcre those
in waiting. '· It was a mighty good thing that I started to
lool, for a way to get through here. By climbing up there I
was able to see a little sceno that was being enacted in a
hollow just below. But I put a stop to it with one quick shot,
and I r eckon everything is all right now. n
"He saved me from a flogging with a rawhide whip, " Tom
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Welden spoke up, "and I will never forget him for it, either.
I am so happy to think that Young Wild West came in
time."
Wild now introduced tnc boy to 1.he girls, and then he
quickly r elated just what had happened.
Weldon took up the story when he had finished, and told
what h e had already related to o;,1r hero and his partne;-s
about his uncle and the gold tha t was su pposed to be hi dden
somewhere in the old mine.
The girls listened with great interest, for they were almost
as eager for adventure as their escorts were.
When Cheyenne Charlie married Anna she insisted on accompanying him when he went away from home, and thus it
became possible for Arietta and Eloi3e to become members
of the party also.
So many perils and adventures had the three girls been
through that they had become, rather used to them, and they
were never happier than when they were riding over the
mountains 01· across the broad plains in 1.he company of Young
Wi ld West and his partners.
""Well , Tom," said our hero, smiling at the boy when he
had finished his explanation of what had happened, "maybe
you can 1.ell us how we are going to get to the mining camp."
"I can do that quickly enough, Young Wild West," was the
reply. "This trall is not used any more, I have heard say.
About two weeks ago a few tons of reek and earth took the
notion to slide down and since that time any one entering or
leaving Blaclc Jack has been compelled to go around to the
right a little. You might have noticed a cut through the
cliffs something like a hundred yards back of here."
·'Yes, we noticed it, but the ground was so hard and stony
that we failed to see anything like hoofprints or wagon ruts,
so we kept right on until we reached this spot."
"Well, the only way to get around with your horses will
be to go back there. I'll go with you and show you the way."
"How far is it ' t o the camp by going around in the way
you propose?"
"Only half a mile. It won't talrn us long. I'll run along
with you, for I am used to that sort of thing."
"Well, you needn't do anything of the sort, Tom Welden.
You can get on my horse with me. Spitfire is perfectly capable of carrying two boys, I know."
"That is certainly a fine beast,'' the boy declared, as he
loo ked at the sorrel stallion that had carried Young Wild West
through so many dangers.
"Yes, and I am proud of him. too. He isn't much over
six years old, so you will see. that t here is probably a lot
for him to do yet."
•·well, if you insist on it I'll ride with you."
"All right, you get into the sa(idle aml 1'11 ride behind you.
Then you can lead us to the mining camp.
Welden seemed pleased at the suggestion, and he quickly
moup.ted the sorrel.
Then Young Wild West leaped up behind him and away they
went, the borne at a walk.
Charlie and Jim came along with the girls, and, sure
enough, when they had gone back but a short distance they
found the cut and at once turned and went through it.
The trail was all right, and wh en they got to where the
ground was rather soft thf'Y could easily see hoofprints and
wagon-ruts as well.
Around they w€nt, and i n a minute or two struck the trail
that had been shut off by the landslide.
Then, as they reached the top of a little hill, they saw the
shanties and te?;ts of the minin;;; camp lying right below them.
" Here we are at Black Jack," Tom Welden said. "It ain' t
much of a place, is it~"
"Well, it looks somathing like the ordlr.ary run of camps, "
the young deadshot an 9wered , with n s:nile.
.. They all look alike ter 1:ie , .. Cheyc:me Ch1rlie spokP, up,'
"I could almost say tba t I'd been here afore, 'cause there
ain't uothin' difi:erent from what we ulw:::.ys fin d. There's
lher s..tmc old wbizky-n:ill ri ght in tl,er center cf ther p lace,
an ' there's ther shanty storn wilh so:ne of t:1er thir.gs they've
got tPr sell there hangin' i:i ther window. But what's that?
A barber shop, too '\Vell!, bT thunc.er! I reckon I'll Jel :::ome
one s!Ja, e me for a chan;:;e. I'm tired of tloin' it three or four
times a 1,eek mysdi. A:aothet· thine:. m)· ra::or needs shr:rpenin'
too, an' I redrnr. tll or barber '.'!ill be l;'.ble ter fix it up fo!' me."
"Well. I'm afr:lld yo-..i won't iind him very much of a barber," Welden s:.iid, laughingly . ns ho took off his hat. .. He
cut my hair yesterday. Wht•.t do you thin', of the job?''
It certainly was net ,:.uch of a fob, fer tlle hair he.cl been
cut oft in big Hci:::i, ar.d thc1zh hc had 1!:anaged to reruov ..
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the most qf it, there was nothing like smoo.thness about the
"Well, I reckon he'll have a scar on the back of his hand
job.
for some time to come," the young deadshot answered. "As
''Well, me an' Wild don't bother ourselves about gittin' our I told him, I could have just as easily sent a bullet through
hair cut,·• the scout retorted, with a grin. '·We're satisfied tPr his heart as to merely 'graze the back of his hand. But I
let it~hang down over our shoulders. I don't know jest when didn't want to kill him. What I wanted to do first of all was
a pair of · shears has ever b.een on my head, unless it was me to prevent him from striking you with the rawhide. I reckon
· doin' · it myself · when I clipped off ther ends a little. It's I did that all right."
. .
titer same way with my mustii,che. That's been there ever
Welden shrugged his shoulders, his face paling slightly.
,. since I was nineteen-, an' I reckon it's goin' ter stay there as
"Ugh!•· he exclaimed. "I can't help thinking of how it
lo]lg as I live. •·
would have felt if that heavy lash had come down on my bare
'· Iiut you had a full beard once, Charlie," his wife spoke up, shoulders. I don't mind getting hit with a fist so much, but
just then.
to be flogged is entirely different. That is something I never
·.. Yes, but that was afore I m a rried you, gal."
had done to me yet, and I never want it to happen."
''Yes, of course. You don't suppose I would have accepted
"Well," spoke up Jim Dart, "here is the rawhide. I brought
you if you had proposed to me with a bri;;tling beard lika it with me. We may have the chance to use it on the villain
who was so anxious to give you a dose of It, Welden."
yours must have been. do you?"
"Well., that's all right. It ain' t there now, though it wouldn't
'"fhat's so!" the scout exclaimed, his eyes brightening.
take me long ter raise one, you k in bet, .. and the scout felt "Jest let me take charge of that, Jim. Nothin' would suit me
oi his chin and looked thoughtful.
.
better than ter wallop that big galoot till he begged for mercy.
It was a little before noon a s th e pal'ty rode into the min- I reckon I'll git ther chance ter do it, too, afore we !~ave
Ing camp and came to a halt befor e the gen eral store, as tue Black Jack."
sign declared it to be_.
The storekeeper listened to all this with no little surprise.
Finally he turned to Tom Welden and said:
Only three or four men could be seen anywh ere about, a111.l
"What was they tryin' ter do to yer, anyhow, kid'/ Ted
one of them was, no doubt, th e propri etor of th e store.
. He had been sitting on a stool nea r the door of his place Barrow had his gang after yer, did he?"
"Yes, that's right, Mr. Hoke. You know pretty well what
of business, and a s the riders came up he arose and stood
they were after me for. One of that gang shot my uncle and
looking at them in a very friendly way.
·'How are yer , ladies an' gents?" he called out, Lowing:. they want to find the gold they think he hid somewhere."
"Yes, I heard all about it," Hoke answ ered. "So they think
politely. .. I see ther kid has mos t likely brought you here.
you know where it is, an' that's wliy they was goiD' ter
Maybe yoµ want ter buy something in my line."
· "Well, ruy fri entl, perh::ips we may bu y some thing before wallop yer ter make yer tell?''
"That's just It, Mr. Hoke."
we leave here, •· Wild answered, a s he di smounted. "But just
''But t.hey didn't flog yer, eh?"
now we are thinking ab out going into camp somewhere. We
·'No, they did not. Young Wild West shot th e r aw hid e from
ha Ye our outfit with us, as you can see," and )le pointed to t he
two Chinamen who we t·e leading a co uple of well-loaded pack- Pete's hand just as be was ready to deliver the first blow upon·
horses. ·· According to the looks of the hotel over there we my bare back."
"What's that! Young Wild West, yer say?~ .and the storewould hardly be able to find ac commodations there. I don't
keeper instantly turned his gaze upon the young deadshot.
believe thllre a re over a hundred room s in the building."
"Yes, sir, t¥s ls Young Wild West. You have heard of
"A hundred, eh?" and the s tore keever chuckled. "Well, I
reckon., if, you kin find any more th a n half a dozen there him, of course."
·-r11 stand treat. But,,. and he became more serious, "if you "Heard of him! Well, I reckon I've heard enough about him
mean ter put your tents an' stop here for awhile, why don't yer ter fill a big book. Black Jack ougbter feel highly honored
.go right around my store here? There's a brook runnin' ter have him visit It. We ain't never had no champion dead· through about a hundred feet back, an' you sartinly oughter shot ter stop here, though there's lots here who think they're
find a place there for your horses to fe ed. 'cause there's more champions. But there's more lead wasted flyin' through tber
grass there than they co,;ld eat in a week, •·
air than ever hits a mark, an' maybe that's a good thing, after
''Thank you! I reckon we'll do as ·you say. Then, after all."
"A very good thing, Mr. Hoke,., our her-0 spoke up. "The
awhile, we'll patronir.e you, for we surely will find that we
need something before we leave Blacl, Jack ..,
miners might better waste their ammunition in that way
"Oh, tiler kid told you the r name of ther place, eh? A. than to use it to shoot each other with."
-mighty fine name, too, ain't it? "
"Well, that happens sometimes, too," and Hoke shook his,
'·Well, I don't know as a name goes for much. The mining head. "But I've always managed ter keep out of ther rows
camps we come across have all sorts of names, and some of that starts here, an' I'm jest about doln' enough business :ter
them hardly suit. But wh)' Is it that this on,\') ls called Black make a livin'. Maybe after awhile when we git more population here I'll branch out a little an' git rich. I've made ' up ,,,; ·
Jack?"
.
~Well, I don' t know exactly , but some one told me once that my mind ter stick to ther store, no matter what happens. - Of
an outlaw by ther name of Black Jack struck a lot of gold course, I mean by that as long as ther miners kin find paybaclc here, an' that it was b e what started ther camp goin'. dirt enough ter keep things goin'. It takes money ter run
But he didn't live ver y long, 'ca use he got t er doin ' som e of his anything, though nuggets an' dust will answer ther purpose.
wickedness, an' they planted him on ther side of th er hill over I've got a little scales in my store that weighs right to ther
there. You kin see our little cemetei'y by jest lool,in' over inch, an' I'm always ready ter talrn ther dust an' nuggets jest
ther same as money. I'm a putty good jedge of gold, an' it's
that new shanty.''
They all turned in the direction he pointed, and saw a small seldom I git stuck when I make an allowance for any of it."
Then a very shrewd look showed upon the speaker's face,
plot of ground on the side of the hill, where several mounds
and it was easy for our friends to guess that the chances were
and a stone or two could be seen.
"That's our cemetery," the storekeeper went on, rather that he never lost-anything 8n a deal of that kind.
Finally our hero decided to go around to the rear of the
proudly. "There's about seventeen that has . been planted
there, an' only two of 'em has died natural deaths. That store and see what sort of a place it was to camp that the
storekeeper had offered them.
lll)eaks well for Black Ja ck, don't it?"
"Come on," he said to his friends. "It will be noon in a
'· It sartinly does, " Cheyenne Charlie ans wered, with · a
chuckle. _·'This must be a red-h ot ca mp. Lots of bad men few minutes, and I, for one, am getting rather hungry, We
may as well go into camp, and then Wing can go ahead with
here, I s'pose?''
.
"Well, I nev er have n o tro u b'. E' with any of 'em, though the preparations for dinner."
It was at this juncture that a man came swaggering out of
there's some here that al!ow th a t they' re about ther worst
that ever lived. There's Ted Barrow, for instance. He claims the shanty saloon that was nearly across the street.
It was Ted Barrow, and behind him, in single file, came the
to be a sort of boss of ther cam p, but that's about all it
amounts ter, 'cau se there's more t ha n e.!lough here ter put him four villains who had been with him when our hero had ·apdown any time they want t er. Someti mes when he gits goi n' a peared on the scene in time to save Tom Welden from a floglittle l oo strong somebody ha s ter interfere, an' then Ted ging.
Straight to the middle of the street the five ruffians came,
always takes water ...
"1'ed Bai ro w is th e na me of the m an who ordered the big, and then, as be came to a halt, the leader called out: ·
" Say, kid, we've been talldn' it over an' we've sorter con. powerful fello \\· to fl og me, .. Tom Welden s poke up, turning
to ou r l'rro . "l forgot lo tell you that before. P ete is what cluded that we're awful sorry we used yer ther way we did
they call c] " f('J!ow ~·on ,·au ~ed t o drop the whip so hurriedly. a little while ago. But I want ter tell yer that Pete had- no
He is Jus t ~s mur h or a s co uncl r pl ;i;J th e leader of the gang." intention of hittin' yer with ther rawhide. I made 'him do
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that jest ter git yer ter tell what yer !mowed about that there
gold. I hope yer won't have no hard feelin's toward us."
Before the boy could make a reply, Young Wild West started
toward the men.
"See here, you sneaking coyotes! " he exclaimed, his eyes
flashing, "it isn't nec'e ssary for you to come here and make
any apology at all. I know for a certainty that if I hadn't
fired just as I did the boy would have been hit with the rawhide. It would have been a mighty hard blow, too, so if you
say the big scoundrel had no intention of hitting him, you
lie!"
CHAPTER III.
OUR FRIENDS GO INTO CA.MP.

The face of the leader of the gang turned as red as a beet
as the young deadshot's words rang in his ears.
.
'·See here, young feller," he said, trying his best to keep
cool, '' I reckon I've had enough ter do with you, so you had
better not undertake ter pick a row' in this here camp. I want
yer to know that my name is Ted Barrow, an' that what I says
generally has ter go here in Black Jack. I'm backed up by
a lot more than what you see here, so if you take my advice
you'll apologize for callin' me a liar."
"Well, if I were to take such advice from you it would be
the first time I had ever done such a thing in all my life. I've
told you that you lie, if you say it was not intended that the
boy should be flogged. Now, then, what are you going to do
about it?"
.
Barrow took a step backward, at the same time laying a
hand upon his gun.
But before he could draw it our hero had him covered.
"Let go of that piece of hardware!" he exclaimed, in a
ringing voice. '' If you don't I'll put a hole through you. "
The leader of the ruffians obeyed instantly, and then he
looked at his companions as though he exp.e cted them to
take his part.
But for reasons of their own not one of them allowed his
hand to go anywhere near a gun.
This must have seemed rather strange, too, since Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart had not moved from where they were
st.anding before the shanty store.
They, as well as the girls were looldng on as though it was
a commonplace scene before them, while the storekeeper stood
holding fast to one of the uprights that supported the porch
of the building, his mouth wide open.
·Tom Welden did not seem to be at all frightened, either;
and, he looked on, his eyes fixed upon the young deadshot with
admiration.
"Ah!" said Wild, in his cool- and easy way. "So you don'tfeel as though you would like to die just now, eh? Well, I
told you you lied, and I insisted that I told you what was right.
Now, then, since I have got the drop on you, suppose we
settle it in another way. You were the -f irst to lay your hand
on a gun, but you were not quick enough to get it pointed
my way. But I'll tell you what I'll do with you, Barrow. No
doubt you feel highly insulted at being called a liar, especially
by a boy. Suppose we fight it out in a fair and square fashion."
"How kin we do that when you have got me covered?" the
villain grumbled.
"Well, -I'l! tell you how. There's a shanty over there that
will just suit our purpose. You go around the one side and I
will go around to the other. Tnen some one here can fire a
shot and we will rush around to the front, or the back, just
as you like, and begin shooting at each other. ·How will that
strike you?"
" Take him up, Ted," spoke up Pete, who had a dirty bandage
tied about his hand. "I reckon there ain't no galoot livin'
what kin shoot any quicker than you kin when you have got
a fair chance."
The leader looked at him half angrily.
"You don't s'pose l'm goin' ter run ther r~sk of g1ttin' a
lead pill in me, do yer?" he r.sked. "What's ther use of doin'
anything like that? You oughter know sornethin' aboat how
that boy kin shoot. Look at ther back of yer hand."
"All right, then. I always thought you was a little afraid
when anything like real danger was starin' yer in ther face.
Why, if my hand was all right I'd take him up on that game,
an' I don't allow that I kin shoot quite as quick as yon kin."
·'Do you mean what you say?" Wild asked, stepping up close
to the speaker.
"l sartinly do. But what's ther use of talkin' about it?
Here's my hand tied up with a rag. I ain't got no good use
of ther .fingers. "
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"Can't you shoot with your left hand?"
"Well, not very good."
"Well, I think you could manage to shoot with your right
hand. Now I'll tell you what I'll do with you, since you have
talked so much about it. I'll let you have a gun in either hand,
and I'll have my right hand tied behind my back. That will
give me my left 'hand to use. We will go over to the sha.nt:v
and do exactly as I suggested to your lying leader. How
about it?"
"Pshaw! You're only bluffin', kid," and so saying, Pete
turned and walked rapidly to the saloon.
Cheyenne Charlie led in the roar of laughter that followed,
and it is needless to say that Tom Welden took part in it.
Ted Barrow lingered for a few seconds, and then he t•1rned
and skulked back to the saloon.
The rest seemed glad to follow, and Wild did not choose
to stop them, but waited until they had all got inside.
"So these are the bad men you have here in Black Jack,
Mr. Hoke?'' he said, smiling at the storekeeper.
"Yes, I s'pose they're about ther worst we've got here,"
was the reply.
"Well, they don't seem to amount to much, do they?"
"No, an' it's somewhat surprisin' ter me that they didn't
try ter do a little shootin'. Most of 'em is putty clever with
a gun, but maybe they happen ter !mow who you are, Young
Wild West."
"Well, I don't know how they do; because I never remember
of seeing any of them before, and I certainly didn't tell them."
"They don't have ter know who he is, boss," the scout
spoke up. '' All's they want is ter see how he acts an' listen
ter what he says. That's enough, I reckon."
"Well, you're right on that. But say, that sorter done me
more good than anything has since I've been here in Black
Jack. There was five of 'em, an' there wasn't one of 'em as
dared ter use his gun after Young Wild West got ther drop
on 1'ed Barrow. But I'll tell you one thing," and he shook
his head gravely. '·They ain't ther sort of rnen as will forgit
things. They'll all have it in for you mighty strong now,
an' I wouldn't be surprised if they tried ter down yer when
you wasn't lookin'. Take my advise an' be on ther watch for
'em."
'·Oh, we'll look after that part of it, Mr. Hoke," and so
saying the young deadshot took the sonel stallion by the
bridle and started to go around to the rear of the store.
Noticing that Welden hesitated about following them, the
young dead shot stopped and said:
""Where are you putting up at, Tom?"
"At the hotel over there," was the reply.
"Got a room there?"
"Yes, but not all to myself. There's two others who sleep
in it."
"You don't like it Yery much, I suppose?"
"Not much, but my board is paid for the rest of the week.
You have to pay in advance In these places, you know .. ,
"Well, I'll tell you what yon can do, if you like. Suppose
you go and get your belongings and stay In our camp until
we have settled this business. I promise you that we'll stay
long enough in Black Jack to find the gold you are looking for
if there is really any to be found. Then you'll haYe no use for
this place, anyhow, and will want to get away as quickly as
possible."
'·That's right, Young Wild West. I'm very glad to say that
I'll accept your offer. H we do find my uncle's gold you shall
be well paid for your kindn e3s to me."
·'Now, don 't mention that. Tom. I believe I already told _
you that we were not in need of anything like a reward. What
we are looking for is someth ing lively, and the chances are
that we are going to ha\'e some of it before we ~uit this camp.
Go ahead and get your belongings and come on oYer as soon
as yon can. If any one interferes with you. ,iust let out a
yell, and ' you can bet your life that we'll be on hand in a
jiffy ...
The boy seemed to be very plucky, even though he had
~hown so much fear of being flogged.
He promptly started acro3s the sandy thoroughfare that
was called a street, and as cur friends went on around the
side of the store they saw him enter the shanty hotel.
.
Wild was well satisfied that no one would interfere with
Vi' elden, so he now directed his thoughts to camping.
Sure enough, there was an admirable spot right close at
hand.
A brook tumbled noiseles.sly from the rocks away up to the
right, and trended its way in zigzag fashion along the edge
of the mining camp for a distance of perhaps a couple or
yards.
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have never shot any big game to speak of, myself, but I
'l'hen it became Jost behind a grove of tall trees.
reckon this will just suit us nicely,'' the youne- deadshot have often eaten venison, and I have tasted bear meat a few
said, as he came to a ha!t close to the brook. "Now then, Hop, times."
.. How do yer lilrn bear meat, anyhow?" the scout spoke up.
you uncl Wing can unload the pack-horses right away. You
'·Well, I can't say I like it as well as I do venison, Mr.
n eedn't bother to put up the tents until after we have had
dinner. That will be plenty of time. I'll tell you where to Charlie," was the reply.
I .. Yer can't, eh? Well, I think a couple of thick steaks from
pu t th,:,.m, then."
"Allee light, Misler Wild,~ came the reply from the two a nice fat young bear beats an ything in ther way of meat that
' was ever invented . I shot ther bear we've get here myself, an'
Chinamen as t11ough In on e voice.
While the young deadshot and his partners were looking when I tell yer it's fit to cat, you kin bet all you're worth
after tl.leir own horses and those of the girls, the work of that it is. I'll git Wing ter broil some of ther steaks, an' I
I want t er see yer tackle one of 'em."
unloading the pack-animals v:as hurried along.
·· All r ight, I'll be glad to do so . J~ut I fe el as though I am
As soon as it was done Hop turned tis attention to the rest
of the horses, and when he had tied them where they might imposing on · you all by coming here, especially when you tell
graze upon the .rich, green grass, he found that there was me that I am not to be permitted to pay anything for my
little or nothing for him to do just then, since his brother boa1;d. I have quite enough money to last me for two or three
hall already gathered the necessary wood and had started a weeks, and I would like to pay for everything I get."
"Keep your money, Tom, " said ,v11d, nodding his head and
fire.
At the other side of the brook was a steep cliff that reared looking at- him rather earnestly, ·' It's a wonder to me that
some one has not relieved yo11 of it before this. That gang
itself to a height of probably two hundred feet.
The water ran along so close to the foot of this that there you had tho trouble with would be none too good to do it. I'm
would have been no room for them to pitch the camp there, sure."
I "I believe that. But I've been very careful. I had a r evoleven though they had thought it advisable to do so.
The store and three or four other shanties of the mining vcr, and a good one, too, but they look it away from me when
camp were not more than two hundred feet from them, and be - they caught me this morning. I forgot all about it, or I would
tween th em they could see pretty well what was going on at have asked you to make Ted Barrow give it back to me."
i "It was a pretty good gun you had, then?"
the hotel, as it was called.
Having taken care of the horses, Wild and his partners ' '·Yes, it cost me s!:.leen dollars. rve got about three hunturned their attention to the camping outfit and began sorting dred cartridges yet, But what good are they withou t the rethings o ve,·, so it would be an easy matter for the two tents volver?"
· "Well, I'll see to it that you get your revol ver all right .
they cnrricrl with them to be erected.
.. Mister W!ld," said Hop, stepping forward and smiling But jm·t wait till after we have bad dinner."
I '·Well, 1athc;· than have any trouble about it, I would buy
blaudl:·, "maybe we puttee uppee um tents nov:, so be."
"Oh, I su]Jposc you want to get away as soon as yo u have one at the store. 1 see they bavc them for sale there."
··r think that would be foolish for you to waste fifteen or
1
eaten your dinner, eh, Hop?"
·'!vic no wantee go somewhere, Mis!er Wild,'' declared the' twenty dollais on a new gun, when you already own one. Now
Celestial, acting as though he meant exactly what he said. don't say another word, but I'll get your gun for you, and
'· It's a wonder he ain't sneaked off an' got over to ther there won't be much trouble abont it, either."
Hop had already started to put up the tents, and seeing
whi~ky-m!ll afore this,'' Cheye'nne Charlie spcke up, for he
knew that one of Hop's worst failings was a liking for whisky, that be was pos~essed to do it bdore the noonday meal was
ieady, our hero and his partners turned to and lent him a
or tanglefoot, as he always called it.
Hop had another failing, too, we might as well state right hand.
I Tom Welden also assisted, and before Wing was ready for
here.
He wa s an in Yetc1 ate gambler, and never ,vas he better tbem to sit down and cat en•rything was in shape.
"I recl{on yon can find ro om to sleep in here with us,"
satisfied thal! when sitting in a poker game with sharpers
; said Wild, pointi,1g inside the bigger of the two tents, which
who were trying to fleece hii.1 out of his money.
But he ur.derstocd the game very ,veil, and no matter how was tlle one the n'ale m~mbers of th e party always used for
the shar;iers tried, he somehow always managed to get the a sleeping qna1 ters. "We have had as many as six or eight
in it at a time. It was a little crowded, to he sure, but as long
!Jest of them.
This ,,•as no doubt due to the fact that he was a very cle,·er as a follow 'can stretch himseH out full length and have a
sleight-of-hand 11erformer, and he cot!ld do things with his chance to turn over now and then he can sleep all right."
.. Oh, I won't take u11 r.mch room. But it's awfu lly !,ind
hand:, that could not be observed by even these who ~·ere
in you to offer me such hoJpitality , Young Wild West."
watching h im clos.ely.
'· Don't mention that again. Dut you needn't bother about
Gcneralir, Hop had a:i much as a coup1e of thousand doll arr;
on him at a lime, and this was largely his earnings from calUng me hf fi:!Y fuli. name. Wild is good enough for me,"
"An' Charlie is good enough for me," spoke up the scout.
garnbiing, for the ·wages he received rrom Yeung Wild West
and his partners did not amount to sufficient to permit hiru ''Don't put no extra l'landle tcr niy name, please.·•
i '·Well, I don 't know your -ast name, Charlie," and the boy
to save a great deal.
However, he was content to work right along, 'though really laughed.
"Well,, my last name, I ~'pose, is Watson, tl~o~ i;-h it's blamed
he had nothi:ig much to do, and whenever he got the opportunity he was in for gamblin~ practical jokinc- or anything seldom 1 m ever called by 1t. Cheyenne Charlie 1s good enough
for me. I was born in old Cheyenne, up in Wyoming, sin'
'"
"''
that offered amusement .
\ I'm mighty proud of it.·•
w:ng was entirely different in this wa_;,.
Young Welden stowed a\Yay his belongings, ar:tl th:m buckled
Or.cc h e had claimed to be .. velly muchee llkee a Melican
sport,·· but when he found, nfter meeting his brother, that h0 a belt about his waist ::md said he was ready to put his rewas so outclassed he bad settJej down to go quietly along, and volver back into the hol ster when he got possession of It.
They all llad dinner shortly after that, and as soon as t hey
he certainly ditl his wori, well and n!inded his own affairs to
were through Wild nodded to the boy and said:
the very letter.
"Now, then, we'll go over to the hotel and see about getting
It was not more than ten rnlnutes before Tom Welden was
seen coming back, canying a suitcase and a good-sized · your gun. Come on, Charlie. I suppose Jim will be satisfled to stay h ere with the girls."
,
tra,cling-bag,
.
"Go ahead,'' Dart answered, qu_ickly.
He srnlled when he saw our fr:ends ,v:titing for him, and as
The young dead shot and Charlie laughed at this, for they
he reached thcrn he put clo"·n his load and said:
.. \V<'ll, I've got here. The bos3 cf the hotel didn"t seem to knew quite well that Jim murh preferred the company of
1Je disple,1sed at my leaving, either. He sald right away that Eloise,_ since sh~ was rather timid, and he was, no doubt , very
he coulcl now find room for :mother ;;uest, though he neve;· n.rnch Ill love with bcr.
As the three started to leave the camp, Hop Wah a rose to
memionec1 anything about return in::; r.1:.- money.,.
··v:ell, he wouldn't think of doing that, I suppos~," our his feet and started after them.
"l'.Ie go, tco, Misler 'Wild, .. he said, smiling blandly.
h ero retorted, with a laugh. "Peo 1ile in business in t.h is part
"All right," was lhe reply. "Just see to it that you don't
of th e cauntry generally keep all they get hold of. But you
can board wlth us, if you want to ('all it that and I reckon get into any mischief. The bad men over there might take
it wi!l cos t you nothing, either. We ha Ye. got the biggest part a notion to have some fun with you, so be Yery careful what
of the carcass of a deer with us, and c;uite some bear meat, you do."
'· Mc takee care of myself, Misler Wild. Me velly smartee
too. If you like that sort of grub it will be all right...
"I like anything in the way of game," the boy declared. "I Chiuee, so be,"
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CHAPTER IV.
WII.\T HAPPENED A.T THE SUAr{TY HOTEL.

Straight to the shanty hotel Young Wild West led the way,
It now being the noon hour, quite a crowd of miners had
gathered there, and the sounds of voices and laughter came
to their ears.
Half a dozen rough-looking men were gathered near the
door, auu \vbcn they saw our friends approaching they cye<l
them rather keenly.
But none of the bad gang was there, so our hero greeted
theru pleasantly and theu passecl inside, followed by Charlie
and ViTelden.
Hop went right on around the corner of the building, for
he had a way of usnally ehtering sueh a place by a rear door.
Just why he did this c:mnot be s aid, but probably it was for
the purpose of not attracting too much attention.
All eyes were turned upon tho newcomers as they entered,
and when our friends saw T ed Barrow at the upper end of the
little bar, he promptly called out:
'"You are just the man I am looking for. I believe you
have got a gun that belongs to this young fellow, Mr. Barrow.
Kindly hand it over."
"He lies if he says I've got his gun," was the quick retort,
while the man's eyes flashed, showing his anger.
·'Hold on, now. Don't be too fast. Just because I told you
that you lied this morning don't say that you must tell any
one else the same thing. Now, Welden says that you took
his gun from him after you caught him this morning, and that
you failed to give it back to him. That being the case, you
had better hand it over now."
Cheyenne Charlie had taken his station near the center of
the room, and he was standing with his hands in such a position that he could pull a gun from either hip at an instant's
notice.
The rest of the gang were in the room, too, and they no
doubt knew that the scout was ready if anything should
happen .
·
One of them promptly arose from a table where he was sitting drinking and smoking, and hurrying to the side of Barrow, said:
'"Give ther boy his gun, Ted. What's ther use of havin' any
more trouble than we've had already?"
"Oh, I'm goin' ter git it to him, all right, Bob," was the
reply. "Can't a fell er do a little talkin' if he wants ter?"
Wild noticed that he h a d a gun on either side of him, and
when he saw h[m take the left one from the holster he gave
a nod of satisfaction.
"Here ye are, kid,·• Barrow said, as he reached over and
tendered the weapon to Welden. ·' Of course, I m eant t er give
it back to yer, anyhow. But if you told this young feller
here that I took your gun, you made a mistake. It wasn't me
what took it. It was Pete. He handed it to me, an' I took care
of it, that's all."
"Well, all right,•· the boy ret orted. rather coolly. "I paid
sixteen dollars for the revolver, and I suppose I ought to get
it bar.k."
Then he looked at it, and finding it was loaded and ready
for use, he dropped it into the holster that hung from his belt.
It was just then that Hoke, the storekeeper, hurriedly entered the place.
. He was without a hat and there was something of a pleased
look on his face as he I.J a lted before tile crowd aucl exclaimed:
.. Boys, I hurried over here as soon as I got through waitin'
on a customer ter intrcduce you to ther Champion Deadshot
of ther vVest. Let me make yer all acquainted with Young
Wild West, teer boy most of yer has heard all about.··
He pointed proudly to our hero who, not a little surpri~ed at
the unexpected introduction, remained silent for a moment.
''What's that yer say, Hoke?" a thick-set man, conspicuous
in a faded blue shirt, asked, as he came from another room
just then. "Did my ears hear yer say that Young Wild West
was here?"
"That's right, Dutton. Herc he is right he re,'· and Hoke
took occasion to touch the young dea dshot on the arm.
"Pshaw! Yer don't mean it! .. and the man C'.ll!ed Du tt on
paused before the boy and shook his head, doubtingly. "Why,
he ain't nothin' but a kid.··
·'That seems to bf' the greatest drawback I haYe, by the
way people tall{," ,vnd said, with a smile. "I'll admit that
I'm nothing but a kid. as you say. But if you give me time
enough I may live to be a man."
"An' yer may not," a Yoice said from a corner of the room.
Wi' •. flashed a glance in the direction instantly and saw that
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it was the villain callecl Pete who had made the remark.
.. Sec here, yon sneaking coyote!" he called out. sharply. as
he pointed a finger at the man. "You meant something when'·
you sa id that. Now, then, you just step out here and I'll tell
you something that I want you to remember."
A hush came over the room instantly, and all eyes were
turned upon Pete.
"Ain't a feller got a rigl1t ter say what be thinks, as long
as it don't hurt no one?" he asked, rather meekly.
"Well, the remark :vou made signified tliat you had a notion
of shortening my life. Now, then, just come over here. I
promise you that I won't hurt you if you do."
"Oh, I ain·t afraid ter come there. Don't think that. Even
if yon are Young Wild West it don't make no difference to me.
I'm somewhat handy with a gun myself, but you know that I
can't do nothin' in that line now. You clipped a little sldn
from ther back of my hand this mornin' with a bullet, an' I
s'pose it will take a few days afoTe it heals up so I kin hand le
a gun ag'in. "
··,veil, it won't be necessary for you to banrlle a gun unless
you do it of youi' own accord. I don't mean to shoot you
just now, that's sure. But you said that maybe I wouldn't
live to be a man. Now, what I want to say to you is that I
don't believe you ever was a man, and ' I am pretty certain
tllat unle;;s you mend yonr wa.rs you \Yon't lirn forty-eight
hours: Just ponder over what I am saying and maybe it migh t
do you some good ."
Pete endeavored to laugh, but he made a miss of it, for
the gurgle in his throat sounded more ghastly than otherwise.
"I don't know what yer mean by that,., he declared, as soon
as he had found the use of his tongue.
"Well, you know what you meant when you made the remark from the corner over there, don't you?"
"I didn't mean no thin' wrong by it."
"Well, I meant just what I said. Unless you mend your
ways the chances are that you won't live forty-eight hou rs
longer."
"I ain't gain· ter worry about it, anyhow;' and then Pete
started to move slowly toward the bar, where Barrow was
standing unuer the surveillance of Cheyenne Charlie.
Wild thought it would Le a good idea to let every one present know how young Welden had bee:c caught by the five
ruffians, so he now turned to the man called Dutton, who was
the owner of the hotel, and s aid:
"I am sorry we took yo:ir boarder from you, for I have an
idea that you are the owner of this 11lace."
'· That's right, ldd," was the rather cool reply. .. But you
n eedn't be sor ry for doin' it,' cause h e was paid up till Saturday, and I'm ahead that much. I've got another man ter take
his berth. It seems to me,·· and he looked a little sharper at
the young d eadshot, ·' tbat you're all right, after all, even
though you ain't but a kid. You sartinly too k thcr starch out
of Pete, over there. So that's how he got his hand hurt, eh?
You skinned it with a btJlet."
'"Yes, that's right. and if you 'Viii permit me, I will tell
YOU just why I did it..,
"You have got the r floor, Yo ung Wild West. Proceed . ..
'IVild then, in as f ew words :::s possible, ;elated just Wh'.tt
had happened sho rtly before noon.
"I r eckon every fair-mi nded m a n here , ; ill agree with me
when I say r did exact! ,· 1·i;;ht , e::cept, prol.Jal'ly, that I sllou!d
have shot down the scound rels,·· he said, when he l1,tci finished
the narrati\'e.
'·Hooray!·· bhoulccl one of the r,1 lners, who liad been lirinkinga little too freely. "'You kil! bet your life yer dcrie. Je ~t what
was right. I v.'ouldn't h ,:Vl) t,l a mecl yf'r if )OU hau. \:kanect up
ther ,:hole bunch o[ 'em, either. Now, uoy~, let's giYe th:·ee
cheers for Young V\iild West, ther Champicn Deadshot. ··
The next minute th e rafters of th e buiid ing were lrcrr. cli!!g
as th e bulk of the miners ra ised tr:cir Yoices in a cheer.
'·That's all right, gentlemen,·· o:: r h<' i·o sa;d, coolly. ·· I
am used to that sort of tiling. I don't lmow as i·m entitled
to be chPe red fl whole lot fo r w t~t happc·1cr1 ttis ;;1orniug.
But I want to teil yon ,0 oc e!hi:-tg rum-e . r>1 oh:1Lly t!1,, ms.jorit.v of you kr.ow th ~. t 'l'o ~1 '\\" sld cn tl w be y \\ere, , arnc t:.>
Black Jae!, to m eet. h h; u ncle. Von c.bo l,:1ow ll!:i.t hi~ uncle
got shot in th e back :ind d' cd jn~t a , the l'o: · ~:,'l'iHll. Well,
it se cn1s that "\'Veld.en's uncl e had ~1 pil ~ cf ~old l1ir1dc11 !.: On1~
wh<'i~e , a.nll fl. Ye ~11 e2 :t ln~ co yotes hang- in~ nbn t!t fllc:·0 Ilad a.n
inkling of it. Th0:1· got it ii.1 t 1.z.eir bPt1d :, tlrn t t l. D hey i.;.ne ·~v
wh ere the goid wa., h idd en, rthd t ile: !13 tloub l m ean to t:·' l !told
of it if they ran. Thr f~~r- l L1. , C 1:1t rl ryn : ,vc!r1c :i llcei.· a't !;;:1~0\v
1

-

cxn.ctly \YhL~n.. lb C' c; :1Jd i:- > o .. ··'- l1-=1ll0r th0 0 ~-e n!1y is un.r or
not. But I llavo lJJOillised him w help tiru find it, so yo;i cau
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put it down that we are going to do some gunning for gold be quite difficult to make him leave us, even though we rewhile we stay here in Black Jack."
fused to pay him any more wages."
As the last was said the young deads4ot shot a meaning
"Is that so? Well, I reckon I sorter like him putty well,
glance at Barrow.
though, as I said a little while ago, I ain't never been very
·'That's what I call talkin' straight from ther shoulder!" partial to heathens."
exclaimed Dutton, and then he seized our hero by the arm
They were all watching Hop, and when they saw him flip
and pulled him to the bar. "Come on an' have ther best in a gold-piece on the bar and call for another drink of tangleiher house, Young Wild West. Come on, kid, an' you, too," foot, something told our hero and the scout .that Hop · was
nodding to Charlie.
, getting ready for a bit of fun .
'·You likee lillee dlinkee, too, so be?" the Chinaman said,
··\Vel1," aud \Vild laughed good-naturedly at th e man's earnestness, "I reckon what you call the best in the house is suddenly, as be turned to Barrow and Pete.
altogether too good for me. Yo'tt see, I never drink anything
"If you feel like treatin' us we'll drink with yer,-" thE_!
strong. It may be a 111istal;:e I made when I started in life, former said, rather gruffly.
but I can't help it. I am satisfied to let it go that way. I
"Allee light. Me vel!y smartee Chinee. Me likee nicee
have -always found I can get along very well without liquor, Melican men. You dlinkee with me."
because I have never tastecl it. What I might do if I took a
The man behind the bar promptly set out three glasses.
few drinks now and then I can't say. But I'm sure it would
Hop picked up two of them and carefully placed them before
do me no good. If you have anything in the line of a soft each of the t wo ruffians.
drink I'll join you."
As he did this he permitted a few grains of a brownish
·'Well, by ginger! .. exclaimed Dutton, locking at hirn in powder to drop into one of them, though no one took notice
surprise. "'F rom what I' ve heard tell of you, you've been ' of it.
around a whole lot, an' ter think that you don't drink nothin' _He then _tool~ the bottle that was J_ianded him, and poured
strong is mighty surprisin'. I can't understand how you have his own drrnk mto the glass before him.
man:i.ged ter keep away from it, 'cause wherever yon go where
It was Pete's glass that Hop had doctered, and when he
there's any one to be fount! there's generall:r liquor to be had.·• pushed the bottle over to hiID. the villain promptly seized it
"I know that well enough, Mr. Dutton,- but what I have told and prepared to pour out his drink.
you is strictly true."
Hop stepped back a little as though he wanted to see some.. All right, then. We have got nine bottles of mineral water thing outside the doorway..
.
Then. Pete poured some_ liquor mto the glass .
stowed away somewhere here. I ordered it when I first started
.fo busines;; here. I onlv ot a dozen au' tlu·ee of tber bottles The mstant ~e did this there was a loud report and the.
got broke someho'II•. Bt;t there's nine '1e'ft, I think, 'cause I seen glass flew to pieces!
'cm ther day afore yisterday. I never had a call for any sich
stuff, but maybe I'll haYe you for a customer while yer stop
CHAPTER V.
here in Black Jack. "
HOP A,IUSES THE CP.OWD.
Then he laughed good-naturedly, showing, after all, that he
The powder the clever Chinee bad placed in the glass was
was a pretty good sort of fellow, even though he sold th e a chemical that would explode the instant it came in contact
vilest kind of liquors.
with moisture.
He went behind the bar himself and soon found a bottle
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie understood it right
of tlw min0r,t1 ,nter 110 l1ad mentioued.
away, of course, but they were the only ones in the place who
Charlie took something a little stronger, for occasionally had the least idea as to how the loud r eport had been caused.
It might have been rather dangerous, too, since the glass
he did this.
Meanwhile, Hop had been standing at the rear door peering broke into small pieces.
But it happened that P ete was not injured in the least,
in , so tb:1 t 110 one Imel tnk~a nutke of him.
The scout happened to catch a glimpse of him just then, and though he was badly frfghtened, as might be supposed.
he promptly called out:
· It was the same with Ted Darrow, who was the next near·· come on in, Hop. The1· landlord is standin' treat.·•
est to the glass when it exploded .
.. Alie light. :.\Ii:sler Charlie. " <.:::me the reply, and then iu
Hop had talrnn care to get well out oI the way.
For the space of a rninnte or two there was much excitecame the Chinaman, bowing and sruiiing.
"That's right,'' exclaimed Dutton, brealdng into a laugh, ment and confusion in the barroom of the shanty hotel.
Many ran outside, but since no smoke appeared and they
'"he belongs to ycur partY, so h e's welcome. We don 't have
many heathens in this camp, it seems, 'cause ther boys don't could see that everything was apparently all right, they graduseem ter take kindly ter 'cm . But this felle r is all right, I ally came in again.
s'pose, or he wouldn't be with Young Wild ·west."
Cheyenne Charlie was the first who was able to make him~
"He's one of ther best heathens what ever wore a pigtail, '' self heard.
Char He declared. .. But I'll tell ye r one thi ng, yer want ter
>-le called out several times for the men to take it easy, as
look out for him if yer happen ter git into any kind of a there was nothing dangerous about it, and then he said: ·
~amblin' g:;:.mc, \l·ith him . Hop \\"all kin be,1t au~· c-anl-sh:.irp
"Bo_y~, what do yer think of ther pizen that's sold in this
that ever lived, an you kin put it down as comin· from me , here Joint? Must be putty rank when it goes off like that."
straight when I telJ it to yer. "
.
"N:ust__he;,". some <?nf in,t~e ?rowd Ye~ture~., ''..But say,!
"Stoppee Int. :.\Iisler Charlie, .. prot·estecl Hop. Jookiug at the . li,m .,ee ; 01 : 1e laugh:,n,. a)1 ) ou v~ been la.~ighm '. ight .~-~on".
scout in an injured wa)·. .. You tellee too muchee."
11: ~~ mu .~ ;,now somvth m a tout :t: .;ell. 1is, ".' 0 n t yet: .,.
''That's all right, ycu yal!er heathen. ~~er don't s'pose
Go al,e.id and tell them , Chai lie, said Wild, noddm"' to
every one what heard me say that believes it, do yer? Ther 01 :: :-:,'"ont. , .
_ . ,
.
.
. ._
1
first thing you know you·n be -in a game of dr::.w rioker, an'
\v ell, bO) s, there amt ?rnch. te1 tel. -about it. Bnt. I i ec1,on
then them ,,but don't bclie,·c \\·l.J.at J'ye said will IDi"lltv
soo n you ha_ve already beard 1t sa~d that ou'. clever Ch:nee _was
0
•
find ·t out..,
scn•eth111' smart, an ' that he lnn do all kmds of magic tncks,
1
that·s al l. He made that glass of tanglefoot bust, an' it went
";)!e likee play dlaw 11okee, ·· and Hop's face relaxell into a oiE with a putty loud noise, too. I reckon that's about ther
grin.
.
.
_
. ,
on!y explanation I kin give."
He got his drmk, and when Tom Welden had hgnted the
"Do yon mean to say that ther heathen made that glass bust 1
cigar be took as the trrnt from the proprietor, all but Hop :I to pieces like that?" the proprietor a11ked, lool,ing sharpl y at
went over and sat down at a table.
the scout.
The Chinaman remained standing at the bar, and, looking at
"Tha t's jest what I mean. boss,·• was the reply.
him with a grin, the proprietor said:
·'\\"el l. hem· did he do it ': Tbat':s \\"bat I'd like ter ku0\1·. "
"He looks to be mighty innocent, don't he? But I'll bet he\ ·' Ask him. Maybe he kin tell yer."
ain't as innocent as he loo],s."
Hop was standing close to the door, as though he had made
·' You have got that just right, Mr. Dutton,,. Wild answered, : sure to he ready to make a hasty exit if the occasion re.quickly, "That fellow is often called our clever Chinee. He quired it.
is a very slick magician, and the mystifying things he can I _\,; Dutton turued and looked nt him he promptly stepped
do are quite enough to afford an entertainment for almost ·forward, bowing and : miling in his bland way.
any sort of party. Why, he has on several occasions been the
"Heathen," said the pro prietor, his eyes opening wide with
direct means of saving our lives, and all through his clever- astoni£hmEmt, ·'h-ow did yer manage ter do that? "
·'Me no naruee Heathen. Me namee Hop Wah;' the China- ·
ness. For this, and because he affords no end of amusement
for us while we are in camp, we keep him in our employ. But man retorted, quickly.
I am sure he has become so attached to all of us that it would 1 .. ·en, all right, then. Mr. Hop Wah, how did yer make that
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there explosion when Pete started ter pour whhiky in thcr make good, all. right. I never allow him Lo cheat any one, if
glass he was holclin'? ''
I am aware of it."
"Me allee samee velly muchee magic man, so be. Me velly
'·Lat light, Mlsler Wild," Hop said, blandly. "Me only
smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle in China whattee ,•elly rnakee lillee fun, Jat allee. ··
smartee, and me allee samee likee my uncle."
Then he stepped over and paid what he owed, much to the
"It was magic, then, eh?"
satisfaction of the bartender.
''Lat light. Velly muchee magic."
··Now then, you yaller heathen, go ahead an' show 'em a nice
· "Well, if that's ther case I hope you don't do nothin' more little trick, .. said Cheyenne Charlie, rather sternly, as he
in ther way of magic while you're here."
nodded to the Chinaman.
"You no likee bigee noise, so be?" Hop said, questioningly.
"Allee light, Misler CharliP. Now, len, evelybody watchee."
'·No, I don't. Of course, I doL t mind hearin' a gun pop now
Tom Welden was takinz it all in with no little amusement.
an' then, so long as there ain't no damage done. But to see a
While he had no irlea just how Hop had caused the explosion,
glass of whisky bust an' make a noise as loud as a gun. sorter , ht> k11ew 111·el l enour,:il tilat It was n joke. nncl wilen lie 110tir·ed
goes ag'in my feelin's. ''
; that Vild and Charlie were laughing over it he remained right
"Allee light. Me no more makee urn glass go hang. :Me !le:u- them nnct waited to ~"e what would happeu next.
showee nicee ll!lee tlick. ,.
! He had been around the couutry considerably, and, of course,
The victim of H op's joke had scarcely spoken a word since had witnessed sleight-of-hand performances.
th e explosion occutred.
I This meant that he would not be surprised at anything Hop
He stood back agamst the partition close to Barrow, and did.
both were very quiet, but their faces were :iale and it was 1 ·'You wantee helpee me, Misler Tom?" Hop said, suddenly,
easy to guess that they had not quite recovered from their as he looked at the boy and smiled.
fright.
"Well, if I can help you in any way I'll be glad to do it,
'·Glvee Misler Pete some more tanglefoot, so be," Hop said, Hop ," was the quick reply.
.
nodding to the fellow behind the bar.
'· Allee light. You gottee watchee?"
·'Shall I, boss?" came the query.
"Yes, I've got a pretty good watch here. It's the first time
·~a1tinly, ·• was the reply. '· If Hop Wah says so, why, give I've worn It since-I've been here, too, for I had it in my grip."
it to him.· I reckon he'll pay for it.,.
"Let me see um watch ...
"Me pay velly muchee quickee,'' the clever Chinee declared,
Welden drew from his pocket a medium-sized silver watch
fl'l h>' drop p('d the gold-piece be bad been holdiug in his band and promptly gaYe it to the Chinaman.
upon tile bar.
·'Velly nicee watchee, so be,., Hop declared, as he placed it
.. l don 't know us I want a drink jest now," Pete faltered, to his ear to listen to the ticking. ·'You no care if me lookee
and then he looked at Wild and the scout uneasily.
inside?"
"I reckon you need one jest about now," Charlie spoke up.
'· I don't care what you do with it, Hop, .. the boy answered,
'· It will sorter steady y9ur nerves. 'fher other galoot needs mnch to the surprise of the miners gathered about.
one, tco. Go ahead an ' drink. ''
"You no care if me bleak um watch?''
.. All right."
'· I don't care what you do with it so long ai, you give It
'!'his time the bartender took pains to not let Hop touch back to me in as good condition as it was when I handed it
1he glass, for it seemed that he suspected that the Chinaman to you .··
harl put something in it when he handled the other one. I The Chinaman grinned , for he realized that the boy was not
Pete was so nervous he_ could not_ pour the liquor from the, to be surprised very easily, and that he probably had seen
bottle, so the bartender did It for _him.
sueh trfcks performed befo1·e.
He ,;wallowed the vile stuff quickly enough, and then he
Allee light, me lookee inside.•·
really did appear to feel better.
Then while he held the ,vatch in one hand, with the other
It was the same with Ted Barrow, for he breathed a sigh of he drew from a pocket the yellow silk handl,erchief he always
r elief after he bad s 1rnllo~·ed th!' drink tlm t m , ;; p0ured ont cal'fied with him to h elp him perform his sleight-of-hand
for him, and then started for an unoccupied bench at the tricks.
further end of the room, where two of his cronies were sitting , '· Me likee havee urn ':able,·• hf' then said, as he looked about
as meek as lambs.
! the room.
Pete follow ed him quiekly enough , and then stepping to th('
Che yenne Charlie promptly seized one an<l. pushed it toward
renter of the floor, Hop ca r elessly slipped the coin into his , him. the miners getting out of th e way to permit him to do so.
porket and said:
I The Chinaman always wan.tel lo have his audience facing
"Now, !en, evelybody watcb ee! Me showee velly nicee lillee him, so he pushed the table back until he was close to the
tli ek."
I side of the room, Welden assisting hlm.
"Hold on 1 .. said i.he man behind the bar, rath er gently. "f
Having done this, he again invited every one to watch him.
reckon you forgot sornethin', Mr. Hop."
'l'ile timepiece Hnd the hundkercllief were In his left lrnnd
.. Whattee lat?'' and Hop turned quickly lo him, as though nQw, :md be nt onc·e began feeling or the rnteh.
much surprised.
Suddenly there was a sharp click which sounded exactly
.. \,ell. yf'1· ain't paid for th<>r chinks ~·et...
as if the case had been opened.
"Oh! Me allee samee forgittee, so be. Me pay you now. I Another followed, and then there was a sizzling sound as
Ketchee ..,
I though the mainspripg llad been suddenly released.
As the word3 left his lips. Hop flipped a coin tm,·ard the j Even Welden looked somewhat surprised, fo1 he thoui;ht
bartender, who held up hi.s hands to catch it.
surely ' he Chinaman had broken th1, watch.
But it never reached him, and disappeared in a jiffy.
Bvt the smile on the performer's face did not war?·ant this,
''lfocpee um changee,'' said the Celestial, blandly. "Me so he simply waited for him to proceed.
allee samee velly muchee sportee."
Suddenly Hop threw the handkerchief on the table and then
'l'IJe proprietor thought smel .v his man hnd cnngbt the coin. held up the interior of the watch, which seemed to be in
and when he saw him standing there staring at the Chinaman, very bad shape, since ~he mainspring was protruding from it.
he called out, rather harshly:
"Velly nicee watchee,'' he declared, blandly. ·' Me 'flaid !ere
''What's thcr matter with yer, Jack? Put ther money in no more tickee. Maybe me fixee."
ther drawer an' do as Hop said. Keep ther change."
! "Well, you had better fix it all right, Hop,'' the boy said,
"But I didn't git ther money yet, Mr. Dutton, .. w:is the with a smile. ''I thin!, a great deal of that watch, for it was
reply.
i given to me by my father when I was only fourteen years of
"Yer didn't! Why, I seen him chuck it to yer."
, age ..,
'' So did I. But it never reached my hands, nor I didn't ' .. Me fixee," and then turning to the bartender, Hop asked
hear it fall on ther bar or ther floor."
l if he had a hammer handy by.
"No one heard it fall anywhere, so that shows you must 1 "A hammer!" came the surprised reply. "Yer ain't goin'
have got it. What are yer tryin' ter do, anyhow?"
I ter fix ther works of that watch with a hammer, are yer?"
So sure was he that the bartender had the money in his I ·· :He fix;ee alle light. You giYe<' ine um hammer.•·
possession that Dutton might have discharged him if Wild
'·Give him a hamliler, Jack," Dutton spoke up. '·I reckon
had not interfered.
i he's doin' tber trick, so let him go ahead."
'' See here. '.\fr. Dutton," the boy ~aid. in his rool nnd easy I "Well, if he kin fix a broken watch with a hammer he's a
way, "I reckon your man ls telling the truth. We all saw might good one. But I s'pose he might be aqle ter do it,
Hop toss a coin toward him, but it never reached him, for though, for any one whq kin rtt&k€ a whfsky glass bust an'
there was an elastic string attached to it, and it flipped up his make a noise Ille~ ll gtrtl fs sartinly somethin' above ther ord•
sleeve the instant it left his hand. But I reckon Hop will inary run of mortals."
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Hop took the hammer and then placing the watch move- your heads any more about the gold Welden's uncle is supment in about the center of the table he struck it a blow that posed to have hidden m the old mine. You ought to be eatiswas onough .to mash it to bits.
fled to quit this part of the country, anyhow, for either you
Two or three of the tiny wheels flew out and rolled upon i or one of your gang shot a man."
1
the floor.
'
"Well, I don't mind tellin' yer that I shot Bill Welden, but
But not satisfied with what he had done, Hop brought the I I don(' it to keep him from Rhootin' tut'. lle firecl at me twice
hammer down upon it again and more wheels separated from afore I let him have ther lead pill what finished llim. I kin
the movement.
I prove what I say, too. Here's a man right here what seen
The miners loo1ce<! at each other in silence, for there was 'j ther whole thing."
not one of them who did not think that the boy's watch was
He point':!d to Dutton as he spoke, who promptly gave a no d.
utterly ruined.
1 "Yes, I seen that much of it, but I didn't know what it wa~
But Welden only smiled, for he had witnessed similar tricks about," he said, nodding to our hero. "I happened to be out
before.
back here a little distance when. I heard some loud talkin'. It
He knew that the wheels and spring had not come from his was Dutton an' Eill Welden what was doin' it. Then I seen
watch, but from another that the Chinaman had cleverly ·welden pull a gun an' shoot. They wasn't very close tosubstituted.
gctber at ther time, an' afore I could git around some trees
·· Pickee uppee nm lillee wheels," Hop said, nodding to the ter have a good view of it, I heard two more shots. Welden
was runnin' for my hotel here, an' when he got putty close t o
boy.
·· All right, Hop, I'll try and fincl them all. Of course, I ther door he dropped. Ther boy there," pointing to Tom,
must get every one of them or the watch will never go again." "had jest got here an' was in time ter make himself known
"Lat light. You ve!ly smartee Mdican boy, so be."
to his. un cle. That's all I know about it. But it sartinly was
The miners helped him, aud Welden soon had all that be- what I must call a fair deal, 'cause I know that Welden fired
ther first shot."
longed to the broken movement.
Hop took the wheels from him and then placed the whole
''Vi'ell, that is the first time I've beard it explained just bow
outfit on the table and quickly covered it with his handker- my poor uncle got killed," 'l'orn said1 look ing at the proprlechief.
tm·. "But I believe what you say, Mr. Dutton, though I'm
·· Evelybody watch eel" be called out, sharply, and then he satisfied tha t Uncle Bill would never have shot at the scounmade a few mysterious passes over the liandkerchief and drel if he hadn't thought his own life was in danger. Barrow
quickly lifted it from the table.
was trying to force him to give up the gold he had hidden
There was the silver watch lying there, looking just as it away, and I suppose he became desperate ..,
had when the boy had first given it to hiI!l.
\ ''Well, I don't know nothin' about that part of it,•· and the
'·Me fixee velly muchee quickee. so be," the Chinaman de- proprietor shook his head. "I won't say as I've got a!ly parclareu, blandly. '·Me velly smartoc Chinee."
ticu!ar likin' for Ted or any of his gang. If J was asked ter
Then he pie-keel np the Y.at<:11 anti, will.I a bo~, tendered it to recommend 'em as bein' honest men, I wouldn't do it. They
the owner.
know t bat well enough. so I don't care wbetber it hurts tl.Jeir
Welden could not help _placing the timepiece to his ear, and fet'lill'!:i when the~' hear tne say it or not."
when he heard it ticking regularly he opened the case and
"Come 011, Pete," said Barrow, abruptly, and he promptly
gave a nod of satisfaction .
1 w::.lked out.
''It's all right, Hop," he declared. ''You certainly fixed it
Not only did Pete follow him, but the other three members
all right."
of the ga ng went also, our friends not attempting to stop
"Let me see that handkerchief," Dutton said, as he stepped them.
forward and caught hold of it suddenly.
CHAPTER VI.
.. Allee light," and Hop at once permitted him to take it.
It was shaken out, but nothing was to be ·ound there, and
SIIOOTil'iG AT A :MARIL
then the pronrietor tossed it back and, shaking his b ead, said :
Young Wild We:;;t did not feel like pushing matters too hard
·· \,Ve!.l, I did have an iclea that he had ther works of an- with the· vlllains b e had made enem ies of.
other watch there, but h, ain't, so I ain't goin' ter say anyHe knew quite well that they would persist in finding the
thing more about it, onl y that it's a mighty good trick. I'd be hidden gold, and that meant that he would surely come in con ready ter swear afore a judge that he opened ther case of that tact with them again, sooner or later.
wat<:h P.n' took ther mov ement cut. We all seen that, I'm sar"'Veil, Tom," he ~aid to young Welden~ "I reckon we'll go
tin. Then for h!r11 ter go an' bust· ther works of ther watch over to the camp and after we have been there awhile you can
with n ku!1m01· nn· m:1ke it a ll 1sit togetl1er again in a. couple take us over to the abandoned mine, if you like."
of seconds seems somethin' wonderful."
'· I'll be -glad to do that, Wild,'' was the quick reply.
·· It's very easy for him, Mr. Dutton,'' Welclcn spoke up, with
"All right, then. About every one in the camp knows that
n smile. ·· Any one who c:..n perform slelght-of-hand tricks we are going to gun for gold now, so they ~on't be surprised
has the adv:rntage of tho!:e who can't, and if they happen to at anything that may happen. Of -::ourse, I mean that we
be spectatoi's who have nevei- seen such things done, it is all may have to use our guns before we get the gold. It can
tho I!J.O! e mystifying.,.
easil~· br guessed as to ,,·bo we will use them upon. too."
"Ted Barrow and his gang," spoke up Dutton, with a grin.
"l\,;:ystifyin' is i;ood,'" Dutton declared, with a grin. "I
reckon I'll st:ind tr('at, which is somcthin' I ain't in ther
"You have got that just right,'' and the young cleadshot
habit of doin' very often."
smiled approvingly.
·· You have got that right, Dutton," a mine, called o:.1t, jokThen as was his usual custom, Wild invited all hands t o
ingl)". "Tiler lu~t time you_ tre:::ti'u tl.wr boys wns when I paid have s~rnething at his expense.
yer ther. h,undre<), ~ollar~ I owed yer. You, thought you was
"Boys," be said, as the invitation was accepted, "I reclrnn
ne>"er gorn tei' r;:. 1t, an you felt so good that you treated all , you will be n little late in getting hack to your work, since it
hand~."
is considerably after one o'clock. But it's all right. You can
Tbe1 e was a general \a ugh at this, · Dutton joining in. make up for it, I suppose. Anyhow, I think you are all well
But he was as good as 111 s word, and he saw to it that every satisfied with the little entertainment o · clever Chinee gave
man in th~ house had ~hat he wanted .
you."
It ,vas right after this that Ted Barrow moved towar d the
"You kin bet your life we are," one of them retorted. "We
doer as though he meant to leave.
w:i.nt ter see him do somethin' moi'e, too. But we'll wait
""\Vhere are you goin', 'fed ?" Pete asked, starting after him. till to·nir;ht. ;\Iilybe l!c'll be in ther humor ter do it."
"I'm goin' ti:;r work," was the repty. "Ain't it about time?
"Allee. light," Hop piped, in his shrill voice. "Me be 'lound
It's past ouc o'clock."
to-night, so be. Me likee plenty fun."
'·You don't mean to say that you would do any work?"
When Wild had paid his bill the miners be"'an pilin"' out of
Wild asked, quickly.
the plac , so there being nothir.g else to keep"' _them th~re, our
·· Oh, sometimes I do. I've got a claim here ap.' I reckon friends started back for the camp near the brook.
r git enough dust from it ter make :i livin'."
Hoke, the storekeeper, crossect the street with them, and h e
·• Oh, 1 had an idea that you nev er did any work."
was lavish in his 11raise of wh ... t they had done in the short
·'What did you think I clone, then?"
time they had been in Black Jack.
"Well, I don't know as there's any need of me telling you
"I ldn Rorter see allcad a liltlc in tbis g::uue," he s.'lid, as
what I think about that just now. Go on. If you're going to they paused be~ore the store. "Barrow an' his gang sarwork it's a might:( good i.dea. Take your :;ang wi th you, tinly mean ter find ther gold ther boy is lookin' for. If there's
a nd I hope they will a!J go to work and make up their minds any gold it sartinly belongs to ther boy, 'cause his uncle must
to be straight in the future. Take my advice and -don t bother , have hid it away. I ,rns here when Dill Welden cashed in
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his chips, an ' I heard him tell ther boy with my own ears
Then all hands soon left the camp.
that ther gold belonged t o him, since be was ther nearest relaAs they came out upon the street, as ft might be termed, the
tive. Of course, I didn't intend ter take no part in tber busi- on!y two persons they were able to see were the proprietor ot
ness, 'cause I'm runn!n' ther store here, an' as I told yer when the hotel, who was sitting on the porch In the shade. and the
yer first got here, I manage ter git along without havin' no storekeeper across the way, who was standing in the doortrouble with any one. But I'm mighty glad you folks has got way as though looking for customers.
here, so you ldn nelp ther boy out. But you'll have ter do
Both nodded in a very friendly way as the young deadshot
some gunnin', sure enough, Young Wild West, 'cause you kin and his companions passed.
bet your life that Barrow an' his gang will put up a fight
As was their usual custom when going out even for a walk
even though they do it in •her dark. It ain't likely they'll abou t the outskirts of a mining camp, Wild, h is partne1"R and
do it in ther open, anyhow, 'cause they know putty well that the girls had their rifles with them.
it would go hard with 'em if they was tor attfmpt any stealin'
There was never any telling just when they might be brought
an' be caught at it. What they'll do will be done in ther. into use, and very often they took occasion to hold a little
dark. an' that's sartin."
shooting-match of their own in order to keep in practice.
"'\Vell , you can rest assured that they won't do a great deal,
Young Welden bad no rifle, but he seemed rather proud o!
Mr. Hoke," our hero declared, as he turned and went on the revolver he carried at his side, and as he called their ataround the corner of the building. .
tentlon to a short cut to the abandoned mine he touched
''Well, I'm 8atisfled that you understand your -business well , tho butt of his weapon and said, at the same time smiling at
enough ter git ther best of that gang," and the storekeeper Arietta:
went inside.
"I am going to show you how well I can shoot presently, and
Reaching the camp, Wild, Charlie and ·welden found Jim then, if you please, you may give me a lesson or two."
and the girls taking things easy.
"All right," was the laughing repl y. "If I find you are in
Wing was leaning agains t a convenient tree, sound asleep, need of a lesson I will surely give you m;ie. But perhaps you
but this was a habit of his, and no one save Welden seemed are better than I at shooting."
to notice him.
"No, I know better than that,·• and the boy shook his head
"So you left Hop over at the hotel, eh, Wild?" Jim said, decisively. "I can't hit anything like a bull's-eye once out of
noticing that the clever Chinee had not r eturned with them. six times, although I can come pretty near to it at every shot
''Yes, that's right. I didn't think about him when we came I lire, as a rule."
out. But what's the difference? We can't keep him down,
"Well, that all depends upon how far you are from the taranyhow. "That has been _tried so many times that I have given get, I suppose. But wait until we get out of the way of the
it up. Hop likes to drink liquor, and he's bound to have his shanties and then v.·e'll have a try.·•
way about it. Dut so long as he attends to business I supOf course, it <lid not take them Yer:v long to get away from
pose it wouldn't be fair for us to try and make him quit the shanties, anr! once tlley h ad ascended a rocky rise and
drinldng."
were going down the other side of it, the mining camp could
"You might jeet as well try ter make water run up hill as no longer be seen.
to do that," Cheyenno Charlie declared, with a grin . "ll'ut
Off to the left several men In their shirt-sleeves were delving
there's one thing I will say about ther blamed heathen, an' fo!' gold.
that is that it's mighty seldom that he ever git~ drunk,- I
The claims ran along almost straight at this point, and as
s'pose he thinl,s that tanglefoct was made ter drmk, an he they most all sloped down toward the stream of water near
don't know no better."
whicl our friends were camped it was easy to guess that it
"I see you have got your gun," Arietta said, as she smiled was mostly placer mining that was being done.
at Welden.
When they were less than a quarter of a mile from t he
"Oh, yes," was the reply. '·Wild made Ted Barrow gi".e mine young Welden c;;.r.;_c to a halt and said to Arietta:
it up very easily. 'I'here wa.;; hardly any trouble about 1t
"Straight ahead is the old mine, while off to the left a
at all."
short distance is the place the Yi!lains bad me when ,vild
"Let me see it, please."
appeared in time to io;we me from being flogged.•·
The giri took it as he handed it to her and nodded ap"Are we as close to that spot as all that?" Arietta asked,
provingly.
interestedly. ''Why, lt seemed to me that it must be further
· '·It's all right,•· she declared. "Are you a pretty good shot?" away."
"Well I won't say that I'm a i:;ood shot, but I can do p,·etty
"But you must remember that we have come over a straight
well at 'shooting at a mark."
route,'' Wild spoke up. "When we came into the camp wc had
"You can. eh? Well, suppose yon show us how well you to go by a roundabout way on account of the regular trail,
can shoot this afternoon? I am goinp; to ask Wild to take a being blocl,ed by the earth and roe -s that had tumbled down
walk. anyhow, pretty soon, and you can go along.•·
from foe cliffs a bow.•·
·'I will only be too glad to show you what I can do, Miss
"Oh, yes, I should know that. Well. let's go over there.
Arietta,'' the boy retorteu, with a smile. ·'But I am sure Maybe it will be a good place to have our little st.ootingyou ran give me lessons in the art."
match at."
"Who has been telling you that I know anything about
"Well, we'll go thc1e first, !hen," and t1e young deadshot
shooting?"
noilded and turned to tho left.
'·No one in particular. But I have heard that you can
Tho rest followed him, and soo,!_l came to the h?llow and
shoot about as quick :-nd straight as tho average man of the stopped befo!·e the very sapling tho boy had been ' tte:1 to.
West."
After a little conversation concerning what , ad happened
'·Well, ycu must not belien everything you hear," the girl there, ·welden picked up a stone about the size of a::i ap]Jle and
said, laughingly.
walki:ig over to n rock that fronted a rather steep bank,
Then she turned to her ·boy lover aud added:
called out :
"Shall we talrn a walk, Wild? 1 thought perhaps you
"Here's the target I am going to shoot at. I'll place it right
wanted to go and see the abandoned mine."
here on top of this rock. Then I'll wallc away ten paces and
"That's just what I intend to clo, Bt,'' was the retort. "I see if I can hit it."
suppose we may as well go now as any other time. Who
"Go ahead,'' Arietta answered, with a nod of her heau.
wants to go?"
·
The boy placed the stone in the position he want,, d it, an d
"Why not all hands? 1 thin1> the camp will be safe," Jim then coolly paced the distance, walking straight toward those
Dart spoke up. "Vie can 1eave Wing here to guard it, any- in waiting.
how. He certainly won't allow any one to come here and
''There," he said, "that's just ten paces. It isn't very far, of
interfere with anything."
course, but if I can hit tho stone five times out or six, I
T here was a laugh at this, for the cool, was sound asleep. think I am doing well."
"Well, I reckon no one would come here, anyhow,., Wild
"Well, I reckon that will be good enough shootin' to wing
declared, after a pause. "If it were night it would be dif- one of ther gang what's after us, 1f yer happen ter g;t ther
ferent. But no matter how many thieves there are hanging chance ter do it," the scout observed, with a grlm smile.
around here, they are not apt tq sneak around in the daylight.
Tom now drew his revolver and, taking a careful aim,
We will all go over and have a look into the mine where the pulled the trigger.
gold is supposed to be bidden.·•
Crack!
Tom Welden looked questioningly at the sleeping ChinaAs the report rang out the stone rolled from the rork.
man they were t o leave behind, but said nothing, as the r e"I hit it!" be exclaimed, jubilantly. "That is pretty good
mark of Youn g Wild West was sufficient to m ake him fee l that shooting, isn't it?"
everything was all right.
"Very good," Ar ietta replied.
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Charlie ran and put the stone back upon the rock, and then
Welden fired fivr more shots, hitting it with each one.
.. I reckon you needn't worry about how you kin shoot,
kid,., the scout said, as he picked up the stone for the sixth
time. "It's all of thirty feet from where you stood, an' that's
what I call mighty good."
"I know it's pretty good, and I'm proud of it. But, you see, I
have practiced quite a little," the bo y answered.
"Well, I'll see if J can do as well, ·· Arietta said, after a
pause. "But I think I had better shoot at something a little
different. If Hop were here I would ask him for a playingC'ard. so I might shoot at the spots."
" Well, rve got an old pacl, in my pocket,'' Charlie answered, quick!:;. "I don't never have much use for 'em, 'cause
Hop genera lly has all sich things. But I found this deck layin'
under a tree tiler other day when we was lookin' for a place
t er camp. Some one had been there an' must have left in a
Jrnrry. I s'pose, or they would have took ther cards with 'em.
Do you want any 11articular one of ther cards, Arietta?"
"WEIil, I suppose a six-spot would answer the purpose,"
was the 1·eply.
·· All right, hem yer are. It's ther six of hearts. Now, then,
shall I hold it in my fingers while you shoot?''
As the scout asked this question Welden gave a violent
start.
•
·· You surely don ·t shoot that way, do you?·• he asked.
'"I don't," Arietta answered, laughingl y. ··r wouldn't want
to try 'lmything like that, qecause I might hit Charlie's finge; s. I think we'll put a card up against the stone you have
bPen shooting at. That will do all right, I am sure."
The scout grinned and quickly hastened to the rock and
placed the playing-card in position.
Tilen Arietta drew her revolver and, taking a quick aim,
fir ed.
The card fell to the ground, but when it was picked up it
wa.s seen that the Epot on the upper left-hand corner had been
pic;·ced by the bullet.
··If you mean to hit all the spots on the card I thi~k it
would be better to fasten it to th:s tree here," Wild suggested .
.. That's what's ther matter!" Charlie exclaimed. "I'll soon
put it there so it will stay there, too."
He lost no time in doing this, and then paced off the required distance for Arietta.
She fired five more shots, and all but one of them hit a
spot tipon the card.
It was only by a narrow margin that the one missed, too,
bt:t such shooting was altogether too much for Tom Welden.
"T couldn't begi n to do that," he declared, shaking his head.
"T mi:,;ht manage to hit the card six times, but when it comes
to sh coting at such small spots as are on it, I couldn't do it."
··,,Vr]l, l reckon you kin try;' the scout said, good-naturedly.
"1'11 put up ther ace of hearts for yer. There's only one spot
on that, an' we'll see how near you kin come to hittin' it."
Tlrn boy tried, but failed to hit the spot more than once.
"vYell, you didn't do so bad," Charlie declared. "Now, then,
sn11po3e we let Wild try it. I'll hold up a six-spot for him ter
sh oot at."
·· Never mind the six-spot, Charlie," the young deadshot answered, quickly. " I reckon a trey will do. There is no need
of wasting so many cartridges."
"Jest as you say," and the scout quickly found the card
desired.
Then he unhesitatingly stepped up close to the tree and
h eld up the card, while the young deadshot walked over to the
mark and drew a revolver.
.Jim and the girls looked on almost as interested as Weld rn, though they had seen our hero make such shots often.
Bnt there seemed to be something about it that was daring,
not to say reckless, for 1f the bullet failed to go true to the
ma rk, Charlie was in danger of being wounded.
But the latter did not seem to feel this way, for the look
on his face showed that he was not disturbed at all, and the
ha nd that held the card was as steady as a rock.
'' .\re you ready, Charlie?" Wild called out.
"Yc-s," was the reply. "Let her go!"
L'p ~vent the revolver, and almo~t instantly a sharp report
ra ng cnt.
It ,..-as the lower spot on the card that the bullet struck,
an ,l the space between it and the scout's thumb and forefinr.: ei· ,· ·as scarcely more than an inch.
.. T fo1 got to say that I was going to hit the bottom spot
fir st, '7'cm," ·wild said, with a smile. "Now, then, this time
I'rn goi1,g to hit the top one. "
"You can do it," came the reply,

Again Charlie held up the card, and once more the revolver cracked.
"Sure enough, the top i,pot was almost entirely obliterated
by the bullet.
"Now, then, for the center one,'' tbe young deadshot said,
smilingly.
The instant the card was held stationary he pulled the trigger again and the bullet, true to the mark, cut a hole through
the third spot. .
"Well, I think that I'm badly in need of a few lessons in
shooting," the boy declared, as he cm!led at Arietta. "You
certainly can teach me a whole lot, but it seems to me that
Wild can teach you a little ..,
"Oh, of course," the girl retorted, In a matter-of-fact way.
"I have never yet seen any one who couldn't be taught by
Wild. He is the Champion Deadsbot of the West, you know.''
"Hold on, Et,., c1.1r hero spoke up, laughingly. "It's bad
enough to hear of:l' rs talk like that, without you saying it.
I haven't the lea& , doubt that there are plenty of men and
boys scattered about the country who can shoot as well, if
not better, than I can."
"Well, I should have said that we have never met any such,"
she corrected.
"Well , I am not going to get a swelled head over it, even
if you are right. Now then, Tom, do you think you would
like to try to shoot at a card if I were to hold it up for you?"
"No," came the quiclc reply. ·'J wouldn't think of doing
such a thing. But I am not afraid to hold one up for you,
though."
"Well, you need not do it just now. I think we have wasted
enough ammunition in this way, so we'll take a walk over to
the old mine."
CHAPTER VII.
A SNEAKING ATTACK.

While Young Wild West and his partners had been engaged
in what they termed a little sport, they had not been careless enough to lose sight of the fact that Ted Barrow and his
gang might be lurking somewhere about.
They had kept a pretty good watch, but had seen nothing
of the villains.
It was but natural to think that they might come to the old
mine and make a search for the gold.
Barrow had said he was going to work, and that he owned a
claim, but he might not have told the truth.
As the party ascended from the hollow and headed for the
mine the young deadshot said, as he nodded to Welden:
•
"Now, then, you had better keep your eyes open. You cant
tell but that your enemies may be about here somewhere.
If you should happen to get in a tight place with any of them,
just remember how you hit the stone six times without missing."
"I'll do my best, Wild," was the reply, with a determined
shake of the head. ·'Of course, I wouldn't want to have it
to say that I ever shot a man , but I have found since I've been
in the West that sometimes a fellow has to do such a thing,
or else die himself."
"Yes, you have got that right, and no mistake. But here we
are. I reckon that's the mine right ahead there."
They had reached the top of a ridge of rocks by this time,
and something lilrn a couple of hundred feet ahead was an
almost square opening in the face of a cliff.
Outside it lay a decaying post and an old rusty chain, which
told quite well that something in the way of mining work .had
once been going on there.
"Yes, that's the mine," Tom answered. "From what I've
heard say it was abandoned nearly a year ago. The men who
were working it failed to get enough out to pay them for the
trouble after they had used dynamite and picks and shovels
for a month. ( Others haYe tried it, too, since that, but it
seems there's nothing in the way of pay-dirt there. It isn't
a very deep mine, either, and instead of a shaft running down,
it's simply a slanting pas$age that goes under the cliff for
about thirty feet. A small gallery branches off for about
ten feet to the left, and there is an end of it."
"But how about the oak post you were speaking about?"
"That's what puzzles me. There are as many as half a
dozen posts in there, which were, no doubt, put there to keep
the roof from caving in. They all look alike to me. Perhaps you may be able to discover if one of them is an oak
post."
"I reckon I kin tell that in a jiffy," the scout spoke up.
"I've been in ther woods enough times ter know oak from
somethin' else. Come on. We'll mighty soon find nut about
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it, an' i! we come across one oak post ther thing to do is ter catch a glimpse of some moYing figures a <'OUplo of hundreil
yards away.
cllg around it."
They all liecame very much lnterestGd now, and reaching the _He l:OUld not ser> di~tinctl~·. for they we1:c out of sight bemouth of the mine they peered in arid saw several upright hmd some rocks almost instantly.
But be felt certain that the ruffians harl lleciiled it was best
beams, as the boy had said.
·
"Charlie, go in with Tom and take a look around. The to maim their escap<'.
"There they go, boys!·, hn exclaimed. ·'Ther have been
rest of us will stay outside and watch for our enemies. The
more I think about it the more I am convinced that they are sueakin' away kinder ·low :ike, an' now they·re· runnin.' like
anything."
somewhere about."
··could you ser- them we ll enough ·to make out who theY
"All right," was· the r eply, and then the scout started down
wNe?·· Wild asl-: ed , as he arose from behi!:!cl the rnck and
into the black hole before - them.
Welden went after him, unhesitatingly, and soon the two walked over to the scout.
were lost from view.
·' No, I couldn' t. I caught 11. glimpse of a yalkr shirt, though.
But they could see that Charlie was using matches, for oc- One of 'em had a, yalle r shirt on. you know."
casionally a light showed frnm the interior of the mine.
·'Well. I suppose there are plenty of the mlners who wear
In about ten minutes the scout and the boy came out.
yellow shirts, so that doesn't signify mncll. Well, we won't
"There·s six posts in there an' every one of 'em is oak," take them to account for it, for r want to b0 sure of them
Charlie declared, shaking his head. ''It sorter seems ter me b~fore I do anything li ke that. We might put out a few
as though it's a puzzle we've run into."
hmts, though, when we see them tbe next time ...
··why not dig around all of them, then?" suggested Arietta.
"Wouldn ·t it be a good idea to go and find out where Bar"Well, it loolrn very much as though ther blamed old roof row and his gang arc?·· Jim Dart asked.
would cave in if that was done."
·'Yes, I th ink it would, Jim. We will rlo that. We'll let
··rt surely would,'. declared Tom, shaking his head. "There the old mJne go for the present and ta!, (' a stroll around where
are evidences of it having done so to a slight degree already.·• the miners are working their claims. We haven't any pick or
'·Tom,'' said Wild, after thinking for a moment, "can you shovel here, and we need a lantern. too, so there's no 11se of
remember the exact words of your uncle when he spoke about thinldng of digging for the gold just now. We can come back
'
the oak beam?''
late in the afternoon, or we can leave it until to-morrow
·
·
"Well, I am not sure whether I can or not. But It seems to morning.•·
were
me he said something like "The oak post to--' Those
this arwith
satisfied
Tom Welden seemed to be perfectly
really the last words he spoke.·•
the girls to come out of the
for
called
hero
our
so
rangement,
have
"Well, that might mean a whole lot, then. He might
mine.
meant the one to the right or to the left, or possibly the one
When they did so matters were quickly explained to them,
toward the further end of the mine or to the entrance. I and then all hands promptly start ed to leave the spot.
reckon the only way we will ever find the gold is to try them,
Charlie led the way in the direction be had seen the men
one at a time, making sure to place them on a solid footing as
came to the spot.
fast as we get through the search, until we have found the disappear, and soon theythere
now, of course.
Bnt there was no one
right one."
Evidently the villains did not deem it advisable to wait ln
delightedly.
hands
his
clapped
·• That's it;" and the boy
· ·
ambush for our friends.
"You know how to do it, Wild."
A little further on two men were at work washing pans
sugmine,"
old
the
inside
"Let's go in and see how it looks
·
of dust in the little brook.
gested Arietta, turning to Anna and Eloise.
But they were honest fellows. no doubt, for tbe moment
till
wait
better
had
you
so
'·You can see nothln' in there,
they saw the party coming ·they arose to their feet and one
we git a lantern,'' Charlie answered, quickly.
of them called out:
girls."
on,
Come
"Well, we needn't go all the way,
"What's all tiler shootin' been about?··
Arietta usually had her way about things, and feeling that
"Oh, we were shooting at a mark.'' Wild answered, quickly.
Eloise
and
Anna
it,
to
there' would be no danger attached
was sartinly peppe!·in' away there, one time."
"You
quickly followed her into the_ opening.
that's right. Tom Welden wanted a lesson in i,bootrevolver
"Yes,
dozen
a
half
The three had barely got inside when
ing, though I will say that he is a pretty good pupil at it as
shots sounded close at hand.
We showed him a little fancy shooting, that's all. But
The bullets flattened against the rocks near where our it is. and
the boy looked at the pair questioningly, " have yoa
friends were standing, but fortunaiely none of them were hit. say/'
anything of Ted Barrow or any of his gang in the last
··The scoundrels are after us!" Wild exclaimed. "Get to seen
few minutes?"
cover!·•
"No," they both answered in something like surprise.
He grabbed Welden by the arm as he spoke and quickly
"\Vell, do you know whether or not Barrow owns a claim?"
dragged him behind a rock.
"Yes, he's got a claim all right, but it's mighty seldom he
Crack! crack!
Two mo1:e shots sounded, but by this time all four of them ever does any work on it. I've heard say it pans out nutty
good, too. But he·s sich a lazy feller that he's satisfied ter
were out of danger.
out enough dust ter keep him goin'."
git
"This is what you can call gunning for gold, all right,'' Wild
"Where Is his claim?"
said, in bis cool and easy way, as he rteered over a boulder
"It's about ten mintues' walk from h ere. Jest foller ther
in the direction the shots had come from. "We have got to do creek along an' you'll come to it. Ther number on tiler post
some shooting before we ever get the gold your uncle bid in is nineteen."
the mine, Tom. Now, just. keep cool. Don't get rattled and
"Oh, tha1.1k you!"
you needn't bother about shooting, either, for I reckon we can
"Has Ted been up ter any of his tricks ag'in?" one of the
do enough of it to settle accounts with the villains if they
miners questioned.
will only show themselves long enough.•·
•·we haven'·t seen him since he left the hotel this afterTom was certainly a startled boy just then.
His face had turned quite -pale, but he nodded his head noon.•·
"Oh!"
when the young deadshot spoke to him.
Then they al! walked on, and the two men resumed their
They all waited patiently for a period of five minutes.
But no more shots were fired, and presently Arietta called work.
They passed several other miners on the way, but merely
out from the mine:
to them casually, for they kne r, if the first two had not
spoke
Wild?"
right,
"Is everything all
villains the chances were that the others surely had
the
seen
a
are
you
where
right
stay
"But
"Yes, Et," was the reply.
not.
as
vicinity,
the
about
hiding
were
little longer. The villains
Some wanted to know what the shooting was about, and
T supposed. They opened fire on us, but It seems that none
gave the same explanation as he had done v. hen first
Wild
We
damage.
any
do
to
marksmen
of them were good enough
asked.
all."
that's
themselves,
show
to
are waiting for them
At length they came to Claim 19.
''Well, they won't show themselves, not if you have hidden
There was no one to be seen there, so after walking around
yourselves."
"You can't tell about that. Just stay there until I tell you to a few minutes they went on along the bank of the brook, and
soon found themselves very close to their own camp.
come out."
But in order to get there they would have to leave the
·· All right, Wild ...
Another five minutes passed, and then Charlie happened to brook and walk a couvle of h)mdted yards to the left, siuce
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there was a high cliff there that overlooked the shanties of ' But the fact that they had purchased rifles at the store made
the mining camp.
it doubly certain.
They took it along leisurely, and soon were walking up the
When Barrow and his men found they had missed in firsandy thoroughfare between the two irregular lines of shan- ing the first volley at those who were standing at the mouth
ties.
of the mine, they at once thought of getting away, for they
As they came to the store, Hake suddenly appeared in the knew too well how accurately Young Wild West could shoot.
doorway and beckoned, in a rather mysterious way, for them
"Well, boys," the leader said, shaking bis bead sadly, "we
to come inside.
made a bud miss of it. That's 'cause '1\-e was too anxious, I
"FeeJ as though you want to buy something, girls?" the s·pose. We was close enough ter sart!nly hit some of 'em, but
young deadshot asked, as he turned smilingly to them. "We'll ther way it looked to me, I don't believe one of 'em was so
go in, anyhow. "
much as touched by a bullet. Ther best thing we kin do now
This they did, and the moment he was inside the door the is ter make ourselves scarce."
proprietor caught Wild by the arm and Jed him to the rear
"I reckon you're right on that, Ted,", Pete answered, as he
of the store.
began creeping away. "Come on.•·
"Say," be said in a whisper, "I've got somethin' ter tell yer.
So afraid were they that they might be observed by those
One of Ted Barrow's crowd left here jest about ten minutes watching from behind the roclcs near the mine, that they
ago. What do yer s'pose he bought?"
moved along very slowly, not making the least sound.
"I haven't the least idea, " Wild answered, coolly. "'iVhat
They went away around among the rocks, too, and it took
did be buy?"
them some time to reach a place where they thought they
"Five Remington rifles," was the reply. "Of course, I have would be safe to get upon their feet and make a run fo r it.
'em ter sell here, an' it ain't my business not ter let any one
Once they found they had placed a small grove of trees
have 'em when he's got ther price ter pay for 'em."
l between them and the spot they felt somewhat relieved, and
"Of course not. So he bought five rifles, eh?"
turned straight for the mining camp, not caring to follow the
"Yes, an' five boxes of U. l\I. O. cartridges to go with 'em. " brook along to where the clairus lny.
"You were lucky t o have that many on hand."
"Boys, what we waut now is rifles an' some · masks, so we
"Well, that's right. I ain't been sellin' much in ther way k in cover our faces an' I!0t be recognized," said Barrow, when
of rifles since I've been opened. I bought a dozen at ther be thought they were quite safe from being seen by our friends.
start, an' I've got two on hand yet. Most of the.r men around ""We'll go right on to my shanty an' then we'll see what kin
here don't ever want a rifle. They're satisfied ter have a be done. I don't know how much money you fellers has got,
good gun."
but I ain't got a who le lot myself."
"That's right, though I suppose some of them feel like going
"None of us ain't very welJ fixed in that way, I r eckon," one
hunting once In a. while.,, There ought to be plenty to shoot of them said, forcing a laugh.
u~, on the mountams!de.
•
"Well, never mind about that. Hurry along, now, an' we'll
Oh, yes, some of em does tnat. But most of them what git to ther shauty an' soon find out."
does has rifles of their own, so they don't have to buy none · It happened that the shanty owned by Barrow lay close
of me. But what I was tellin' yer this for is 'cause I thought to that end of the camp and in a very short time the five
maybe it might have somethin' ter do with you follrs. What villains rc>ached it.
'
does that gang want of rifles, I'd like ter know?"
j "Now then " said the leader as he pushed a rather rickety
'' To .shoot us with, I suppose," and the you ng deadshot table t~ the ~enter of the rodm and tossed a paclr of cards
la~ghed, as though: it was more of a joke thai:i, anything el~e. upon it, "if it happens that Young Wild West comes around
Yer take it mighty cool when you say it, Young Wild here Jootin' for us, we kin swear that we've been settin'
W~st."
,
.
.
,
bf're e1•er ~iu<'e we left thcr hotel. I'll jest put this empty
Well, thats my way of takmg thrngs. I haven t the least bottle an' some glasacs en ther table, too, to malre it look
doubt but that the fellow bought the rifles for the express pur- reasonable.·,
pose of downing me and my partners. Probably they might
.
.
.
hav a idea 0 f doin tl:ie same thing to Tom Welden. But
When be had flmshed his preparations h e dealt the cards
e n
.
g
, . ,.
.
around and then threw down the pack.
it _makes no _drll'erence what they ha,e m new. They aie not
"Now then" he ~aid as he felt in bis pockets "let's see
gomg to do it, Mr. Hoke."
"N0 t lf O k O , 1·t I'll bet ,,
bow much money we Ion raise. We ve got ter have rifles. You
. Y n
n l'I '
ki·n ·
•
all know as well as I do that there's a lot of gold hid someThe girls we:e now 100
g over some 0 ~ the st ock th at where in that old mine. It's got to be ours, even if we have
the sto~e con tamed, so Hoke hastened to wait upon th_em.
te. kill all them what tries ter keep us fro
gittin' it "
;He did no~ have much there that they took a not1on _to,
~le ga~e a no·d and looked real savage as ~e said thi~, and
but W~ld insisted that they buy a few little trinkets, which then he brought forth a handful of silver coins.
they did.
I ·• I thCU!."ht I had a t wenty -dollar gold-piece somewhere "
Then, as h e tu_r1:ed to leave the store, he nodded to the he declared, as he again dove into his pocket. "Oh, here Fl~c
proprietor and said.
is' Kow thou let's see wh~t you have got boys"
·'Mr. Hoke, I will have our cook look over our supplies, and
·Th
;ll pr~duc~d what ';noney t'hey had ~na. it riid
rt
th
nd
cll~~~e!er we need In
at way we will come over a
P)l r- take F~e leader long to sat_isfy hi_mseJf that tb~/had more t:in
"Thanl, yer Young Wild West. I'm here ter do business sufficient to purchase a rifle aprncc.
an' every lit tie helps."
'
"Pete," s'.1id he, no~,d~ng to ~he man "'ho still had t!le rag
Not until they reached the camp did our hero tell his com- about his right hand, I 1,1 appomt yo~ a committee or one ter
panions the information that had been imparted to him by I g?, over to th er store an buy ther rifles. Git a box_ of cartthe storekeeper.
nages for each one, too. We want to be fitted out right, you
"That's what I call putty good!., Cheyenne Charlie ex- know."
claimed. "Ther sneakin' coyotes found out they could~'t
"Wei), I aiu't afraid ter go," '\\·as the reply. "Give me ther
shoot straight with their guns, so they've gone an' got rifles. money. '
.
Well, maybe they'll find out that they can't shoot very straight
It seemed that Barrow knew exactly what the rifles sold
with them, either. That is, if they live long enough ter have a for , fo1: he counted an arr:ount he said would be sufficient ror
good chance ter try it. Gunnin' for gold, eh ? Well, I reckon both nftes and ammunit10n, and then Pete started for the
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The scout certainly spoke as though he meant it.
They all Jocked anxiously out of the :Window that_ was in the
Tom Welden surely felt that he had fallen in with friends end of the shanty toward the old mme, but seemg no one
who were bound to be true.
coming, they sat down and started to play cards.
Pete did not stay very long at the store.
He had made his purchases quickly, and when he appeared
with the rifles the fnC'es of his companions lighted up with satCHAPTER VIII.
isfaction.
THE GANG "GO .BROKE."
"Here yer are. I took most of ther rifles Hoke had in ther
Young Wild West and his friends were surely not mis- store," he said. "I reckon they're putty good ones, though
taken when they decided that it was Ted Barrow and his some of 'em has turned a bit rusty from beln' there so long."
· men who had opened fire upon them from behind the rocks.
"A little oil will fix 'em up mighty quick," one of them
Though the glimpse Cheyenne Charlie got of them as they declared. "Ted, I reckon you have got some oil here, ain't
were disappearing from view was not sufficient for him to yer?"
recognize any of them, all were firmly convinced as to wbo
"Yes, I've got plenty," was the repl y. "I'll git it right
theY: were,
away."
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Of course, they had a drink now and then, and finally
He at'ose from the table and soon procured a bottle that
was partly filled with what they wanted, and then he was Hop suggested that they throw dice.
Having been warned about the Chinaman's cleverness, Dutallowed to r::1al;:e the first selection from the five rifles.
But they were all about alike and of the same manu- ton did not mean to lose any great amount of money.
But he had agreed to roll the dice for a dolli>-r a cast.
facture, so it did not take him long to select one.
'.!'hey had already thrown three times and Dutton was the
Then the others each took one, and the oil and some old
'
winner of each throw.
ra~s were brought into requisition.
Consequently he felt greatly elated and when he saw the
'l hey worked rapidly at putti ng the weapons in order, and
then the boxes of cartridges were opened and the magazines bad gang coming ln, his face fell, f~r no doubt he thought
the game might be broken up.
filled..
But instead of looking troubled over it, Hop evinced great
··Thero!" exclaimed. Pete, as he turned and lookecl out of the
door. "I r eckon we're a ll right fo!' 'em now. But, hello! pleasure when he saw the villains.
"Wanteo chuckee dice?·' he asked, sm!ling blandly at them.
thiore goes Young Wild West an' his crowd now. As I live,
"What are yer chuckin' for, Dutton?" Barrow asked, not
t~ey're stoppin' right at your cl:lirn, Teel."
.. Loo kin' for me, I s'pose, ·· was the reply, while his face paying any attention to the Chinaman's query.
The villains had left the rifles at the shanty, slnce they did
wh!tenccl a little. .. Well, if Young Wild West wants me let
Jiim come here. I 1·eclwn he'll git more than he wants, for not caie to be seen carrying them about just then, so there
I'm ready for him now. He carries a rifle, an' so do I; au', was uothing about them any more suggestive L'i.an usual.
maybe he kin shoot a little straighter than I kin. But if he I .. Well, I was jest passin' ther time away by chuckin' a few
gits close enough, !f I don't bring him down at ther first shot games with Hop for a dollar a chuck," the proprietor answered.
"Well, that jest suits me, 'cause l ain't ~ot ,·ery many doll never want ter pull anothe,· trigge,.''
Tlle others nodded at this, showing that it nerved them to , lars .. Kin I come in?''
"If Hop is wjllin', I s'pose so."
hear their leader t'llk in thr.t wav .
"Me no care if evelybody comee In, so be,·· the clever ChiThey all watch ell om· hero ~nd. his companions, and when
they saw them comin•.r. almost directly toward the shanty the nee spoke up.
All five of the rascals were inveterate gamblers, and even
dcor was closed and tht'y w:1tched from a window.
It was with a sigh or relief that they saw them turn and ; though they had very little money they were eager Lo get
\ into the game.
:;o directly toward the heart of the camp.
They coul<l E:ee them as t!.!ey stopped at the s tore, and then . They lined up to the little har, and then each fishecl out a
! dollar ancl Dutton started it off.
1her a ll lool,ccl at each oth:.>r rnthc1· uneasily.
"S'pose H..;ke tells 'em about me buyln' ther rifles,'' said j' As the 1h"ce little cubes rolled out and came to a stop, four·
teen showetl up.
Pete.
:lo_ tlJat for?_·· on!:' of. t_l~e.. others asked. "It j ''That's mighty good'·· Br.now exclaimed, as J1e took up
. ··~ll.nt will
. the leatl1er cup and placed the dice in it. ·· I rcrkon you stanil
amt hlrnly h~ 1. d•rn~ anything abouc lt.
'·Wrll, let lmu tl'l l him 1f he wants 1er. l've always thought ' a 1,utty good chance of wlnn ln' ther pot Dntton."
the reply.
·· Weil, 1·,e been putt,· lu<',if so f:lr, ··
thr.t Hc.!rn was _all ri§;Lt, but H I find cut that he's ryin' ter
Barrow relied the dice oi:t but lost
1:c!p Young \Vi1 <1 '\Vetit along any he had better look out!"
1 Then the o,her four took ti1eir turn~, but failed to come up
exC"laimed Barrow, his eyes flaehing.
1
Tllf.Y ,.atcheu, an.l when they sJ."' the girls come out, look-· to the prop;·ietor's throw.
It ms l'!op's tu rn last , and as Le picked u:J u 10 dice to place
ing at_ the thln-;s tll~y hacl uou.;ht und npparentl~· che.tting and
la1_1gllrn :;, they c!cc·.1ued that the chancPs were tnat Hoke hall them in the cup he nodded to Barrow and said:
I .. I\Ie betlee you fi,·e dcllee lat me chuckec mol'e Ian foursnid 1"0Lhing about thi~ purchase Pet? had made.
··Well, boys,·· mid_ the> leac!e,·, after· he_ hacl re1:1ained in teen. ··
"Yel' wm, eh'? Well, heathen, it's a go.•·
ti10~,;11t for a ful ~ mmute, .. l 'm putt:v sa_rtm that they didn't
Out came the five dol~ai·s, ~·.nd HoiJ quir:ldy cove.-ed it,
~ee_ L'.s, "-? th~:,;,r.:n't, g~t n? proof_ that __1t wa~ us ,1hat firecl
Then he smiled tantahzrnglv at the Jeacler of the gang and
l lw1 I.Jest wn l te1 do tlus busmess is ter :>ut on a
,H ,~ 11.
·
bold front. If they tackle us about th::r shootin' we kin swear added.
.. !\1e· bettee ,·ou ten dollee me c1rnckee mere Ian fifteen.·•
that we wa!;n't nowhere up tha~ way, ~n ' that we \Yas in my
fhanty play in' noker all tlwr tr:ue. Now, then, we'll all goi ,. Yer \\ ill, eh? \Veil, let me see if I've got ,,s much money
'as that left. I( I have I'll hi::t yer. ,.
over to ther hotel.··
He found h.~ did not have quite that amcuut. but feeling
.. Won't tllat be a. little risky?" Pete asked, anxiously.
.. Maybe it wiil, I.mt you jest h::a;\ i wl>at I :;aid, ciidn't yer? ' that he had a sure thing of it he put up what h~ had, which
Ther cn!y way ter do it now is ter ;J?1t on a bold front. I was eigh t do llars v.nd seventy-five cents.
"Alke light," nalcl Hop, nodding his head. '·J\fe puttee
i-cf·kcn !f we ull swear that we wasn 't up there they won't !Jc
able ter prove that we wa8. 'rlie:; didn't see ns, an' ~·ou all upnee t-:'n. Me no care lf me lo!,e."
Th0u, J113tead ot' putdng the dice they l:2.d te,n throwing
know thal. It they had seen us you kin bet yo ur life we
--. W0.\:ld have bc9:1 fire ,l at. 'fhat's p: cof c>nough ter settle into the c-up, he placed three of his own i11 it, wi:i ch wee re so
I near1v lite the others in appearance that it would be hard
that, in my rr.:ud, anyhow.··
"In minfl, too ... Pete dedarecl. "I !,now blame well that to <lct1:(·t the di fcicnce.
Ent Hop's dllr were not the regul ar kind, since they only
Young Wilrl West would oar1inly hal'e put a bullet into or.e
of ns if he tad seen us. \\'eli. I don't know as I'm any more rontair!ecl fJ'les and olxes.
He was sure or winning the first wager he lm<l made, but
af1 aid to go to ther whisky-mill than you are. Whenever you're
1~hould he happen to throw three fiv es he would l 1Jse the secready, jest say ther word."
.
. .
.
" I'm ready now. We'll go on oYer an' ree what's goin' on ond one.
_Howeve1·,. he. was qmte w1llrng to take l~e cuance, and ratthere. Maybe that smart 1:eathen is there, an' if he happens
ter want ter play llra,v poker, we'll git in a game with him. tlmg the dice 111 the ct·p thoroughly be roiled them out upon
Bob ., and he nodded to one of the gang .. me an' you will fix the bar before the e~'es of them all.
··Seventeen' ·· exclaimed Duttcn, his eyes openinf( wide.
thcr' cards between us if we do happe1{ ter play. ·we don't
care how srua1 t ther heathen is, an' we·n soo n git some of his ''Ted, Hop not only wins ther pot, but h"l wins both ther bets
he made with yer, too."
pl!e away from him.··
right," was the retort, with a shrug of the
·'If we can't do it no one et:;i, kin, 'l.'ed," was the reply,
1 "Yes, that's
But eYen the leader did not seem to be over anxious about shoulders. "Ther heathen is :iartinly might~· I ue!·.y. ··
I "Velly muchce lucky, so be, .. Hop declared, bl:.ncily, as he
leaving the shanty.
However, after he had talked awhile about the gold they reached for the pot.
were going to fight for, he pI_ucked up sufficient courage to 1 •· I s'pose you're so lucky you think you could t-!•at fourteen
'1 ag'in?" Ted asked.
leave the shanty, and then the rest followed.
·•Lat light. Me bettee me do lat Yelly murhe0 'lllickee. ··
They all walked along leisurely, and when they entered the
barroom of the hotel they were more than pleased to find I ·'In ther first chuck?''
! .. Yes, !n um first chuckee. ·•
Hop Wah there.
The clever Chinoe was engaged in throwing dice with Dut-1 Barrow turned to his companions and quickly borrowed ten
dollars from them.
ton, the proprietor.
"There yer are," he said, putting it on the ostr. ''Cover
The latter had taken a strong notion to Hop, and he had
kept him there solely through the interest he had shown in that an' then let me see yer beat four teen at t!\er first chuck.
1 If yer do ther money la yours, an' If you dou'i, T git it.··
him.
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T)l,, Chinaman smiled sweetly at him and quiclcly pu t up 1 couple of dollars ahead. We're only chuckin' for a dollar a
the required amount.
corner , but a little while ago there was some fun here.
Then he rattled the dice in the cup ancl rolle<.l out sixteen. Barrow an' his crow! come in here an' they wanted ter git into
"Veli) muchee eas:v, .. ht> declared, as hP. scooped the money ther game. Hop was n't more than five minntes in clean in' 'em
low ant him. .. You gottee some morP money?''
out of ever y cent they had. Thcy'\·e all gone over tcr Bar"WeJl, bo:s," sai.d the leader, shaking his head in disgust, row's claim ter see if they kin dig out some dust so lhPy k:n
".li e :pr! inl y c::ni't do that ernr y time. "No man Jivin' couldn't tackle him ag'in to-night."
beut 1'omtee11 right along. Git ont what money you've got an'
"Oh, that Is why they have gone to work, eh? " and our
we'll play him till we win.•·
hero turned to Charlie and Welden.
Bnt it was not much money they had between them.
"They had a good reason for doing It, it seems,'' the la tter
All they c·ould rake up was about twelve dollars.
observed, with a smile. "Went broke, eh?"
Howeve!', they w.ere quite willing to risk it, since they all , ·'Yes, they sartinly went broke," Dutton declared, with a
ff!L hllsolutely s ure that the Chinaman could not possibly grin. .. 1 reckon Hop must have l'hea ted 'cm, too, though I
throw higher than fourteen three times in succPssion.
don't jest know how he <lone it. He was takin' au awful
But th ey did not know that he was using trick dice, of chanee, 'cause he was bettin' he eould beat fourteen every time
rourse.
he chucked ..,
Hop rovered the money. and this time he rolled out three
"Wei!, no doubt if you saw the <licll he used you would chink
~ixPs.
it very easy,'' Wild declai·ed.
TI\P men had lost all the: possE>ssed now, and they felt
"Lat light, Misler Wi.id," Hop sald, meek!).
1athf!r s01e over it.
·'Of course it's right. Ju st show Mr. Dutton i.he dice you
'·TtHl.t's what I c-all might~· ·ough luck," the fe!Jow c-alled used in order to fleece the rascals out of their money."
Boh said. shaking his head, sadly. .. We ain't got enough
Vithout the least hesitation Hop produced ~he dice.
ter I.my a drink."
At first the vropl'ietor did ,not see anything wrong ::;bou t
[foJ1 thanged the trick dice for 1he ones that belonged in them, but when Wild told him to loolt them over r·Jo,:ely he
the mp, a11tl then s tood waiting to flnd ont what tlley meant to gave a sudden start and exclaimed:
do next.
" Well, that beats me! No wonder he could beat fourt ePn .
"Dutton," sai d Barrow, snddenly, as he tnrned to the Why, the1· least he e:ould chuck is fifteen. Say, but them is
propdetor, .. if you'll lend me fifty dollarn J'll agree ter pay great dice, Hol)."
you hatk by to-morrow night. If I don't havf' it In cash, I'll
.. Velly nicee dicee, so be."
give It to yer in gold-dust."
'· I reckon they are. Yer ain't got any more like 'em, have
.. Can't clo it Ted " was the reply. "I ain't In that line of yer? .,
bu$ine'ss, an' you k~ow it."
·' Me got tee some more."
"If you'll Jet me have fifty dollars I'll give yer a hundred for
·• Well, 1'11 give yer fifty dollars for them three.··
ir to-morrow night.··
Hop did not pay any attention to the offer, but soon p10"No, I won't let yer haYe a dollar."
duced from his pocket as many as a dozen of the little tubes.
The villain grew angry at first, but he quicl,ly cooled down,
They were all different sizes, too, so he might readily pick
and then turning to his companions he ·said:
. "Come. on, boys, we'll go oYer to that claim of mine. If the three he wanted to m::-tch those that were being us::-d .
It happened that he had another set the same size he had
we ran't fish out a few dollars' worth of dust between now an'
sunset I ne,•er want ter go ter work again. I'm goin' ter buck used, so he pushed them over to Dutton and said:
"Me malcee you um plesent of um dicce."
that Chinaman at his own game jest as long as he'll last."
"What! Do yer mean that, Hop? ''
" Me stay allee night, so be,'' Hop declared, smiling blandly.
"Lat allee light. Me gittee plenty more when we go to
'· You gittee more gold-dust and me beatee fourteen evely
Denver or Santa Fe. Maybe me buy in Plescott, too."
timee. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Mr. Dutton," said Wild, with a smile, as he looked the man
'l'hen the five ruffians left the hotel and made straight fpr
squarely in the face, "if I were you I wouldn't use those dice
Barrow's claim.
They were going to do a little work, for they bad a purpose to beat any one out of their money. That Is what I call ver)'
unfair, and no man who has any principle about him would
in view now.
use such means to win money."
"I hope yer didn't think I was goin' ter do anything like
CHAPTER IX.
that with ther dice, Young Wild West," the man retorted,
THE GOLD IS FOUND.
his face flushing. "What I want 'em for is ter fool some
':toun -s Wilu West and the others at the camp saw the five people. I ain't an awful Jot at gamblln', anyhow, an' I'll give
villai11s when they went into the hotel.
yer my word that I'll never use them dice .ter git a man's
But the young deadshoL did not think it advisable to inter- money away from him, 'cause I know it would be nothin' more
fere with them just then.
than stealin'."
H:e wanted to wait until they opened hostilities themselves,
"Oh, all right, then. If you simply want them to myst.ify ,and tben he would show them what he could do in the "gunpeople in the way of a trick, you certainly have the right t.o
ning·• line.
They were watching when they came out, and thinking that do it. But take my advice and don't throw any more dice
they might be going over to the abandoned mine, they kept an witn Hop. It seems to me that he has been drinking a little
too much, and just t o keep him sober I am going to take him
eye on them until they saw them reach Barrow's claim.
"Blamed iC they ain 't goin' ter work," Cheyenne Charlie for a little walk. Come on, Hop."
"Where you go; Misler Wild?" the Chinaman asked, showing
said, shaking his head and looking surprised.
.. Tha't's rather strange,'' our hero declared. "Suppose we that he was perfectly willing to do as he was told .
take a walk over to Dutton's and find out what they were
"Well, we are going over to the old mine, where the gold
doing while they were there."
is supposed to be hidden. You can run back to the camp
·'Can I go with you, Wild?" Tom Welden asked.
and get a pick and shovel and a lantern. Tell Jim and the
'· Certainly, Come on:"
girls what we are going to do. If they feel like coming over
Charlie was ready to go, too, so the three promptly left the they can do so."
camp and made their way leisurely to the hotel.
The Chinaman nodded and quickly left the place.
They found no one there but the proprietor, his bartender
Wild, Charlie and Welden waited until they saw him coming
and Hop.
back with the implements he had been sent for.
Dutton bad started to throw dice a~ain with the Chinaman,
Then Jim and the girls quickly appeared, showing how inand Hop was doing it squarely, since he did not care to win terested they were in searching for the gold.
anything from him.
Welden was delighted at the chance of having another lcolc
"Whattee mattee. Misler Wild?'' the clever Chinee asked, for the wealth his uncle was supposed to have left in the olrl
as the young deadshot entered the room.
mine.
"Nothing that I know of,'' W?.s the reply. "What is the
He expressed himself very freely about it, too, and hurriedl y
matter with you?"
led the way over the rough path to the place they were head" Me chuckee dicee, so be."
ing for.
''! see you are,•· and then turning to Dutton, Wild quickly
From the top of a big rock Charlie was able to see the fiv13
added: "If yon do much gambling with the heathen you'll yilJains at work on the claim over a (]uarter of a mile awa y.
be the loser. I advise you to . quit."
They won't bother us jest now," he said. with a shr1:g of
"Well, that's all right. I'm jest doin' it to pass away ther his shoulders, "so I reckon we ldn go in an' have a good loo!;."
:ime. Hop seems to be putty square allout it, 'cause I'm a
The lantern was lighted, and then all but Jim and Eloise
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went inside, for Wild decided that one or two should remain
outside, c.s there was no telling but th:it the villains might
have seen them come there.
··Well. Et,·· the young cleadshot said, as he swung the pick
h e had ll''OU?;ht into the mine with him, '· I reckon we·ll dig
at the foot of the oak post to the left. That holds the ground
from ca,•ing in upon the little gallery that runs that way.
We'll see what's there.··
The post in qu estion was quite close to the earth and rock,
and a s the young deadshot began picking away, the particles or
stone and dirt began rollir.g down at his feet.
·· Seems 1o he p rett y soft here, ·· lrn obserred. "Let me have
the shovPl, Cha !'lie.··
The scout promptly l!andeil it to him, and then he thrust
It into thP small opening be had madP.
wI11c· h to his ><urpri·:P, the shoYel went on through, and
there ,\an a r att ling of earth ar1rl pieces of stone.
B C' bail to j11np hac-k to kfep from b ping partly buried in
if, and with an e.·<·lamation er snrvrise h e stared at the big
LolP that had Hutldenlv showed np.
'"Tl looks to me as though WP have struck lhe ri,ght place,
Tom." lH' said, srnlling at \\'; •J rkn. ''If I am not mistaken,
there ir; a sort of passagP running thro ugh there. Just tal;:e
a look. 1 can ~rr daylight, too.··
·'It is a kind of passage,·· Welde n declared, his eyes opening
wllle in arna7ement.
··Velly muc:hee pas,ag
Hop said, smiling in a clrnerful sort
of "'a y. "You finrlre um gold in Jer e, Misler Wild. •·
"All Jigh t, llop, .. was the reply. ·· I will look and see how
n ear you are right.·•
Unhesitatingly the boy pushed aside more of the dirt, and
then crept into the hole.
As h e stepprd owr a portion of ro ck he found himself in a
passage.
.
Before him was a nail-keg, fairly bulging with golden
nuggets and dust.
Tiu' s ight of thi s was amazing even to Yl ung Wild West,
who was used lo seeing all ' sorts of things.
··Hurrah! .. he cried, turning and looking back, at his companions. "I have found i t, Tom. Here is the treasure th at
was hidden here by you r unde!"
Welden rrept hurriedly through the ap_crture, and when
h e beheld the keg of gold he trembled with excitemen t, and
for the space of a few seconds was unable to speak.
Arietta felt so deligbted over it that she ran to the mouth
or the sloping shaft and called to Jim and Eloise to come
inside.
··Have yon found it?" Jim asked .
"Yes, yes!., she answered. "Come on In."
"Well, I reckon it will be safe for us to do that, though
the five rasrals h ave left the claim a lready and seem to have
gone back to the c,11,mp. Come on, Elois e. We will go and
see this wonderful treasure."
He shot another glance toward the spot where Barrow and
bis men had lately disappear ed from, and then led his sweetheart into thf> mine, following close after Arietta.
A minute later h e was peering through the aperture, where
Cbarlie bad followed Wild and young Welden.
"How did you manage to find it, Wild?" Jim asked, bis
eyes dilating, for he could see right away that it was no small
amount of dust and nuggets.
'·Well, I don't know unless It was by accident," was the
reply. "I was digging by the side of the oak post when there
was a sort of cave-in, and then we found the gold. But the
queerest part of it is that there is daylight In here. It is sort
of passage that leads outside somewhere."
"You will have to explore that and see where it lea ds to,"
was the suggestion.
"Yes, I'll do that in a few minutes."
"How are we going to get the keg out?" Welden asked, as
though he was puzzled.
"Well, it won't make a great deal of difference if we don't
get it out," our hero inswered, with a smile. "We can take
the gold and let the keg stay here. It is n ot n ecessary to take
it all out at once, you know."
"Oh, I never thought of that."
"Well, while you are getting ready to carry it out I will go
on through this passage and see where it brings me to."
"I'm goin', too," Charlie spoke up.
•· All right," was the reply. "Come on."
Then the two started through the passage, which ran in a
zigzag fashion.
They did not have to go more than thirty feet before they,
found themselves upon quite a wide ledge that ran a long the
rear side of the rather high ridge.
0
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Wi!rl lookrd a round and qu ickl y saw a pl are where thPy
might ai1tPnd to the top.
·· come on up hel'e, ·· he saitl to the scout. ··We'll .,eo 'l',here
our cnPmief; are, a ncl what th e•:, arP doing.··
Up the two went, and th e next minute they were able to
look down upon the mini ng ramp and all that Jay around it .
But what was th eir surpri~c when th ey saw five masked men
creeping along among th e J'O('k s v<'rv close to tb 1: s haft of
the old mine.
·
·
CHAPTER X .
OUTWlT' l'lX l7 THE ~J IXf: Pf.OTTJ :1:,;.

Thou gh Ted Barrow and h is nwn had r<"all y intended to sift.
dirt for gold-dust that afte rnoon. they quick l y changed their
mincls when th ey saw Young Wild Wes t and his friends heading for the old mine, the Chinaman who had fleeced them out
of their monev g-oi ng with thf'm.
"Boys,·· said th e leader, as lte gave a knowing nod, "I reckon
now is our time te r settle this business. We've got ter ha1P
ther gold what·s hid in that holP in ther diff ove !' th ere , so we
bad bette r qu it work right now an ' sneak on them pr-ople.
Come on . Lel tiler picks au' shovehi be right here, an· we·n
git ove r to my shanty in a hurry. 'rhen we'll put masks on
om· faces an· :,nea k quietly up there. If we kin only manage
ter git 'em a ll into Lhe r mine I r eckon it will be easy enough
t er fix 'em."
They were all willing to undertake the task, so they quicl, ly
left th e spot and hurried to Barrow's shanty.
Once there th ey hurriedl y made maslrn to wear over their
faces, and then taking the new rifles they had pu rchased they
left the shanty and began making their way cautiousl y towa rd
the mine.
lt was not a great while before they got near enough to see
Jim and Eloise sitti ng near the month of t he shaft.
But even then they kept on creeping u tl un til they got
wit hin a couple of hundred yards of it.
Then they saw Arietta ap"pear and call the boy an d girl
inside.
·· Well, what do yer think of that?·• Barrow excla imed, delightedly. "I r eckon they're a ll in there no w, so it's about
time we got 11p there. Corne on, boys. "
Thty now drnp ped the caution they had been usin g a nd hurriedly scramble-ct ove r the rocks, making straight fo r the spot.
But they were forced to go around a little on account of the
roughness of the way, so it took them probably three or tour
minutes before they came to a spot near where they had opened
fire on our friends that morning.
No one was outside the shaft, so after waiting a short time,
the leader suggested that they go ahead and take up thei r s tation near it, s o thPy m ight wait for Young Wild West a nd the
others when they s tarted to leave the mine.
If they had had th e least idea t hat they were being watched
t hey, of course, wou ld never have done such a thing.
But they did not kr!ow that Young Wild West was hiding
behind a rock near the top of the cliff, a nd less tha n forty
yar ds from · them at that ve!'y minute.
.
Wild had directed the scout to go back throu gh th e pa3sage
and tell the rest to stay right where they were, a nd then r eturn and help him treat the villains to a gen~ine surpr ise.
The boy watched them with a look of amusement on his
face, as he wailed patienlly for the scout t o come back.
It was not long before he heard him coming, and loo king
around a corner of the rock he saw him, with J im close be·
hind him.
He waved his band to them to come on, and then unhesitatingly crept around the rock and down toward t he villains
who had formed the hasty plot against t hem.
Down he wen t until h e was within twen ty feet ot t hem , and
then he crept over a fissure a nd paused.
Charlie and J im kept on coming, for they knew that everything must be all right by the manner in which t he young
deadsbot had acted.
Meanwhile, Wild got into a comfortable position a nd listened to what the villains wer e tal king about.
They appeared to be in a great state of agitation, and held
their rifles ready to open fire the moment any one a J.)peared
from th e dark opening befo re them.
Wild lay on the slanting rock, watching the excited mine
plotters, a s mile on his face .
The villains were expecting trouble to come from the mine
and they never thought to look behind them.
'
··The:, oughter be comin · out soon, ·· he heard one of them
sar, in a hoarse whisper. "Ki n it be that they've found ther
gold?"
'· I hope they have;· a voice which the boy knew qui te well
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belonged to the leader answered. "If they've found it it will his own and the two who were used to carry the camping
save us ther trouble of doin' any more huntin' for it. We've outfit.
got 'em dead ter rights, boys, an' yer want ter make sure of
"Well, Pete," our hero said, as he took the ma1,. by tbe arm
Young Wild West an' his pards when they show up. Shoot and pointed to the horses, ··therc·s so much gold in the old
the r kid down, too, but look out for ther gals. There ain't mine th at we thought it adv isable to get horses to carry it
no use of hurtin' them. l\faybe they'll be so thankful ter us away. You fellows failed to find it, but we had no trouble
if we spare their lives that they'll fall ·in love with some of whatever. Tom Welden is certainl y a rich boy now, and I
us.,.
suppose if we had rwt con1 e along this way yot. m ight have
Barrow gave a chuckle as he said this, but the rest did not cheated him out of the gold, for surc-ly you would have found
seem to be inclined to laugh any.
'I it _
i f you had done much digging inside the mine."
They were so uneasy tha t t hey could not keep still.
--There ain't no use in talk!n' about it now, Young Wild
Meanwhile, Cheyenne Charlie and .Jim Dart r eached a hol- i "\Ves t," the man retorted, almost savagely. "You sartinly
low among the rocks directly at the feet of our hero.
got ther best of us. an' T ed Barrow ls dead. But what's th er
"We sent Hop tor git ther two pack-horses so we could use of holdin' us prisoners? We never done no harm to yer."
carrr tiler gold back to ther camp easier, Wild, ·• the scout
·'Well, that's all right. ·we want to tak e you down to the
whispered, as the boy glanced down at him.
ramp and then tell the miners there how y'ou have been act.. All right," was the low retort. "Come up here and have ing. The masl:s you were wearing will make enough evidence
a look at the scoundrels. They aro getting so excited while to hang you, I reckon."
waiting for us to come out of the mine that they don't know
'l'hen, afte1· a little further talk, durin g 1,hich Charlie said
what to do. "
several th!ngs that did anything but make the prisoners feel
The scout climbed up and took a look.
easier, the gold was carried out of th e mine.
A grim smile showed on his face when he was able to see
It "as an extra large nail-k eg, ·so the contents were rather
the five plotters.
weighty, and it took several trips to get it all out.
Then J im had a look, after which the young deadshot whisBut Hop hacl done his work well, for h e had provi,lecl some
pered:
leather sacks , and the nuggets aud t.lust were dumped into
"I su1)pose there is no use i;-i prolonging the agony . We may , these and then iifled upon the backs of the waitin~ hors es.
as well settle it right now . .,
When this had been 2.ccomi;li3l10d the body of Pete Barrow
He arose to his feet as he spoke, and without the least hesi- was brou ght out and thrown over the back of Hop·s horse.
tion leaped down upon a flat 10ck close behind the crouching
In less than ten minutes lalcr the parly h:tltcd in front of
villains.
the sh2nty hotel.
Hearing the noise he made they turned and were in time to ' Dutton came running out, as dill the starel:eeper from acroz3
fi nd themselves staring into tho muzzle of a reYolver.
the stree,t, and wh~n Wild rel::tc d what h all hapi)ened a shout
·· Hands up, you scoundrels!·• the boy cxdaimed, in a ringing Wf'nt up from I.hem both.
voice. "I reckon your plot has failed . We have outwitted
Then it was not lon g before the miners cnnrn in lrorn their
you.,,
claims, and when about all of th eP.1 had aQsernb led, ou:· hero
-- whoopee ! whoopee! Wow! ~ow'•· shouted Cheyenne Char- held up bis ha:-id for silence and th1!11 told the whole sto,·y.
lie, as he bounded into view, a revolver in either hand.
I "I told you the;r bought ther rifles to shoot yer with," lhe
Jim Dart was right behind him, and when they saw they R~t rekeeper exclaimed, as be ran up to tile boy and shook
had no chance the five men dropped their rifles and threw h1m by the h and.
up th eir hands'.
"Yes, and I told you , 1e wouidn't gl ve them a chance to use
.
. .
. them, didn't I?"
But
it
was
only
for
an
instant
that
Barrow
held
his
lil this
--You
~arti nly u'd y
" W'ld w t
.
position .
,
c
, • • oun"'
1
. e~ .. an , . ~u "as.
a'> goo d,
A sudden idea seemed to come into his head. for he turned ~s your wo rd ' too. Yo.~t was gunmn for golu, all nght, an
i kl .
d b lt d t .. t ¥
tl 0
·tl f ti 1
I ft
Jou got ther gold, too.
qu"to~/~ut ~/ ~;eai~f u{~~~ 1 ~ c~~~~~ 1 ; fn! ,. : 11~~~ed Wild j . ·'You Le t we did,'' To11:1 Welden crieu: jub-ilc.ntl y, "and I am
0
a s quick as 'a flash.
' . going to m:1ke You;;g Wild West anrl h1.; frlends each_ a h:mdC l,
some present, too .
rac L
.
.
.
--Tom,,, the young deadshot said, warningly, "you know what
Barrow fired 3: shot with his revolver as he disappeared, 1 r told yon about that, don't you? wo don't mean to take a
b ut the.,bullet failed to do any damage.
cent's worth cf ycnr !;Oid. '.Ve have had enough excitement
Cra ck.
.
.
i out of this thing to pay us.,. ,
Another shot sounded fro1;1 withm, and a cry of agony came
Well I am sorry to hrar you say that f 01. I
t ·
to the ears of our three friends.
, .• .·'
, ,.
,
cer ain 1Y am
"I
k
A •. tt
t
h ' " Ch -1·
.
.·
1
C\I ,e 11rb. no,, .
rec on ne a go
irn.
ai ie said, gum Y, as he
By this timo there were many angry men Jn tl!e crowd a-:::d
stepped over and began removing tbo_w eapons _from the oth~r the iar.t th::t the tlve villains harl gone after Young Wild West
tour villains. who had not moved an in ch arte1 they had he id and his 1 friends with maskca face · made them e ·
t
. h
up thei r hands.
the m.
•
• "•
ager o 1, nc
"Hello!" . Arietta_ called from inside the mlne. "Is every-! But Wild rasily persuader! them r.ot to do Ibis, and when
thing all nght, Wild?"
, he advi~cd that the four should be given half an honr to
'· Yes, come on out," was the reply.
I leave the cam)) they agreed wilh hlm.
The next instant t~e girl rame running out, her face !·ather
The ycuw; :le?.d::hot .made a li ttle speech t.o them, and then
pale a nd a revolver lil her hand.
cut th em free with his own knife.
''I sl1ot the fellow!" she exclaimed, rather excitedly. ''I
It is hardly necessary to state that the villains were glad
sa w h im the Instant you called out. When he fired behind to get off so easily.
h im I_ was ready _for him. He er.me right on, and seeing me
They hurriedly got what fow belongings they had and then
s tandmg before h im he made a move as though to shoot me. disappeared fro m the town.
But I was too quiek for him. I guess he will never interfere
As far as our f riends ~n ew they never turned np there
wi~h an y one agai n, for he dropped like a Jog.•·
a gain, either, though what became or them they neve r heard .
· Well, call the rest out. One is dead, but we have got four
·'W<'l l, Hov,•· mid Dutton, after i t was all over, ··r reckon
of them alive, anyhow. They formed a nice little plot, but iI them fellers had got hold or that gold afore Young Wild
it failed to work. It seems that they must h ave watched us as West found it you would have had a mighty good chance ter
we came up here, and it didn 't take them very long to get win somothi n· . l3ut they didn't, w th.at sorter knocks you out.
thel_r rifles and put on maslrn and. follow us. I~ Jim and But, anyhow, you got all ther money they_ had, an' even though
Eloise had not come into the mine Just as they die we may it wasu't a whole let you onghtcr be satisfied."
have had more trouble in getting them. But it seems that it
"Me vdly muchee satisfied, so be," Hop decl ared.
happened just right fc.r us. We have fou nd the gold and we
That ended the adventure of --Young Wild West Outwitting
have got the scoundrels who were plotting to get it. We the Mine Plotters."
were gunning for gold, all right, Et, but it seems that you arc
He and his partners had certainly gone gunning for gold
the on ly one who brought down any game. "
and they won out, too.
'
"But it is a ll the same, Wild, for you have got four of them
Next
week's
issue
will
contain
"YOUNG
WILD
WEST
alive," the girl answered.
FORCED TO FIGHT; OR, HOW ARIETTA BOSSED THE
"Yes, I reckon it is."
All hands quickly came out now, aud they had the satis- GULCH."
faction of seeing the four men securely bound by Charlie and
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Jl~hen tt wa s n ot Jong before H op appeared with three horse11,
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CURRENT NEWS
Dynamite is now being used at Milford, Ind., to dig
graves in the cemetery. The ground is frozen to a depth
of fotu· feet. The sexton of the Warsaw cemetery is thawing out the ground for graves by using a plumber's steam
outfit. 'l'he earth is frozen so hard that a pick and spade
make little impression on it.
.An affection of a peculiar nature has broken out among
the crew of the ship W. F. Babcock, which arri,ed at San
Francisco, Cal., from the lower coast in tow of the steamer
Hercules. rrhe cause of the malady has just been discovered. Sailors in the forecastle were suffering from agonizing pains in their heads. Before leaving Balboa one of the
sailors caught an iguana, or lizard, four feet long. He
took it aboard as a pet. The lizard had the freedom of the
ship, but at night crawled into the forecaetle, where it exuded its poison, which the sailors breathed. The reptile
was thrown overboard and the sailors iinmediately began to
get better.

into line. It was a record day in local circles for the signing - of athletes. Five Giants and two Highlanders' got
aboard the big train. Besides Warhop, Curtis H. Coleman
also qualified with a contract. Coleman is an infielder from
Tacoma. In 163 games last season, he swatted at a .268
clip and fielded .941. He had 17 doubles, 11 triplets and G
home runs. The Giants who signed up were Fred Snodgrass, Louis Drucke and George Pierce, a minor league
boxman who toiled last season in the American, Eastern
and Southern leagues. Pierce's record is not very promising. In the Eastern League he won two out of fifteen
games.
.After flying over ancl under the Willianu;burg, ')[anhattan :;llld Brooklyn Bridges recently, Frank T. Coffyn met
with the first disaster that has occurred ~ince he began his
water-front aerial entertainment. Two thoucand feet aboYe
the Brooklyn NaYy Yard the motor on his hyd.oaeroplane
stopped dead. In gliding to the bosom of the East Iliver,
he skilfully looped under the Brooklyn Bridge, skimi:ned
over some tugs and ferryboats and came to a stop directly
in the center of the stream. The tug Pelham salvaged
him and towed the hydroaeroplane to it,i berth at Pier A.
Co:ffyn was none the worse for his experienc<:i. During
his flight Coffyn tried a new arrangement whereby i.he
moving picture machine he carried was autm:n&tically operated by an electrical engine. While he was gliding waterward the camera, with 400 feet of .film, dropped from the
craft and sank to the bottom of the East Rin•r. The balky
motor will be thoroughly overhauled. Co:ffyn hopes to be
able to grind out. more material for the movi11g picture
show people soon.

On bended knees, Jesus Yriqui recently begged Judge
Crow, of Santa Barbara, Cal., to senteMe him to be hanged
iu expiation of the murders of Carlos Angreda and Juan
Hernandez on Christmas Day, but the Comt refused, sending him to San Quentin inst ead. Yriqui pleaded guilty
Feveral days ago, interrupting hi s trial to do so, and when
brought into court for sentence he fell on his knees before
the bench and supplicated the Court to put him to death.
"I am guilty," he moaned. "I am bad. Every night I
see the faces of those dead men before me. I cannot sleep
or eat. I want to be hanged." Judge Crow looked at the
suppliant :figure and ordered the court bailiff to hold
Yriqui up while sentence was imposed. Then he sentenced
the trembling, moaning prisoner to life imprisonment in
The process in the building' of the Woolworth structure,
San Quentin.
to be the tallest building iJ the world, hns now reaclied
the eighteenth of its fifty-five stories, or about one-third
The latest mode of courting fortune at Monte Carlo is of its contemplated height of 750 feet. The builders haYe
to play the number of one's hat or coat check. There is started the setting of the exterior terra cotta at the Eixth
one particularly lucky widow here who is daily clearing a floor, and a rapid change is coming over the appearance
small fortune with the aid of the ticket handed her by the of the great structure. Already 13,000 of the U,000 tons
wardrobe woman. She has been doing so for ten days, and of steel that are to go into the framework of tho building
Madame Droulett has become quite famous on that account. are in place. 'I'o sustain tbjs enormous 1niig1:, t a stable
The other day she stepped up to the roulette wheel and foundation, and not a "floa1.ing foundation," vs is someplaced ten louis on 33. "Is that madame's wardJobe num- times m ed in lesser building8, was absolutely necessary,
ber?" asked a gentleman standing by her side. "It is. I anc1 the foundation company had to sink the caissonE to
never play anything but my wardrobe number," repli,ed bedrock, about 110 feet below the sidewalk In tbeoe
the woman. "There, it's come out again," she added in her caissons men who underwent an examination as to physical
tone of triumph, gathered the heap of gold pieces in her fitness by a physician on the spot lrnc1 to work in a prernrni
handbag, leaving the ten louis on the 33·, She won ten of four atmosph eres. Work on the foundation was started
times, and then, with a heavy bag of gold, left the table. on Novemb,er 4, 1910, and the installation of t>,e c,li£~ons
was Yirtually completed on A.11gu st 2-l:, 1911. 'The extenNo holdouts will trouble either of New York's urnjor sion of the building on its Hroadw::iy wi<1t.h from 103 to
league baseball clubs this year. Jack Warhop, the midget 152 feet, whi ch was decicletl upon while constmcti on l\'aB
underhand pitcher of the Yankees, climbed on ihe band under wa:·, required some r1eli cate motlitlcatin:i,.s and ,;dwagon the other afternoon. He was the only serious j:.1stments of original plans, bo.._h for fountl ati on :\TJ<l builllkicker after Rube Marquard, of the Giants, was whipped ing, but there -ras no cessation of tlie 'process of et~'ctiop.
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THE BORDER BOYS
OR,

RAFTING ON THE RIO GRA ND E
By PAUL BRADDON
(A SERIAL STORY )
F at. "Mebbe th ry "·ill go ro tmd lhe cnrl of lhe book ancl
th en we can't do noth ing al all. "
T hi s was t rue enough .
The current was sweep ing tlH' slru~gling rnn ivors of
the Sunshiue in the d irection of the hook-like projedion
of the "Camel's Back."
If they came inside of it 1oward the rnfl it might be
safe for a good swimmer like Jerry t9 jump into the water
and t ry t o save lhem, but if on the other hand they went
ou tside the rocks it wou ld be a bold man who would dare
to make the attempt.
" D ey can't get no help from me," said Goliath, grumblingly. "I ean·t swim none, an' dat's de trufe ."
" I wish I could!" exe:laimed Daisy. "It is just dreadfol t o see tho~e poor men struggling, nn:l to hear t heir.
hear.
All this time t he Sunshin e was working nearer and now cr ies !"
Aud so while lliey 1nite:hed eac.·h o.ne expres~ecl their opin~he drifted down just ? uts.ide _the "Camel's B,ack," and the
fo r us yet there was no thin()' else to do.
ion,
m spector began shoutmg agam:
It was necessarv first of all to know where the swift
"I'm going to throw you a line, J erry Williams," he
cri"ed. "You make fast or we will show you no mercy running current of the Rio Grande was going i,o take tbe
inspector and his companious, and this matter \ms deand- -"
cided in a moment.
Stupid and malicious r emark !
How can an y of u s tell at what m oment we m ay want
Some sank out of sight and ,rnr e seen no more. All the
mercy shown to ourselves?
r est, bu t one, went out ide the hook and it so became j u st
Right in the midst of th e inspector's speech there was as impossible fo r the Border B oys to help them, as t hough
a loud explosion ancl to the astonishment of all on the raft they h ad been on some other planet, but th e in spector came
the little steamer was fairly thrown out of the water and inside the hook an d was thus brought into eomparatiYcly
iustantly enveloped in a cloud of hissing st eam.
still water.
'lhe boiler _in the hands of a ne"'. and careless engineer
"Gee !" cri ed Fat. "It's the boss himself !"
had exploded, and Jerry sa w the Sunshine part amidships
J erry said nothing but just ki.cked off h is old shoe~,
and go all to pieces.
threw aside his hat, coat and vest. and prepared for a dive.
Shouts, wild cries for help, and the crackling of t imbers
H e saw plainl:v that the inspector could not swim at all .
broke upon the air.
H e was hold ing onto a box which he had managed to seize
'r h e n ext the Border Boys knew the Ri o Grande was after the explosion c·ame, and was so badly winded that he
strewn with wreckage, and there was no Sunshine. whi le a cou ld no lon ~er eveu call out for help.
dozen men were struggling in th e fier ce curren t of the r iver,
· '' Good-by, Fat, if I don't see yo11 again,'' said Jerry, afall shouting wildly for help.
fection ately, and he went hea dlong into the Rio Gran de.
Fat ,rntehed hi111 wit h mouth and e:ves wide open. H e
was a , cry poor , 11 imrn er himself, and he knew :eer fectly
well that he cou lcl clo nothing to •ave Jerry in case trouble
1
CHAPTER XVI.
came.
·' If he bunks his head against a rock he's a goner," he
d f E Il ESCUF. or T:'.\SP ECTO r.. UJ GGS.
sai d di~malh. " I \\'ish "·e never come down to the Block

CHAPTER XV. (continued)
"We will find out soon enough. Get your raft u p t his
way a bit so that we can work in alongside of you. "
" Cau't."
"You JllUSt. If you don 't th ere will be trouble ."
"I tell you we ean't. If we could haYe do ne that you
wouldn't ha ve caught us foul . I s'pose you can t ow us out
if you want t o, but I advise you not to come too JJear the
'Camel's Back,' unless you want to get in th e soup yourselves."
"Keep your advice till ifs asked fo r," r etorteJ the inspech)r, and t hen he turned t o give some directions to the
pilot at the wheel.
They had a wordy discussion which the boys could not

I

·a

I
I

.
, .
"Fat! w~ _must sa\'l, t li o~e fell ows !"' cri ed Je rry, whrn H ouse, ,that's wh~t I wi ~b."
he had su ff181c nrh· rrrnve re•I fro m his aston 1~1tmnt al the j .\ t tnc same mstant the Inspeci.01, who was bobbmg
about with the ho~ . ~brew up his hands and with a dismal
strange tu rn affa irs had takm to speak .
sank out of sight.
groan
o,Tled
gr
rer,"J
ica
1
e:orne
tlwy
ill
t
ing
" We ca n ·t do noth
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"He's gone," growled Goliath . "He wasn' t worth saving
anyho"ll·-dat's right. "
CHAP'l'BR XV1I.
Daisy covered her :face with her hands and groaned.
She never expected to see Jerry again, and it must be
THE DANGER B J:IHXD THE BARfll.
owned she felt very bad.
As for Fat he calmly got a line r eady and never said a
,J rrry uever i urned a hair a1 1cl the bull et passrd him jmt
word.
as th e other had don e.
H was getting to he a serious bnsinesR.
."You needn't be afraid ," lie l'+l irl lo Daiev. "We are
Fully two minu1es had elapsed since Jerry went down, ou t of r ange now, and )fajor :M1dfott knows it. He'll not
and as yet he had made no sign.
fire again. T alk about comin~ back with the raft'. I'd
But Jerry knew his business. He made up his mind like to sec Dick come hack with it, the :fool!"
before he took the header into the river that the inspector
" Say, Mas~a J erry, do we go right acr0Rs now?" asked
could not hold out more than a :few seconds, and he struck Goli ath, with an anxious glancr at th e in spector.
out under water in the direction o:f the drowning man.
" We d.o," rep lied J erry. " Wh rrc do you want lo land?"
Suddenly he rnse to the surface, but a short distance
"Down to Arenas. Y ou kn ow· de :fust cove above Arena6? ·
from the ra:ft and wonderful to relate, he had the inspector Well. dere !"
by the coat collar, and was holding him up.
" All ri ght, " replied Jerry. "Keep up on that sweep,
"Fling us a line, Fat!" he called out in his usual cool Fat, do you want to lu ff her in shore again, hey?"
fashion . "This man is blamed heavy. He'll drag me un" lfs too much fo r me," panted F at. "She's getting
der i:f I don't get him off my hands quick:"
the best of me."
"Right," said Fat, and the line went whizzing through
" Lay onto the sweep and help him, Goli ath, and don't
the air, the other end having already been carefully at- talk," saic1 J erry. '
tached to one of the logs of the ra:ft.
Goliath obeyed, and the r aft shot off in a diagonal line
Jerry threw up his unengaged hand and caught it deftly, across the river, breastin g the :fierce current in a fashion
and with great rapidity, and no little skill made it fast un- which would have been a great puzzle to strangers, but acder the inspector's arms.
complished by the methods which Jerry knew so well.
"Haul away!" he shouted. "I can take care o:f mysel:f
Meanwhil e the inspector had quite recovered and plant.now."
ing himself down on a box looked dismally around.
So Fat and Goliath hauled the inspector to the raft and
"Jerry Williams, I ought to arrest you and Joe Finn/'.
Jerry swam after him assisting them in getting him aboard. he said at length, " yon know Yery well that is what I
It was all over now. Wbat a change a :few moments had ought to do."
brought.
"'l' hat' your idea of it, nfr. Riggs," replied Jerry.
The Sunshine was no more to be the terror o:f the Bor- ~'Well, you aren't in very good shape to arrest anybody,
der Boys and of all on board only the inspector remained just now it seems to me."
alive so far as they knew.
"Unfo rtunately it is so," continued the inspector, "and
"It's Riggs," said Jerry, looking down at the uncon- even if I was I don't think I s.houlc1 c1o it. J erry, you have
scious man. "I didn't ]mow till I got out there which o:f done rn e the gr eatest service one man can do another, you
tbc inspectors it was. Say, Goliath, you attend to him. have saYe~l rn_y li:fe."
Get the water out of him. He's alive all right. He'll come
"S'pose that's so," replied J erry. "I'd have done sa
to in a minute. Fat and I have got to look a:fter the ra:ft." much for any other man though, I tell you that fl.at." .
Jerry was as cool as a cucumber, and paid no attention
"I suppose so. ·I don' t think you did it through auy
"ll'hatever to his drenched condition, but went right to work love for me, of course. You're a brave boy, Jerry. I shan't
to get the raft out o:f the hook.
:forget this day, if you would only quit smuggling I wo-..ild
It was not a very difficult process, but it took time.
try to do som ething fo r you.,._ bnt as it is--"
·
The boys poled it out with the sweeps. Pushing against
"As it is you would arrest me now, if you had me on
the ledge they moved the raft forward little by little, until shore and your men behind you," said ,Terry bitterly. "I
at last it rounded the end of the hook and went shooting don't wan t your help, and I don't want you to interfere with
down the stream.
my business, that's all. I never smuggled a dollar's worth
Meanwhile Daisy and Goli ath hacl been working over of goods in my life."
the inspector, and had just managed to bring him back
" I don't suppose you ever di d, but running these raft.a
to his senses.
is just the sam e in the eyes of t he law. It is my busincM
"Hooray! We are off!" shouted Fat, when suddenly a to interfere wiLh :vonr l,usiness, and I can' t help it without
rifle cracked, and a shot came whizzing down at them from losing my :job. but I guess it don't make much difference.
the top of the bluff behind t he "Camel's Back."
I guees the j ob is lost all right now."
"Come back with that raft! Gol bust you! Come back
" How did it happen?" asked Jerry. "I mean how did
with that raft!"
the steamer come t o blow up, of cours~."
"I don' t know any more than you do," replied the inIt was Alamo Dick who did the shouting.
Beside him on the bluff stood. Major l\fuffett with a rifle spector, "and I don·t suppose anybody el'er will know nO'il'.
I guess everybody "·ho was on board the Sum hine is dead
at his shoulder taking a sight.
but me."
Bang!
"Did you haYe those gootls o-f I\Ii ;;tcr- -"
Instantly the gallant major fired and a second shot came
ll.ying straight at Jerry's head.
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
The other day about 100 men took part in the annual
sucker "drive" at Schenevus, N. Y., in the pond of the
electric light company, and the number of suckers caught
by actual count was 1,245. The fish are not hooked, but
caught in a large net which is put clown through a channel
in the ice.
A proposed rule in the chess match between Messrs.
Lasker and Capablanca provides that illness shall not interfere with the playing of any game on the ground that
"it is the bnsiness of the players to so train themselves
that their bodies shall be in perfect condition, and it is
their cluty, which by this rule is enforced, to . study their
health and live accordingly."

THE LIQUORS OF THE ASIATICS.
Arra may be said to be the national drink of the Tibetans, being given at all times and in all places. The natives carry it in long buffalo horns on their trips from
place to place, and the shepherds deem their existence miserable if they have not their daily allowance. Arra is
used also by the Bhutians, but the great drink of these
people is marwa. This is a kincl of beer made from millet.
'l'he grain is subjected to a very primitive method of fermentation without malting, and is stored in earthenware
jugs. It has to he used quickly, as it soon sours; it is very
light in alcohol, but it is extremely nourishing.
Nipa wine, made from the nipa palm, is a common beverage in Burma. It resembles in taste ancl flavor the palm
wine or toddy of India, ,though by some it is thought to be
more powerful in its inebriating qualities. But the favorite beverage of the Burmese is chouchou, which greatly
resembles samtchoo, only it is a little more fiery in taste
and its effect is somewhat quicker and decidedly more
lasting.

The Department of Commerce and Labor of the United
States will make an investigation of the possibilities of the
frog industry, according to a letter received the other day
by George Hazzard, Interstate Park Commissioner. The
letter was in answer to Mr. Hazzarcl's letter asking that the
Department stock some of the inland lakes with frogs.
THE PEACH KING.
The Commissioner of Fisheries declares that he lias had
Down in the State of Georgia they have peach orchards
the subject under consideration for some time. He be- where you can walk a mile in a straight line and not get believes there are opportunities in the industry.
yond the encl of a row of peach trees.
After the civil war any one coulcl go through the same
To prove his theory preached from the pulpit ,hat suc- country and see nothing lint cornfield s. .:. ow more penches
cess depends on am:, 's efforts, the Rev. Dr. A. T. Osborn, are proclucccl on Georgia wil than in any other portion of
of Kansas City, has developed a mushroom bed from which the United States with the possible exception of California .
Th is re,o1ntion in hori.icultnre was brought about by a
he derives an income of $35 a day. Six years ago Dr. OEYankee. J. J[. Hale as a boy began his start
Connecticut
street
abandoned
born began experimenting. Finding an
frnit ancl truck in baskets to Hartford,
carrying
by
life
in
railway tunnel with the exact conditions required, he "borfrom house to house. He finally acit
selling
and
Conn.,
rowed" it for experimenting. The tunnel contains fifty
to plant a little orchard of his
moc1ey
enough
cumulatecl
thousand square feet, every inch of which is utilized. The
on ground that people said
Hartford
of
suburbs
the
in
own
mushroom bed yielded beyond his hopes. In six months of
the year the clergyman has sold an average of from 30 to was unfit fo r crops.
Hale thought differently, and when his orchard gi·ew
100 pounds of the product a day to hotels here at G::i cen ts
an acre to over a hunc1rc<l acres anu his income from
from
a pound.
the peaches to thousands of dollars a year they realized that
they had been mistaken. One winter Mr. Hale thought he
HARRY LEE TO REST UP.
"·oulcl i.ake a Southern trip, ancl going through Georgia he
Harry Lee, the Boston A. A. crack half-miler. will not noticed the red clay soil.
be seen in competitive athletics until the Olympic tryouts
H e nrnuc up his mind 1.hal there ,rnnld be a good place
next April. He has cast aside his sneakers to take a to grow peaches, dthough n ot a tree was in sight of the locality he visited nor were there any for fifty miles around.
needed rest. He left for Southern California.
Lee is a marvellous runner at the four-furlong di stance. 'l'he land was cheap and he bought several hundred acres.
His performances in two races here demonstrated that he Then he took two or three oJ' the men from his New Engis a top-notcher. He will be selected as a member of the land orchard, pui. them on the place ll)]d planted the trees.
Peach growers from all over the country followed Mr.
Olympic team unless he meets with an accident.
At the Pastime A. C. games, which were held at the Hale to Georgia and other Southern States, and orchards
Twenty-second Regiment Armory, he covered the half mile in the vicinity of his can be seen ranging from 10,000 to
in 1 minute 56 2-5 seconds, which is the fastest half mile 200,000 trees, from which the harvest goes not only to the
ever run indoors. The A. A. U . handbook states that the North but across the ocean to Europe.
'rl1is is why the Conneci.icut Yankee is no\\· called the
record is 1 minute fi4 B-5 seconds, made by E. B . Parsons,
king. Ile owns more trees of this variety than any
peach
is
Parsons
at Buffalo, in 190-1- in a relay race. Although
given the record, the critics of the game will record Lee's other American and has made o,er $1,000,000 in the last
twenty years simply because he knows how to raise fruit.
time the fastest for a, straight half-mile run.
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THE FLOWER OF THE WILDERNESS
OR,

KIT CARTER, THE BOY RANGER
BY COL. RALPH FENTON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER VIII. (continued)
He was saved. And realizing how he had been snatched
from the jaws of death, the boy ranger reverently raised his
eyes heavenward, bowing his head, while his lips moved in
mute, fervent thanksgiving. For Kit Carter, though now
dwelling in the wilderness, was born and reared in the
midst of civilization, and he had never forgotten the training of a Christian mother. Then be set about finding a
nook in which to build a fire to dry bis clothing, and pass
the night in. 'fhe cave where he had hidden the horses was
not far oil', and was known to only himself and sister. That
would be a safe shelter.
Jlalf an hour's brisk walking brought him to the ca,e
where the four horses were, and it was the work of a very
few moments to kindle a fire and dry his wet garment~.
Supper consisted of a couple of plump bird s, knocked over
on his way there. He did not enjoy it as usual, the fate of
his companions and the disappearan,ce of bis sister serving
to sadden him.
'fhe meal over with, he wrapped himself in a blanket and
lay down to sleep, the restless stamping of the horses and
the dull rumble of the falls being the last sounds he heard
before dropping into a light slumber. He slept with rifle
in hand, the dangerous life he led making caution necessarv at all hours.
How long he slept he did not know, but be was aroused
by a loud cry, an<l springing to his feet he rushed to the
entrance of the cave to listen, rifle in hand. The ery was
repeated, nearer, louder, and the boy ranger started violently, for he recognized it.
"Redskins," he muttered. "And evidently in pursuit of
some one, judging by their yells. There they go again,
like a pack of bloodhounds, and they're coming this way,
too. I may be on hand to save some poor soul from the
demons. Ha!" starting forward. "Can it be that my former companions have escaped Renaud and Black Wolf?"
as the horribl e yell once more arose upon the still night.
Away down on the west plain that stretched out below
the cave where he stoocl, a little party of four was fleeing
on foot from a banu of mounted savages, the pursuers gaining on the fugitives with every yard. They were heading
for the cave, and hope kindled anew within Kit Carter's
breast, as stepping 0~1t into the moonlight -where they could
see him, he shouted to them to come on and seek shelter ,i n
the cave.
That the enemy recognized him was cYitlent by their
fiendish yells, but he merely smiled.
"Come on, you devils!" he said behrcen his teeth. "Kit
Carter still lives, as you shall soon learn. }Ial.e haste,

friends, for the bloodhounds are at your heels.
Heaven! you are safe-now."

Thank

CHAPTER IX.
HOLDING THE RED DEMONS AT BAY.

Yelling like demons, ·the savages came thund~ring over
the level plain in close pursuit of the fleeing quartette, who
were none other than the captives they had believed to be
safely guarded to even drea_m of escaping.
The frail
strength of the two young girls was well-nigh spent, a few
more yards and they must have fallen victims to the brutal
renegade and the treacherous redskin. · Already they were
in the depths of despair, not thinh.'ing of help from such an
unexpected quarter. But the sight of the boy ranger standing in the entrance to the c:ive gave them new courage, a
fresh strength . To say that they were surprised is putting
it mildly, they were astoundecJ., but the peril that surrounded tbem banished every other thought.
"Make haste, friends, make baste and seek shelter in the
ca,e," the clarion voice of their brave deliverer rang out,
anc1 as the enemy saw and recognized him, a yell of rage
such as must have come fr0m a horde of demons robbed of
their prey, broke from the lips of the savages. They had
hclicYed that their Jreaded enemy was dead, and lo! be
stood before them in all the flush and vigor of health and
strength.
The redskins halted, and n. couple withdrew to a distance
where they were engaged for some time in conversation.
Presently Black Wolf and Renaud, the half-breed, rode forward together, and the chief addressed the young ranger.
"The heart of Black Wolf is glad to behold bis white
brother once more," the wily Indian went on smoothly.
"An hour ago it was sad because he feared his pale-face
brother was lost in the falls. l\Iy young men, they are
glad too."
"Oh, yes, no doubt your hearl is broken," the youth responded sarcastically. "I think I can see traces of tears
in your eyes yet where you mourned for me. I'm well supplied with friends, eh? But all nonsense aside, Black Wolf,
what brings you here? What do you want?"
"Black '\Yolf wants captives, EiO many," holding up four
:fingers of his uninjured hand. "Two maidens, two warriors. Give them to Black Wolf and the Fair Hair go free,
me no harm him," the cunning savage added, smiling mockingly.
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"What will yon do if J r e-fuse you?" Kit questioned, my powder on such worthless bodies, for 'tis like shooting
watching his face a: l'.c spol_:e.
. .
.
.
. \ the foul, vile.vultures that c_an b: compared to nothing s,~ve
"Then taler the 1, an Han ioo," with a snaklsh glitter m yon and yom band of tawn} mm clerers and cut-throats.
l1i s black eyeR. "~ [ake him prisoner too, maybe burn him
A perfect howl of fury arose from the redskins, and,
nt slake "llit.h rest.''
wheeling hi s horse about, the enraged chief galloped back
"f hardly think mu will. at any rate, not this time, my to the line of silent brav~s, the whole yelling, _screeching i
1
copper-c·olo.ret1 frie1;cl." ancl wh en the boy ranger laughed i~ hoT d c_a moment later rnshmg ~ellmell at the solitary figure
tl1at cool, careless Rort of wa:v, there was bound to be st.andmg on_the huge rock o1:ts1de the ent~·ance to the cave,
tronblr.
I n, perfect ram of bullets fallmg around 1nm.
'
"~ow, look here, Bla ck Wolf, I'm in no mood for a lot 01
A mocking laugh burst from his lips ~s the leaden mesnon sense. You ·re a villa in 01 the worst kind, and I'll never 7enge~s of dea th fell harmlessly around h~m, not o~e touchgive my friends to you. 'rhcy" re here, and we'll fight to · mf 1nm. He seemed t~ bem· a charme~ life, standmg there
the Jast . You cmd have them. Go away, and keep clear a arget for a score of r~es, anc1 even his foes were astoundof m~· path, is all I ask, or there will be trouble."
j e~l at the result of then· 1~rnrderous volley. A momen~ of
"rl'l F · H ·
h
b' f
d
Bl
k
W
lf
.
,
silence followed that tauntmg laughter, and then three rifles
le
3.11'
Ulr :J.
cap 1g· f 001' an ·ti ac
O
Wl 11
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·
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.
an mt1ie s1h·er moonhght the boy rancrer
saw three d-i::9ky
0
M ayhe the pale-fa
ce \\'ants the dark e,·es
· sa ddl es, w111·1 e tl. 1eir
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,
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·
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es wen gai oprng o over , e p arn. snor mg m enor.
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)rother,
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1
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,too. , 1 :v w nte
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.
iere are · 1ree e$s o
e c emons o e )O 1ere w1·ti· 1, "
o r ,1· 11uernes8 m 1o o-e. 1nm-.
.
.
.
·
:wd a 'Jlllet s1mle played abou t Kit Carters firm , hand" J would kill them ·w ith my own hands before allowing some lips.
ihem to meet such a fate,'' and Kit Carter·s voice had a j "
.
. ring
·
tl1at s11011 ld h ave wn,rnec1 th e re d sk·rn
·
And 1£ our po-wder holds out we shall soon rout tl,em.
queer, met a ll 1c
i o Wit··1 1 raw. "A ye, I w1·111o·11 tl 1em 1JC fore th e d awn of an- Ah, ·vou fiends,
. come on, we arc reacly for you,
. ,,there are
· tliere 1s
· d anger of you gett·mg t i1em. three g·ood rifles to face, and they seldom nuss, as once
otl1er c1ay 1"f I. see
'
. d
.
.
T>.]n J- ,,; lf
kn
·
h
with rage over the loss
, , .. e,
o , yon
ow me, you 11ave never earc1 of me m..,ore the enemy ralhe , and~ blmd
f
d
·
·
·
hi ea k·
d
dI
t
l
l
.
OL the t hree braves, ehargcct orwar , their shrieks berng
1 0
1
· n ·mfig my wor 'ant
wtlarnty?L
gof anc ~aflve mle a one, enough io cause one less brave than the young ranger to
0 r 1y mger may one 11 · 10 rigger o my ri e w ien you
· .
"J'e not l ·0 1-· g r· . ·t G
··t· · t
· t ,,
· 1lose 111s head. But our hero was use<1 to su ch· scenes and
" ,
o
'1n
or
1 .
JO, ere 1 JR oo 1a e.
·
"Tl F . . H .
f
.
.
.
' t 1te 11orr1"bl e, bloo d -cur dl"mg ye 11 s (1·1c1 not ewn ma k e J11il
. 1e Iall'. all' a ool !" hissed ih c r edskm, lus ugly face heart throb faster, nor his fingers tremble.
workm g m lndeous rage. "Black I\' olf and his band will
.
h e s La.rve. .J.-,.T
.
t
, T l Agam the shower
l,·eep 111·m 1·n cave t·11
.1
'< o Yem son no wa er. .J., o
. of bullets fell around the three lads who
eaf·, no drink, him sure die."
'
were calmly holdmg a hundred or more savages at bay, for
.. ,
, . .
. I Donald and _Ted, who "\\er e so fortunate as to have secured
. h .1t s answer was io suddenly rmse lns nfle _to a level ~v1th their wea pons when they ec;capecl, had joinerl him outside.
Ins eye, but the ~avage and the _renegade did not wait to Again they were unharmed , thou~h a bullet whistled so
hear more. Puttrng spurs i.o then hor ses thry dashed back close to Donald's l1ead that on~ of liiP fa ir curls of hair w11s
to the :rniting band, who set up a fierce yell when t:iey dipped from it as "·ith sc:issor,. Agn in the three deadly
heard his answer, anrl the brave '.)OJ la1'.ghecl soft~y to lllm- riflrs cracked, and tlnee more ,:;add les were emptied, the
Fel~ as he th~:1ght of_t~,e haste with which the chief had r e-, r erlskins retreating in di 8n:a_l', rid ing off ,o,er the pbin.
{urned to hi :s follo" er,,.
'11 he moments passed rn1ftlr by. hut the attack 1rn$ no t
"'l'here is one thing sure, they cn n nerer e11ter this care renewed, and the little pm·ty in the ea,·e had derided that
ac, th ey did the one in the lake.~' he said to hi s companions, . the enemy would not be bold enongh to r eturn that night
when they had arranged their plan of defeme.
i when suddenly the sharp report of a rifle shot wac, he~rd
"The only way they can get in, will be to pass me, and in the distance, coming from behind th e rocks in which the
that they will never do . '!'here's a spring too in the part of , cave 1n1s situated.
the cave " 'here the horses are, but what to clo for food for ' "N"cll's rifle!" cr ied the bo_v r anger "·ith a sta ri.. "'Tis
them , i . what bothers me. Well, we--"
I ='l ell's r ifle, and she is near. I must let her know that we
" Will the Fair Hair give up Black Wolf's captives and are at hand," and swiftly drawing his revolver he fired
p:o fi:ee himself, or will he slay in the cave till he dies of three shots in the air, the echo hardly having died away
lmn~er and thirst, then Black Wolf get him scalp?" the , ere it was an$wcrcd in the ,arne manner, coming from the
chie f called out, again riding for\\"ard . "vYill--"
· otticr sicle of the cliff.
"Xo !" tl11mdered the boy ranger, his eyes flashing, his! "S he knows I am near h er, and saic," Kit said, smiling
11osi.rils dilating. "Xo, I will fight until my last drop of with sa t isfaction, and the next instant ther e was a dull rumblood is shed. I clefs· ~-on and your cut-thro:1t band of red hie, follo\\·ed by a fearful explosion, huge pieces of rock
wolres, Black Wolf, and wh en this rock on "·hich I stancl I and ,:;ho\\·er of siones falling from orerhead upon
rolls from its base, then will I surrend er to you. Cowards! . them .
you are not men, you are but curs and hounds that f'knlk
"::\J.y heaven! we are lost!" he pantecl. "The fiends have
and prowl in the darkness and the night to war on helpless , blown up the cliff! 'Ti s the work of Renaud, th~ outlaw,
women and little children, for you dare not face brave, 1and we are doomrcl !"
honest men in the sunshine of day. Bah! I hate to waste '
(To be continued )
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TIMELY TOPICS .
The other day while working in a haymow a small son of
, Jerry Gregory, of Byesville, Ohio, lost a quarter. He struck
a match to look for the missing coin, and as a result his
father's barn and two valuable horses were burned. The
barn of Robert Snowball, ..next door, was also burned and
the entire town was threatened.
Max Katz, 0£ Osage, Iowa, claims the largest dove cote
in the Uniiecl States. At prei<ent he has about 50,000 old
doves, and six pickers are kept busy getting squabs ready
for the principal market, New York. At each feeding
fotty bushels of corn are fed to the doves, which makes it
necessary for Katz to have a private elevator. He also ha~
his own icehouse.
Arrests in St. Petersburg recently point to a reawakening of Terrorist activity. One particular arrest which is
thought to be the most significant was that of a chauffeur
who for three nights running was seen alone with his car
on the bridge of a branch railroad which runs to the palace
at Ozarskoe-Selo. The prisoner says he was engaged by
two young men whose explanation to the chauffeur was not
satisfactory. The men dirnppeared and the police made
arrests at sernral houses to which the chauffeur had driYen.
Li cutena)]t Virian H. Brandon, of the Britioh royal
navy,· -who ,ras sentenced- by a German court in December,
J 910, 1.o four yen.rs' detention in a fortress on a charge of
espionage, the other night almost succeeded in escaping.
He filed through the bars outside the window 0£ his room,
climbed do1rn a rope to the ground and reached the outer
wall of the fortress, but was there seen and rearrested by a
seutinel. 'rhe prison keeper denies that Lieutenant Brandor endeavored to escape. His comrade, Captain Frederick
1'rcnc-h, of the Britifh royal marine~, who was sentenced to
a si mibr term in a fortresF at Glatz, was reported to have
attempted suicide by hanging on J anua11· 14.
1

1

One 0£ the prettiest exhibitions of marksmanship ever
seen here ,ras w·itnessed recently at Venice, Cal., by a crowd
in th e. ,·it:ini!~· of the post office. One of the halyards attached to a flag on a high pole of a riding device snapped
and the flag and halyard twi sted themselYes into the pulley
in such a way that it was irnpol'-sible to get the flag down.
The manager offered $25 to any one who would get the
flag down. Wen ona, an Indian girl, overheard him and
procnrcc1 her rifle. From where she stood to where the flag
,ras Aying from the pol e 11·as fully 800 feet. The pulley
was so well concealed by the flag that only a small piece
of the top of the eyelet was visible. Care-folly sighting,
Wenona fired, and the first shot cut the pulley from the
pole and ~ent the flag flying c1~wn.
The little commune of Varinella, near Turin, is now
Yer, much exercised over the uncanny manifestations of
which a girl named )faria Ponta is the medium. Whereyer

the girl takes up her qua11ters showers of stones flung from
au unseen source follow . The Mayor of the commune, Sig.
Persano, as well as the local commander of the carabineers
and one or two other persons of local standing and good
faith, took the matter up seriously, but failed to discover
anything that would throw light ou the mystery. Two
persons were shut in the dark with the medium, each holc1ing a hand, ancl after a loud, rattling noise a heayy stone
came crashing to their feet. Taken to the hospital, the girl
was left in peace for a while but suddenly all the electric
bells began ringing, and a panic seized the attendants.
She was then transferred to the sanitarium at Albaro, and
up to the present writing nothing unusual has occlU'red.
Professor JUorselli and bis son, two local scientist~, are
studying the case.
'rhe police of Bilbao, Spain, have just di~covered an influential organization, the members of which have been engaged in working what is known as the "Spanish prisoner
swindle." The concern was conducted like a big commercial undertaking, there being a managing director, a staff
of employees, ledgers and classified correspondence. 'rl1e
concern has ramifications all over Spain, each provincial
capital having a branch and office with a subdirector and a
special code for the transmission of secret messages. There
are workshops for the making of the false seals, which v;ere
used to give an appearanc·e of genu incne_s 1.o counterfeit
documents like court orders ancl magi::;terial decisions.
Owing to the concern liaYing au excellent espionage service, the chief operators of the sir indle got warning in
time of the intended action of the polie:e. The general
manager had an automobi le always ready at his disposal,
and availing himself of this, he crossed the frontier into
France. Only subord inates aud a caretaker were arrested.
When C. A. Sigmund, of Detroit, }Iicb., got up the other
morning at the Breslin Hotel, X ew York, ancl dressed, preparatory to going to Palm Beach, he left a wallet containing $1,-!:10 and hro round-trip tickets from ~ew York to
Palm Beach under his pillow. He had tlrn round-trip
ticket s becan,:c }Ir~. Sigmund was with him. Smilingly
the hrn called a taxicab and departed for the Pennsy!Yania
terminal to catch the 11.lG train . )[anager Davicl Mulli·gan, of the Breslin. was jue-t strolling into the lobby. smoking liis after-breakfast C'igar, when a Swedish chambermaid, entire!~· unmindful of hotel rnles and coni-ention,,
went np to hirn and said , as sbe liandecl the bulging wallet
to JUulligan: ".\.y ban tak dis oop yust naow. Ay tank it
ban big money. You ban batter keep him." 1lulligan
counted the roll and sent. for his house dctedire. ,n1ile
the hou~e man was speeding lo the Pennsyh-anla stafion
Mr. and 1Irs. Sigmund were breaking records back to the
Breslin . .\.ftcr eome good 11·ork b)· the Breslin ·phone girl,
the whole cro,rd got together, and the lawful 01rner o-f 1.he
roll took possession of it an d lib era 11 \' rewarded the girl.
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GOO D CUltHEN'l' NEWS Alt'l'lCLl~S

To the village of Zarkau, near Glogan, in Silesia, must be
given the honor of installing a system of automatic electric
lighting for the streets. The electric lights burn every
night fror1 the outskirts of Glogan through the village of
Zarkau, a distance of about a kilometer, until 10 o'clock,
at a mutual cost to the community in general. Then they
are switched out. At each end of this kilometer stretch, on
an iron pillar, stands a small iron cupboard lighted by a
tiny electric light. Those persons who are out after 10
o'clock wishing to have their way lighted must insert a
ten pfennig piece into a slot in the side of the iron cupboard. Then the nine lamps placed along this stretch burst
forth into a twelve-minute life, thus enabling the passenger
to find his way in lightness to his or her house. The
scheme is working in a satisfactory way, and it seems quite
probable that other German villages and towns will follow
the example 0£ Zarkau and install the automatic lighting
system to be put into operation after 10 o'clock.

The balls of the Vienna Choral Society are usually so
well attended that it is difficult to reach the entrance of
ORINS A:\U CUUCULES
the building. A jolly financier, well !mown at the Austrian capital, hit upon an original but successful mode of
"You seem to be loadecl down." "Just a few summer
pushing his way through the dense crowd. He arranged supplies," explained the commuter. "A hammock for
with four bearers to carry him through the crowd on a hos- daughter and a washtub for ma."
pital stretcher. Of course, the people gave way; and great
w.as their amazement when he threw off the covering at the
Caller-I would like to see Ur. Jones. Colored Office
Boy-Mr. Jones am out. Caller-But I distinctly saw
door, and jumped out alive and smiling.
him go into his office just now. Office Boy-Yas, suh, hut
and
dog
pet
he done saw you fust.
a
lost
Island
A wealthy lady living on Long
days
thirteen
After
recovery.
its
for
dollars
fifty
o:ffered
"'l'he eagle," said the teacher, "is so strong it can swoop
has passed a boy was crossing a field and whistling as he
went. In answer to his whistle he heard a bark, and after down out of the sky ancl carry off a small child." "So can
looking around for a spell he found the lost dog at the bot- a stork," interrupted little Eva. "O;ne 0£ 'em brought a
tom of an old well. It was little more than a skeleton, but boy to our house last night."
soon picked up again. That boy's whistle might not have
"How do you contrive to amuse yourself?" "Amuse'."
been worth a cent to others, but it was worth $50 to him.
said the other woman, starting, "do you know I have my
Scientifi_c research has increased enormously the animal household work to do?" "Y cs," was the answer, "I sec
species of the globe. In 18-10 the entire census of existing you have it to do, but as it is neYer done, I conclude vou
•
species was taken as numbering about 73,588, while in must have some other ,ray of passing your time."
1881 the estimate was 311,653. Since that time au a,eragc
A Cockney conducted t1ro ladies to ihe obserrnlorv. to
of 12,000 new creatures ha,c been disco,ered and classian eclipse of the moon. They were too late; the edlipse
sec
fied, bringing the grand total or present species up to 400,over, i3nd the lad ics were disappointed. "Ob," exwas
and
earth
the
of
000. Yet the unknown creeping things
our hero, "don't fret. I know the astronom er very
claimed
the
of
J\Iost
behind.
far
total
enormous
this
sea may leave
birds, animals and fishes of the larger sizes are known, but well; he is a Ycry polite man, and I am sure he will begin
again."
in the field of bugs and worms there's millions in it yet.
Ex-Alderman John J. Breen, who was anested in connection wiLh the discovery of dynamite soon after the beginning of the textile strike at Lawrence, Mass., figured
heroically recently in the rescue of two boys from drowning
in the :Merrimac River . J ohu Rogers, aged 8, had fallen
in while trying to Tescue Louis Slovin, aged 6. When
Breen rushed out on the ice, it broke beneath bis weight,
but he managed to grasp young Rogers and push him to
safety over the firmer ice. Then he swam after the Slovin
boy, who had drifted clown the rircr. He reached the lad
all right and succeeded in grasping a log boom just above a
mill dam, clinging there until a rescue party arrived with

a boat.

A barber was abo1Jt to br, elcctroe:nred at Sing Sing for
murder. On the night before his death he was asked i£ he
had any d_ying wish. ' 1 Yes," he said, " there is one thing
I would like to do." "What is it:" inquired the kindhearted. warder. "I wonld · like to shave the districtattorney."
An old tlarky was endeavoring to explain his unfortunate
condition. ''You see," remarked he, "it was in dis way
as far as I can remember. Fust, my fadder diecl, den my
muc1c1cr married agin, and den my mudder died, and den
my £adder married agin, and somehow I doesn't seem to
have no parents at all, nor no home, n o nuffin."
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"If I ever see it I shall recognize it," I said.
"Do you think thil missing cross could have been taken
by the assassin?" Gerald asked.
By Kit Clyde
"Possibly, but not probably. An article of so little value
would not be an incentive to t he commission of so terri ble
I stood upon the verancla of a planter's r esiclence not
a crime," I r epl ied.
many miles from the city of New Orleans.
Gerald Levantine's information r egarding the cross of
I was at the time of which I am writing a New Orleans
gold
suggested an entirely new idea to me.
detective.
There
might be some mystery about the cross of gold,
A most mysterious murcler had been committed in the
which,
if
solved, would leacl to the solution of the mystery
house where I was stopping.
o.f
the
murder
of Seybert L evantine.
The owner was a friend of mine by the name of LevanThis
was
the
idea t hat came t o me.
tine- Gerald Levantine was his full name.
But
I
could
not
solve the mystery, i.f such t here were,
T he victim of the assassin was "Old Seybert Levan tine,"
about
the
cross
of
gold
without a clew any more easily than
as he was familiarly called, who was an eccentric old bachI could that of the mur der itself.
elor, and the elder brother of Gerald.
Some weeks elapsed.
The day preceding the murde.r of Morton Levantine, the
I had returned to New Orleans.
adopt ed son of old Seybert Levantine, had returned home
The
murderer of Seybert Levantine, the newspaper s said,
from New York, where he had been for two or three years
,vou-ld
never be detected, and the editors were quite free
attending a medical college.
to
comment
upon the worthlessness of the detectives.
Seybert Levantine had retired to his room in his brother
This was the first case that had baffied me for a number
Gerald's house, where he had made his home for ten years,
of years, and I knew that a rival detective agency had been
j ust as usual.
In the morning a servant found him cl ead in his bed. working nig)1t and day to get ahead of me in t he solution
of the mystery.
He had been stabbed to the heart.
One day I accompanied a company of sportsmen on a
The murdered man had been a soldier in the Union
army, and he received a pension from the Government that duck-shooting expedition into the depths of the great salt
marshes, in the midst of which the Malay settlemen ts,
supported him.
"Strange that so poor a man should ha Ye adopted a which have been in existence for years, though seldom vis- ·
ited by white men, are situated.
son," the reader says.
I became separated from my companions, .and finally t he
1t was strange, but it came about in this way :
One dark, stormy night, twenty-two years previous, as alarming conviction that I was lost forced itself upon my
.
he ,ms crossing the river iu a small boat, Seybert Levantine m~.
I
wandered
about
aimlessly
I
do
not know,
How
long
came upon a drifting boat, in which was a little child-a
but
it
must
have
been
fo
r
hours.
boy three years old.
Ni ght was coming on rapidly, when I beard the sound
Seybert L evantin e took the child home, and the little
o.f footsteps.
fellow won the affection s of the entire household.
Gerald Levantinc was only too glad to have Seybert
A moment later I came to an opening in the bushes, and,
adopt the boy, but he .wa s very much surprised when his to my surprise, I saw one of our company- -a man who was
·other proposed to do so.
a comparative stranger to me, and whose name was Pier ce
Seybert L evantine's adopted son was called l\Iorton Le- Rocher-a'dvancing to the door of a hut in the center of the
vantinc.
clearing.
Old Seybert had never manifested any particular affecPresently a strange-looking old man, who a glance astion for the boy.
sured me was .a Malay, came out.
All these particulars I learnccl from Gerald.
I was about to rush forth, when something occurred that
Suspicion pointed to no one as the guilty party, and for checked me.
From his pocket Rocher drew t he cross of gold that
nearly two weeks I h acl been working in m in to find a
single clew to the perpetrator of t he crnel deed.
Gerald Levant ine bad described t o me.
As I stood upon the veranda watching th e sunset thi s
I wa s sure it was th~ cross that was miss-ing from the '
particular evening, Gerald Levantine came out of the house case of Seybert Levantine.
'
anc1 approacliccl me.
At the sight of the cross the old Malay uttered a startled
cry and made a spring at the golden trinket.
In his hand he had a sm all carved wood en case.
Rocher hurled him back.
"I have just made a discovery," Gerald said.
"What do you mean?" he cried. "Would you rob me?"
"Indeed !"
"No-no, but the cross-the cross ! Where you get
"Yes."
him?" he Malay asked.
I was inter ested at once.
"From my father!" answered Rocher.
"Does it r elate to the murder?"
'· And your father's name?"
" Yes ; I ha ve jnst discoYcred tha t a large ~ross oI gold,
Rocher hesitated.
which my brot her for some rearnn treasured with the great"You lie!" howled the Malay.
csl care, and which he always kept in this case, is gone! "
"No-no; I tell you the truth, but I do not know t he
"Describe to me that cross, " I said quickly.
name of my own fat her . Listen, old man; I was found
Re did so.
THE MYSTERY Oli' A CROSS OF GOLD.
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rlrifting in a small boat on the river, when an infant, and
This was the Mala_y"s i:;tory.
the cross was over my neck."
In the cross I found the order and the picture of the
)Ialay.
"Why do you tell me this?'' the }Ialay asked.
'' Because I have fount1 out the secret of the cross. It
With him I hasten ed to New Orleans, intending to take
opens and within it is a bit oJ' pMchment, upon which a him to see Morton Levantine next day.
cipher message is written, but l made out the following:
That night, in the hotel parlor, I had seated myself in a
'100,000 pounds.' The c-ipher relates to a fortune, perhaps deep window, where the curtain concealed my form, when
my own, and i11 the cross is aL,o your picture, old man, the Rocher and a handsome young lady entered the room.
terrible scar across your forehead and all. Since I discovThe first words of their conversation fixed my attention.
ered the secret or the cross .[ have been on the lookout for
"It's all right, Mag," said Rocher. "Undoubtedly Morthe original of that picture-yourself. I saw you enter ton Levantine is the heir to the mysterious for tune menyour hut a few moment::; ;1go, nrnl recognized ~-ou. ~ ow, tioned in the cipher in the cross of gold. I have lost the
I suspect you can read this ciphrr; that you are in some cipher and the cross, but I have found tl1e Malay, the origway concerned in the rnys1ery of ihf' cro8s, or your picture inal of the picture, and he assured me that the owner of the
would noi be in it. ] r yon will re1:1d for me that cipher, cross was entitled to a fortune.
and aid me to ga~· . posses~ion of the fortune I suppoi::e it
"Now, it is very lucky you met Morton L evantine in
contains the sec·ret of, 1'11 reKarcl YOll as you ne\'er drean\ed New York, and that he has fallen in love with you. Go
of; I'll make you rich," said Roclwr.
right on. Play your pnrt. Become his wife, and then he
"The cipher tells the sec·rc·L or ri fortune, and it belongs shall die. 'l'he cross, ] have reason to believe, is in the
to him upon who~~ neck th.1L u·o~.-; was placed when he was hands of one who will give it to him. When he has secured
) rn infant. I can read the cipl1(·l', but l will not, because the fortune, we will insure his funeral, .and you will inher it
you are not the owner or that cro3s."
as his wife. Then we willJ.ea~e the country and enjoy the
\
money."
"You shall read it, or, by henrens, you die!" cried Ro"Excellent!" replied the lady. "By the way," she went
cher.
~-\s he spoke he dntc-lie<l the aged }Ialay by the throat on, "I expect ~forton L evan tine here to-night. I received
a message saying that he was coming to attend the recep. _and whipped ont a Jagger.
~ilently as u shado11· J stole up behind Rocher and tion given to the governor at this hotel this evening."
"Then lead him on to offer you his hand in marriage.
dealt him a blow on thr head lhat knocked him senseless.
We must not fail now-I have risked too much. From
'l'he:n l snatche<l the cro,-,; from him.
the time when, in a moment of drunken confidence, old
The old )fola.1· ~praug lo hi,- fe0t.
·'Come willt me,'' 1 ~aitl, "111Hl [ will show you lh e right- Seybert Levantine told me of the golden cross, and how
he expected to realize a fortune through it and the boy
ful own01· of ihr cross of gold .. ,
Morton,
.[ determined to possess that fortune myself. I
'!'he }Ialay fixed his cl1~rk e>·L'.~ upon m,· -fac:e, and for a
moment lit' rcg:mled nw with a searehing- glant:e. Then h e killed Seybert Levantine, an<l if you fail me, girl, I'll kill
you!"
said:
The last words were hissed fiercely.
_ "l will lrn,l \'Oil. C'ona• !"
Half an hour later, as he was leaving the hotel, I arHe le<l 1110 through llw s1n1mp until we rcaL"hecl the
rested Mr. Rocher and lodged him in prison.
1m tei-s.i de.
I then returned to the hotel in full dress for the rece~
Theu ,re lia!le,I. anrl T hmrieLlh tulll tbe :\IalaY the histion.
tory of the (·ro,,, a;: f'ar n~ l Lnr.11· it. Then he· gave me
I was about to enter a small parlor on the second floor
lh e fo!lo\1'i11g expl.aiati .rn:
of the hotel, when I saw Morton Levantine and t h e young
mrwenh-1il'e yrar" a.<;,1 1 ',1·a., tile lrusted ~e1'vani. of an
woman called Mag.
Engli~h rnen·lrnnt in 1.ht' Philiprin c Islands. His name
I strode up to the pair.
was Hardre-ss-Stcp!: rn 1Ln·rl re,,. fie was a widower. with
"Morton Levantine, that woman is the accomplice of
a little son. ari inLrnt. l3usi11r s rnllecl }Ir. Hardress to
the assassin of your foster-father," I said.
Ameriea. antl br-for(' ,c!tint:>; 0111 he drp~itccl v,ith a'banker
The woman sprang away and attempted to leave the
au immrn ~e 2nm of rnon e::. J 1Yitn;'"·'<'cl tile delivery of the
room, but I p~aced her under arrest at once.
money, an<l ,,11r 111,1· rna'-lN ,n ite dtd an ord er, instructing
Then, in a few words, I gave the young man an explanathe banker to ,lrli '.'P r i1 t< , ibP hr·n·er i11 c:ase amthing haption of the case.
pened to hin1. Th <•i· li e told tl: r liirnkcr that I woulcl be
It was a surprise to the youth, who was really infatuated
the parh to p:·p:·0:11 thr ordt•r in ca ·e of accident to himwith Rocher's beautiful accomplice, but when he knew all
0
self. The order wa in t;ipher. Tbc bankrr took a CO[JV
his love was changed to abhorrence.
' '
am1 the origi11:1l 1\':1,; inclo!<Q(l ,rith my picture in the cro~s
The scoundrel Rocher was convicted of the m urder of
of gold and ,1Hpcncl,0d abont his lilile son's neck . I should
Seybert Levantine, in due time, and punished in accordadd that the banker kept n copr o[ my picture.
ance with the provisions of the law.
· ·'iYe set out fo r :.\'ew Orlean;: and arrirea' there in
The fortune left by Morton's father with the banker in
safeh. I wa" lcf:t in the city whi le my mai::ter and his little
the Philippine Islands was eventually recovered, and he
son set out up the ri rer to visit St. Louis.
did not forget to reward me well for the part I had played
"liir. Harchess never ca rne b,1ck:, and I could never learn in detecting th e assassin of his foster-father, and recoverwhat his fate was, or that of his little son."
ing the cross of gold.
0
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NEWS OF THE DAY
A despatch from St. Pelersburg says that 168 peasants

'l'he giraffe has an original and l!urious melhocl of J]o-ht'I'h e ·1ong-necked beast has neither claws nor beak "'nor
sharp teeth with which t o defend or attack· so when it
is out of temper with one of its own kind it do~s not fl v
in the face of Providence by trying to dis~mbowel ib aLlversary, as a tiger might, or toss it, as a rhinoceros II ori\d.
On the contrary, the giraffe, knowing that il has been provided by nature ,1·ilh a long and pliable ner;k, terminating
in a ver_v solid head, uses the upper po rt oI it:;elf like a
flail, and, .swinging its neck round and round ill a wal" that
does immense credit to its organization, bring"s it~· hL•:H.l
down at each swing with a thump on ils acll'ersary.
'rI1e other combatant adopts pl'C'(·i;:ely the H11ne i.adie, ;
and the two animal~, planting th ern~ch·es as iirrnly a~ po:;sible by siretching ont on all four leg,, to the utmost, stand
opposite racl1 other lrn.mmering witb i.hc:r heads until on e
or the other has had enough.
'rhe head of the giraffe· is forni,hell -,rith two ~tumpy,
horn-like procerus, so that the nnim.11~, when at this hammer and tongs method of warfare, re111incl t he spectator
somewhat of two ancient warrior,; U1urnping eaeh other
with the spiked balls they used to ("arry for that purpose
at the c-nd O [" chains.

.
~ have been frozen to death at Omsk and Petropavlonk, mg.
Asiatic Russia, in a recent cold snap.
The Rev. C. P. Antisdel, of Chicago, a missionary, is in
a sanitarium at Bati.le Creek, ::Vlich., after a recent journey
on a cot of 15,000 miles from the interior of Churn. He
is affiicted with neurasthenia, and not once during the entire journey was he able to sit up. Four hundred miles of
the trip was through mountains, the cot being carried by
Uhinese coolies. Twenty-two relays were used.
Weld is now the only count>· in Colorado in which an
ent:ire school district is owned by one man and the pupils
in the clisb:ict are all l1Js children. 'l'his is District No. 91,
east" of Harding, owned by S. Sanford, where Gladys (-layIar is employed to teach Sanford's two ~ons. She must
walk a mile to the schoolhouse each day and put in the
regular school clay to secure her wages from the county.
An epidemic of duelling has broken out in Paris, and
several encounters occur almost every day. A particularly
violent conflict occurrrd recently between Leon Daudet,
editor of the royalist newspaper "L' Action Francaise," and
Pierre Mortier, another writer, as a result of royalist polemics. M. Mortier was severely woundeil in the thigh.
The duel lasted only forty seconds. Another journalistic
·a:uel, this time with pistols, was fought, Marcel Boulenger
-and l\f. :M:armottan being the combatants. 'l'he result was
·inconclusive.

An Italian .force was defeated by the Turk:-i and Arabs
after a violent combat thr other day at Zen7.ur, a coast
tq\yn about fourteen miles to the wes·t o-.C Tripoli, according
t o dispatches received from corresrondents of the Paris
"'l'emps" who are with the 'l.111rkiah army at Aziziu, near
Dehibat. 'I'he Italians senl out a strong column from
'l'ripoli, with the intention of occupying the oasis of Zenzur, and as soon as this movement was discovered the
Turks advanced to meet the enemy. A fieme battle, lasting
three hours, was fought, and the Italians were forced to retreat. In the engagement the 'l'urks were aided by Arabs,
who attacked the Italian left.
Richard Croker, the former Tammany chieftain, hunted

all day recently for a wildcat which is still at large, presumably, on his estate which he calls the Wigwam. ~fr.
Croker is living with his two nieces, l\liss Emma Croker
and Mrs. Stella Bowman. When l\lrs. Bowman stepped
·to the beach to take an ocean bath before breakfast, a wildcat sprang out of the woods near by, and, although it did
not attack her, it scared her. Mrs. Bowman ran to the
house. 1Ir. Oroke,r got one shot at the cat with a rifle, but
missed. He gave up his daily trip to Palm Bearh and
spent the day with dogs and a gun trying to get the animal.

In ihe Dominion }f useum at Ottawa, Canada, are Rpec imens of precious slones and nuggei.R which were found in
Lhe gizzards or _\.laslrnn bir<k Hun tarn a.11 over the world
ai-e familiar with the -facL thai ~orne !Jin',, r,.;pet.:iall_v migrant8, pick up occ·asionally on thrir travel8 valuables of
many kind? .
Ducks and geese especially arc prone ,to gather gold nnggets and carry them clown out" or the north, lo spread them
before the hmners who shoot them. The snrface gold
lJe1.1ring ~aw], the workl over are forever yielding a dmall
toll to birLl~.
Long before gold waR found in Alaska. the 1'acific- coast
gunners knew that lhere was placer gold in the north . because every year geese and ducks were ki.lle,d in whose crops
were found nuggets of gold. Even dom~stic birds in California to this clay reveal the presence of gold in 1.1,ei r
scratching beds, as was done by geese on a farm near Ranta
Barbara, Cal. A number of small nuggets were found in
the crops of slaughtered bir ds and investigation sbo11·ed
that there was a little golcl in the yard where the bird<1 ha d
been kept.
Birds in the exfreme part of South America fin d
on the beaches th ere n uggets of gold whi.ch they yield to
the hunters of the Patagonian country.
Occasionally there is a gem discov,ired ju the crop of a
wild bird. Thu s the wild geese whic.h fed on the mussels
of the }Iississippi, Wabash, St. J<'ran P.is, Tennessee and
otber pearl streams ate pearls with their mussels, but the
hnnters never found a valuable pearl in their crops ; the
slugs-baroques-however, were comm on en ough to find
:place in hunter talk in the Mississippi Basin.

ao;
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INTERESTING .ARTICLES
_<\. c:onceru in Buenos Ayes, .Argentine, is about to install barrclful of street dust is an item worth considering. I
machinery to be uset.l in a factory for producing 'fertilizing think a fortune could be made by a company with a con- '
materials. It is proposed to utilize grasshoppers and their tract for cleaning the street_s."
eggs, thus converting a destroyer of the crop into fertilizing
TUNIS CA VE DWELLERS.
material.
The capita1 city of the Matmatas, the cave dwellers of
Diamonds and pearls valued at $50,000 were stolen from Tunis, containing about three thousand inhabitants, is one
Mr~. Eugene de Sabla a.t her apartments in a hotel in San of the strangest in the world. It is not erected upon the
Fra.ncisco recently. The jewels had been worn to the an- ground, but is burrowed in the earth, the country being a
nual Mardi Gras ball at the same hotel, and had been left high, rocky plateau, barren, sunbaked and swept by the
on a chiffonier by Mrs. de Sabla when she retired. Her simoom.
When one of these people wishes to build a dwelling he
husband, entering the room an hour after she had retired,
chooses his spot, traces a circle to show its location and
discovered the theft.
then digs until he reaches the desired depth, which varies
The Minister of Agriculture of Russia has just intro- according to the number of stories he desires. The rooms
duced a bill in the Douma, providing for the gl'ant of are caves hollowed out in the sides of the circular covered
12,000 roubles ($60,000) for the purpose of examining pit, and the bottom of the pit forms the courtyard, which
into the merits of agricultural machinery constructed in is a usual feature of a Moorish house. Besides the rooms
Canada, England, Ge1111any, Anstria and Sweden. 'rhc a pas~::ige is also dug, communicating with the outside
bill favors Russian machine building. :&'or the same rea- world, and a door is built at the outer end.
'l'he soil is a malleable clay, is easily cut and lends itself
son the minister asks for an appropriation of 230,000
to exca.vation, the roof of each room requiring no supwell
roubles for the purpose of developing cotton plantations in
as long as it is well arched. 'l'he ca 1·0 dwellers inport
Turkestan and the Caucasus.
habit the territory between the town of G-abeB, on ihe
Tunis coast, and the sand hills of the Sabara.
A small wild deer came to an untimely end early the
othet afternoon following severe injuries sustained when
PAY OF COLLEGE GRADUNfES.
the animal jumped through the parlor window at the home
Dean Frank _Smally of the College of Liberal Arts of
of W. Griswold, Jefferson street, Hartford, Conn: The Syracuse Unirersit_y finds it a hard matter to make an
little deer appeared on J cfferson street about 12 o'clock. estimate of the pay students are able to get on grnduatiou .
No one knows whence he came. He became·frightened and
"Wc try to keep track of our students," saicl the dean,
jumped through the window at ifr. Griswold's house. The "and we do hear what they arc doing, but they do not state
family drove hiln out through another window, and he what salary they arc getting, and we ha:rc no ,ray of deagain cut himself. ~rhen he ran across to Ward street, pur- termining it.
suer1 by several boys, and was finally rounded up in a yard
"The only students I can speak of specifically arc the
on 8quirc street. The damage io the Griswold parlor and teachers. The men get from $700 to $1 /200 and the women
windows will amount to about $50. The only redress the from $4-50 or $500 to $700 a year at the start. 'l'he musical
family has is an appeal to the next Legislature or some students also go into teaching.
succeeding one.
"Then we send a number of students to the middle
States and the Bureau for Insurance I nspcdion. 'rhey
1\ . Staines }[anders, an authority on the rnbber industry, get $1,000 a year. We have one student who graduated
anived in Xew York recently on the White Star liner in .1909 who is now superintendent of production at the
Celtic to participate in the rubber show which i:; to be held PranJdin Auto Works.
in September, at the Grand Central Palace. Besides a
":'lln uy are clerks, but their salary I do not know. 'J.fhe
rariety of r11bbcr exhibits, he brought over an idea 101· doetot:5 go into hospital work and then practise, ~d the
keeping clean Llte streets ol' ~ew York, with no cost what- law_Yers into ofl.'iccs to prepare for admittance to the bar."
eYer to the munieipalit,r. .\ccording io :\Ir. ~Iauder~, iherc
ln the College of .:ipplied Science Dean Graham said:
i. enough rnbbPr in the st.reels of Xew York to pay a comMany of onr graduates go into student apprenticeships
pany for doing the clcnning. "iVhy, the streets of this in electrical concerns) where they supposedly get more
city," he ~aid, •·arc ,,trewn with rnhber, only you can't knowledge than money. They receive 20 cents an hour for
·.;ee it. 'l'ake a handful o[ r1nst from the pavement and you the first six months and get a raise then and evary six
,,.. ill find that ;n per t·enl. is pulverized stone worn from month:, ihercafter. 'rhey work ten hours a day with a
tltt' p,n·ement Ly whee,]-, hoofs alld boots. Iron dust ac- Saturday half holiday.
coL1nts for about 9 per cent., while G per cent. come~ from
"Some go into the telephone companies and some with
bool leather. _\nd just think of it, 12 per cent. is rubber the Western Electric Company, in each instance gettmg
footwear! Twehe per c:ent. oi pul .erized rubber in evc1·} $lo a week at the start."

440 Yo~~gl>i~~it~{~~st and the Desperado; or, The )!asked )Ie11;
- LA TEST ISSUES 424 Young Wild West Balking the Bad Men; or, Saved hy the Clever 441 Young Wild West's Weston Welcom e: or, Arietta's Birthday
442 Young Wild West's Rapid Fire Fight; or, Holding a Cave of
Chinee.
i25 Yot'!,~g R~!Wer;;est Leading the Cowboys; or, Arietta's Fight with 443 YoBlffl'.Wlld West at a Cowboy ''Shindig'': or, Arietta Callin
426 Young Wild West Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's
Defiance.
427 Young Wild West Pursuing the Pawnees; or, Arie tta and the Redskin Princess.
428 Young Wild West and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang of the
Gulch .
429 Young Wild West and the Border Crooks; or, Arietta and the
Smuggl er Queen.
430 Young Wild West Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a herd of
431 Young Wild W est's Death Draw; or, Arletta Duping the Desperadoes.
432 Yotii,~g S~tiil~~~~~~ a nd th e Silent Scout; or, 'l'he Sign th at Saved
433 Young Wild W est Staking a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the
Grizzly Bear.
434 Young Wild West Roping the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outbreak.
435 Young Wild \Yest Capturing a Claim; or, Arietta and the Gold
Pocket.
436 Young Wild West and the Deadwood Deadshot; or, The Man
Who Was Ilard to Beat.
437 Young Wild West Rescuing a Ranchman; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
438 Young Wild West Betrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed In an Aztec
'l'omb.
439 Young Wild West's Fight at the l?orks; or, Arletta and the Lo1t
Emigrant Train.

444 Young Wild West and Senor Santo; or, The Brigands of
Border.
445 Young Wild West Calling the Cavalry; or, Arietta·s Thrilling ~
446 Young Wild West's Ready Rifle: or, The Bullet that l<'oun1
_
·
Mark.
4¼7 Young Wild West's Road Agent IIold-Up; or, Arietta Carrying
Mail.
448 Young Wild West and the Red Ranchero; or, The Plot to Burl
Settlement.
449 Young Wild West on a ruzzllng '.rrail ; or, Arietta·s Nugget Cl
450 Yoi~n~e~~~~-v.·est's Fight in the Sagebrush ; or, '!'he Richest S
451 Young Wild West and Little Moccasin; or, Arietta's Pawnee Pe
452 Young Wild West Stopping a "Shoot-Up" ; or, The Grudge
Never Was Paid.
453 Young Wild West on the Frontier; or,
Outlaws.
454 Young Wild West and "Three-Fingered Tom'' ; or, The Tough
Man in Camp.
455 Young Wild West's Richest Pan-Out; or, Arietta and tile
Cave.
456 Young Wild West and the Ropers; or, A Finish Fight
Range.
457 Young Wild West '!'railing the Express Thieves; or, Arlett'
Golden Reward.
458 Young Wild West '!'rimming the 'roughs; or, Making Music fo
Dance.
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NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
No. 1.
DREAM B OOK.-Containlng the great oracle
of human destiny; also the true meaning of
almost any kind of dreams, together with
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of
cards.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great

book of magic and card tricks, containing full
instruction on all the leading card tricks ot
the day, also the most popular magical illuslons as performed by our leading magician• ;
every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3. HOW TO FLffi'l'.-'l'he arts and
wiles or flirtation are fully explained by this
little book. Besides the various methods ot
handkerchief, fan, glo,·e, parasol, window and
hat flirtation, it contains a tull list ot the
language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title ot
this little book. It contains full instruction•
in the art or dancing, etiquette in the ballrolroemctlaonnsd faotr cpaalrltiniegs, ohffowin taoll dp1!!~ia~nsdqu~-i~
d
v~~
dances.
No. 5. H OW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete
guide to love, courtship a nd marriage, giving
s en sible advice, rules a nd etiquette to be obnd
intereSUng
~~f~:~· n~t~en~:-:iry ~;~~:~. a
No. 6. HOW 'J'O BECOJ\IE AN ATHLETE.
-Giving full instru ction fo r the use of dumb
bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
bars and various other methods or developing
a good, healthy muscle; containing over sixty
Illustrations.
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.
-A userul and Instructive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also experiments
in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks,
colored fires, and gas balloons.
No. 9. HO\V TO BECOJ\IE A VENTRILOQUJST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every intelllgent boy reading this book of Instructions can
master the art, and create any amount of fun
tor himself and friends. It Is the grea.teat
book ever puhlished.
No. 10. IIOW TO BOX.-The art or selfdefense made easy. Containing over thirty
Illustrations of guards, blows, and the dit!'erEvery boy
ent positions of a good boxer.
should obtain one of these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
without an Instru ctor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
-A most complete little book, containing full
directions for writing Jove -ietters, and when
to use them, giving specimen letters tor young
and old.
No. 12. HOW T O WRI TE LETTERS T O
LAJIIES.-Glving complete instructions for
writing letters to ladies on all subjects; also
letters of Introduction, notes and requests.

No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
ETIQUETTE,-rt Is a great life secret, ~nd
one that every Y ung man desires to know all

about. There's ha?piness in it.
No. 14. HO\ V '1'0 AlAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for making all kinds ot candy,

ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town or
country, and the most approved methods tor
raising beautiful flowers at home.
No. 18. HO\V '.rO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.One of the brightest and most valuable little
books ever given to the world. Everybody
wishes to know how to become beautiful, both
male and female. The secret is simple, and
almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING 8PAR'.rY.-A complete compe nd ium of
8
r:tro; S, :1g.:ts8u1f:~?e i~;e~!~fo ; ocid~°awi~~=
room entertainment. It contains more for t he
m~.;_Y A~at&-r-1 ~rtu:f/M'~i·l~ FISH.-The
most complete hunting and fishing guide ever
published. It contains full instructions about
guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishin.g, together with description ot game and
fish,
No. 22. H OW TO D O SECOND S I GHT.Heller's second sight explalned by his former
assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
secret dialogues were carried on between the
magician and the boy on the stage; also giving
all th e codes and signals.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN D REA.llfjl. This little book gives the explanation to all
k inds ot dreams, together with lucky and unlu cky days.
No. 25. H OW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.Containing full Instructions for all kinds of
gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-five Illustrations. By Professor
W . Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAU. AND B UILD
A BOAT.-Fully lllustrated. Full Instruction•
are given In this little book, together with Instructions on swimming and riding, companion
sports to boating.
No. 27. H OW T O RECITE AND BOOK OF
RECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most popular
selections in u.se, comprising Dutch dialect,
French dialect, Yankee and Iri•h dialect
pieces, together with many standard readings.
1',o. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.- ETeryone 1s desirous of knowing what his future· life
will bring forth, whether happiness or mloery,
wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance
at this little book. Buy one and be convinced .
N o. 29. H OW T O B ECOllm AN INVENTOR.
-Every boy shou ld know how Inventions or ig!nated. This book explains them all, giving

examples In electricity, hydraulics, magnet ll
optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. 30. H O\ V TO COOK.-O,ne or the m,

instructive books on cooking ever published.
contains recipes !or cooking meats, fl.sh, ga
and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and
kinds of pastry, and a grand collection

recipes.
No. 31. HOW T O B ECOl\lE A SPEAKE
Containing fourteen illustrations, giving
different positions requisite to become a g
speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also cont
Ing gems from all the popular authors bt p
and poetry.
No. 33. HO\V TO BEHAVE,-Containing
rules and etiquette of good society and
easiest and most approved methods of appe
ing to good advantage at parties, balls,
theatre, church, and in the drawing-room.
No. 34. HOW T O FENCE.-Contalnlng
instruction for fenci n g and the use of
broadsword; also instruction in archery
~1~I~~? t~!tte~7~1.iti?ir:'~pii;,a~~~~i1n~~uatratlo
No. 35. H OW TO PLAY GAJIIES.-A co
plete and useh1I little book, containing
rules and r~gtilations or billiards, bae-at e
ba~~~ ..3~.mJg,wr~'lf8Jolv~lnc&~uiii>•m
...,
Containing a.II the leading conundrums of
day, amusing riddles, curious catches a n d wl
sayings.
No. S7. H OW TO K EEP H OUSE.-lt c
tains Information tor ever ybody, boys, glf
men and women; It will teach you how
make 11,Jmost anything around t h e house s
a.s p4rlor ornaments, brackets, ceD'le
Aeolian harps, and bir d lime tor catch
birds.
No. 38, H OW T O B f,C Ol\IE YOUR O~
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing u
ful and practical infor mation in the treatm
of ordinary diseases and a il ments common
every family. Abounding In useful and ef~1
live recipes for general complaints.
No. 39. H OW TO RATSE DOGS. POUI .T
PIGEONS AND RA BBI'I'S.-A useful and
structfve book. Handsomely iJlustrated.
No. 40. H OW T O l\lAKE AND SET TRAI
-Including hints on how to catch mol
weasels, otter. rats, squirrels and bi r ds. A
how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK E
l\lEN'S JOKE B OOK.-Containing a great
riety of the latest jokes used by the m
famous end men. No amateur minstrels
complete without this wonderful little bookf
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ST l'
SPEAKER.-Contalning a varied assortmen
stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and I r ish. A+
end men's jokes. Just the thing for h o,
amusement and amateur shows.
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